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Foreword
This audit, as well as a gathering exercise, is also an opportunity to outline a course for
radical change in relation to music and young people - a change that I feel is very necessary and it further presents an opportunity to truly push forward a deepe r and greater
understanding of the value of music and a chance to define and cement the critical role and
relationship it has in all our lives.
It is a chance to define what it is we mean when we talk about music. This is especially
important in relation to communicating with those that make policy, determine funding,
and establish education agendas and may not be fully musically informed. I feel the lack of a
deep understanding and awareness of music at this level has contributed to a general
marginalisation and devaluation of music learning within mainstream education and this
simply has to be overturned.
It is critical that the case for music education at all levels is made in relation to not just the
arts and entertainment sector, but also in relation to other sectors including social welfare,
community, health and well-being, business, economy, identity, politics and tourism, and its
role in promoting the unique aesthetic brilliance of Northern Ireland on an international
stage.
Professor Brian Irvine (Composer/ educator)
Professor of Music, Ulster University. Co - Artistic Director of Dumbworld

Preface
The Arts Council commissioned the production of this audit in order to establish a comprehensive
body of evidence about the current state of Youth Music in Northern Ireland and its developmental
needs. Working closely with partners ranging from the Education Authority to independent arts
organisations, we conducted a detailed examination of youth music provision across the voluntary,
community, statutory and commercial sectors. The research drew on a mix of desk-based analysis of
the existing research and data from the institutions, quantitative analysis of participation and
geographic access, qualitative analysis based on focus groups undertaken with young people, and
benchmarking with other jurisdictions.
The findings of the audit inform two subsequent reports, which should be read in tandem with the
research. The first, the Youth Music Strategy and 5-Year Action Plan, has been developed by a codesign group representing the youth music ecosystem. It establishes the Arts Council’s priorities
over the next five-year period, including enhancing opportunities for young people of all abilities and
backgrounds to engage in music; improving training and career pathways; strengthening the youth
music infrastructure; increasing awareness of the impact of music amongst decision makers; and
building partnerships and collaborations to improve coordination and support between the various
elements of the sector.
The second report covers those Audit recommendations which are, strictly, beyond the immediate
purview of the Arts Council, but which we are confident can be addressed effectively through a
multi-stakeholder approach involving institutions such as the Department for Education, the
Education Authority, local authorities, Department for Communities, independent arts organisations,
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the Arts Council and others. Areas include, for example, strengthening the role of music in delivering
the curriculum; upskilling teachers in the use of new technologies in music; increasing opportunities
for young disabled musicians embarking on a musical career; and establishing a Music Sector
Representative Body with a Youth Music element.
Taken together, these strategies should ensure that youth music provision is equally distributed
across the region and is fully supported by the infrastructure.
In completing this important body of work, I want to thank the consulting team and the members of
the Co-design Advisory Group, listed below.
I believe that, with this research and the ensuing strategic documents, we have laid solid
foundations to support the creation of a musically inclusive Northern Ireland where every child or
young person has the opportunity to engage in music and to access the appropriate support to
develop their talent.
Roisín McDonough, Chief Executive, Arts Council of Northern Ireland

Consulting Team:
Therese and Bruce Hogg, Blue Zebra
Heather Maitland, Arts Consultant
Jan Ford, Orchestra Live
Co-Design Advisory Group:
Ciaran Scullion, Head of Music & Opera, Arts Council of Northern Ireland (Chair)
Joanne Wright, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Darren Canmore, Head of Music, Education Authority
Jan Hutchinson, Education Authority
Donal Doherty, Music Director, Codetta Chamber Choir
Eithne Benson, Board Member, Ulster Youth Choir
Paula Klein, General Manager, Ulster Youth Orchestra
Richard Wiggly, Director Ulster Orchestra
Charlotte Dryden, CEO, Oh Yeah Music Centre
Marty McGill, Head of Music, The Nerve Centre
Franziska Schroeder, Lecturer, Queen’s University, Belfast
Brian Irwin, Ulster University
Sarah Jones, Head of Skills Academy, Creative and Cultural Skills
Michelle McCormick, CEO, Drake Music
Liam Craig, Primitive Sound
Paddy Glasgow, Glasgowbury
Siobhan McCormick, Arts Service Manager, Lisburn (Arts Manager Group)
Diane Creighton
Shane Farron, Ulster Youth Choir
Orla Nugent (Senior Lecturer in Education with Music, St Marys University College Belfast)
Patrick Craig (HND Music Co-ordinator, SRC)
Ryan Gallagher (Lecturer NWRC - Derry)
Wendy Crawford
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background to the development of the Audit
In April 2019, the Arts Council of Northern Ireland (Arts Council) commissioned the production of an
audit of Youth Music in Northern Ireland. The Arts Council believes that the positive effects of youth
music are clear. Increased participation at grassroots level provides the best chance of increasing
the number of people progressing to professional levels of performance and extends opportunities
for our young people to experience and enjoy music on a regular basis. This has proven social
benefits.
It also recognises that progression routes and pathways for talented musicians are fragmented. In
order to target supports effectively, the Arts Council and its stakeholders agreed that they needed to
know, in comprehensive detail, what youth music activity is currently being delivered, focusing on
quality and what gaps and opportunities exist.
Working in collaboration with the Education Authority, schools, independent arts organisations,
voluntary bodies and higher and further education in Northern Ireland, the audit aimed to procure a
strong evidence base that will:






Help ensure the equitable distribution of supports by ensuring broader geographical and social
coverage;
Support advocacy work promoting the entitlement to music in education and lifelong learning;
Ensure the highest standards of music provision are maintained;
Identify professional development and training needs for teachers and tutors;
Broker and facilitate sustainable partnerships for youth music activities beyond formal
education, especially in the area of community-based project work.

The Arts Council recognises that changes in the provision of music, particularly in schools, is likely to
impact on the extent and nature of exposure pupils have to music in its range of forms.
One of the objectives of the research was to make firm, joint plans for the future of youth music
provision in Northern Ireland, built on a solid foundation of accurate and timely evidence which
reflects the diversity of activity being delivered, the range of stakeholders involved and the gaps in
provision that need to be filled.
Key Activities within the research included the following:


Undertaking a comprehensive, systematic, and independent examination of all youth music
provision in Northern Ireland taking activities across the voluntary, community, statutory and
commercial sectors into account.



Establishing where the key access points are and what inequalities exist relative to geography,
income, and entry route (formal or informal) relative to each of the main music genres.
Establishing what the current pipelines for talent are and what the key impediments to
progress.
Identifying where partnerships and collaborations can be developed or enhanced to ensure
connected and creative pathways at primary, secondary and tertiary education levels.





Mapping the provision for disabled young people including those with special educational
needs in health and disability settings.
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Identifying ways to ensure a skilled and knowledgeable workforce and create supportive
environments for teachers and parents.
Identifying models of best practice in music provision and benchmark provision with activity in
Scotland.
Designing a coherent strategy across all sectors of provision (including primary, secondary,
tertiary, informal and independent provision) to maximise opportunities for young people to
engage in music.
Developing a vision, strategic priorities, and action plan with indicative timings and costings.
Alongside this, the Terms of Reference stipulated that a range of range of methods, both
qualitative and quantitative, would be used as part of the evidence gathering process and
include stakeholder interviews, focus groups and surveys. As well as gathering primary
evidence, the appointed consultant will be required to analyse and interpret existing evidence
sources including the general population survey, continuous household survey and Young
Persons Behaviour and Attitude Survey. The contractor will consult decision-makers in all
sectors with an interest or active role in youth music provision in Northern Ireland.
Report to a project steering group chaired by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland and involving
the key partners associated with the assignment.
The report’s recommendations will be used to build a broad-based consensus on the best way
forward, with findings targeted at the Department of Education, Northern Ireland Assembly,
Education Board and Department for Communities.

Terminology
Key terminology used in the preparation of the report is defined as follows:




Activity: one session of any type e.g., a whole class instrumental or vocal lesson, small group
session, individual lesson, workshop, performance, rehearsal etc.
Participant: young person aged under 26 engaged in the activity excluding audiences
Analysis period: Financial year 2018/19 or Academic year 2018/19

How the Audit was undertaken - the co-design process
The methodology for the research is outlined below. It was driven by a Co-design Advisory Group
representative of the ecosystem of youth music in Northern Ireland1 which met five times during the
course of the research. The last two meetings were online due to Covid-19 pandemic restrictions.
The Co-design Advisory Group helped design the research methodology and contributed to the
analysis of key findings from the research and its recommendations. The Terms of Reference for the
co-design group is outlined in Appendix 6.1. Further detail on the objectives of and methodologies
used within the research is outlined in Appendix 6.2.
The research included:
Desk based research



Analysis of existing data from the Arts Council
The collation of data from the Education Authority Music Service on youth music provision in
schools and music centres across Northern Ireland



Analysis of background information and existing research on youth music in Northern Ireland
and elsewhere;
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Review of local and contextual data on the youth music sector in Northern Ireland;
The creation of a database of key consultees for the e-surveys, the focus groups and stakeholder
interviews;
Review of the Arts Council’s Traditional Music Audit 2 and Action Plan3 as it relates to this audit
Review of 2016 research into music education in Special Education Needs and Disabilities
settings4

Quantitative data analysis






Collation and analysis of data from Education Authority on its Youth Music Service
Design of the topic guides for the online e-surveys and agreement on how and when to
undertake these surveys, including a pilot phase. All school surveys were distributed through
the EA school portal, while other surveys were sent out by the consultants.
Conducting the e-surveys across 17 groups
Collation and analysis of data from ACNI on youth music activities and funding

Qualitative data gathering and analysis


Design of topic guides for Stakeholder Interviews. Over 30 Key stakeholder interviews across
the youth music infrastructure were undertaken to assist in the development of the research
framework; the topic guides for the focus groups with young musicians; and to help identify key
issues, opportunities, gaps, and areas for improvement in youth music



Design of topic guides for focus group with young people, and agreement on how and when to
undertake the focus groups including a pilot phase
Undertaking focus groups with seven key groups of young musicians



Benchmarking


Benchmarking against other youth music provision in England, Scotland, Wales and elsewhere in
the world

Analysis of data collected and preparation of draft and final audit report with input from the codesign group




Analysis and triangulation of results from all research undertaken
Production of draft and final audit report and review and input on conclusions and
recommendations from the co-design group
Production of high-level vision statement and strategy for youth music in partnership with the
Co-design Advisory group

Quantitative data gathering
In more detail, the quantitative data gathering process included the following:




The Education Authority Music Service provided data on participation and geographic access, to
which demographic and deprivation data was added based on the postcode of the main site of
each school engaging with the Music Service at the time of collation.
415 individuals responded to one of a series of 17 e-surveys5 , of whom 232 gave quantitative
data about their activity. These included:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o


School teachers delivering music activity – (94) (Head teachers only asked for
quantitative data)
Independent music teachers (18)
Music Service tutors (95) about activities outside the Music Service only
Sample of primary (35) and post-primary schools (8)
EA Music Service Managers (5)
Early years settings and specialist early years music organisations – (15)
Specialist youth music organisations – (3)
Arts Council of Northern Ireland-funded music organisations (24)
Community and amateur music organisations – (17)
Musicians aged under 26 – (75)
Other – (12)

Specific engagement with those in the disability settings
o Face-to-face surveys with 10 young people in health and disability settings (10)
o Teachers working in health and disability settings – (4)
o Data from 2016 research into music education in Special Education Needs and
Disabilities settings (18 out of 39 special schools, now 40)

To avoid double counting, schoolteachers were not asked for quantitative data as it was intended
that this would be provided by the head teacher/ Education Authority. School heads6 and
independent music teachers were asked to provide quantitative data, while Music Service tutors7
were asked to provide quantitative data about activities outside the Music Service only.
Each e-survey was specifically designed for each cohort group and a link distributed to all consultees
within each cohort group. See Appendix 6.3 for more detail.

Qualitative Data Gathering
From a qualitative perspective, seven in depth focus groups were undertaken with young people
from the following organisations and education institutions.








Camerata Ireland Academy (Specialist Youth Music organisation)
Ulster Youth Orchestra (Specialist Youth Music organisation)
Oh Yeah Music Centre (Music Hub/ Creative industries)
Nerve Centre (Creative industries)
St Mary’s University College (Third level)
Southern Regional College (Third level)
Drake Music including senior staff within settings (Tutors only)

The research framework used is outlined in Appendix 6.2. This covers a range of specific Research
objectives as outlined in the TOR.
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1.2 About Young People
The population of Northern Ireland is increasing and on 30th June 2017 was estimated to be 1.894
million people. The number of children and young people (aged 0-25 years) was estimated at
624,210 people, 33% the total population. (All charts are Mid-Year Population Estimates – NISRA).

2019 Northern Ireland 0-25 Years Population Estimates - Male and
Female

303,194

321,016

49%

51%

Male

Female

2019 NI Ages 0-25 Population Estimates by Age Group
100,000

91,738

90,000

87760

83708

77557

Population Estimate

80,000
70,000

62077

60,000
50,000

49,043

58679

46260
34450 32938

40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000

0
0-3 years

4-10 years

11-15 years

16-18 years

19-25 years

Age Groups
2019 Population Estimates Male

2019 Population Estimates Female

By 2029, the population of Northern Ireland is projected to increase to 1.989 million people. The
number of children and young people (aged 0-25 years) is estimated to fall to 615,833; they will
make up a slightly smaller percentage of the total population – 31%.
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The proportion of children and young people aged 11 and over is estimated to increase and the
proportion under 11 to decrease.

2029 Northern Ireland -0-25 Years - Population Estimates Male and Female

299442

316391

49%

51%

2029 NI Ages 0-25 Population Estimates by Age Group
90000

81797
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85005

65136

70000
Population Estimate

79168

77930
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60000
50000
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40735 39146

40000
30000

20000
10000

0
0-3 years

4-10 years

11-15 years

16-18 years

19-25 years

Age Groups

2029 Population Estimates Male

2029 Population Estimates Female

The estimated youth population across each of the local government districts in 2019 also gives an
insight into where local demand may be higher in some areas.
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Youth Music provision needs to be responsive to these demographics and the changes over time.

1.3 About Youth Music
The world’s first youth music organisation was the National Youth Orchestra of Wales founded in
1945 to prepare talented young people for careers as professional musicians. 8 Since then, for most
of the 20th century, the UK’s state funding for youth music focused mainly on supporting the
development of those with talent. This is still important and so one of the goals of this audit is to
map the progression routes for talented musicians.
In recent years, though, it has become evident that the supply of talented musicians is dependent on
ensuring young people have the opportunity to engage with music in the first place followed by
consistent access to the teaching and support necessary to sustain that engagement. Candace Allen
commented forcefully on this in The Guardian in 2014:
“In the past 20 years any number of orchestras, private charities and government quangos
have established small programmes bringing music appreciation, instruments, and tuition to
targeted schools; but students scratching and tooting away on needs-must cheap-andcheerful instruments in group lessons a few times a week are but the smallest baby steps on
the road to the National Youth Orchestra, conservatories and professional ensembles.
Beyond talent and dedication, prerequisites for these include access to better instruments,
concentrated and sophisticated tuition, participation in elite music holiday camps and
programmes – all of which require an investment”9
This model proposes a pyramid structure where the widest possible base of initial engagement in
music underpins the development of talent to the highest level. It is reflected in the Arts Council’s
terms of reference for this audit:
“The positive effects of targeting youth music are clear. Increased participation at grassroots
level provides the best chance of increasing the number of people progressing to
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professional levels of performance and extends opportunities for our young people to
experience and enjoy music on a regular basis. This has proven social benefits.”
This means that this audit must explore all aspects of young people’s relationship with active music
making from initial engagement to early career. This scope is framed by how it defines youth music.

Defining Youth Music
The difficulty of defining “youth” is common to most policy fields. This Canadian policy report
comments:
“There is no consensus about how to define ‘youth’. Defining youth primarily by the
criterion of age is increasingly less appropriate in a context in which young people’s life
trajectories are becoming more diverse and complex, because it assumes that within a given
age bracket assumes all youth are similar.” 10
Defining Youth Music potentially adds the complexity of musical genre. The Arts Council of Northern
Ireland, however, avoids definition as part of its shift towards inclusiveness set out in its Music
Strategy 2013-2018.
“The findings in Ackrill & Knowles 201111 , together with those arising from the recent
development of our first ever Intercultural Arts Strategy, and of new Youth Arts and
Community Arts Strategies, have highlighted the need for a far more inclusive approach to
the diversity of genres and distinctive musics.” 12
Most Youth Music organisations also skirt round definitions in order to embrace an inclusive
approach. Youth Music (UK) simply refer to young people making music, defining young people as
aged up to 26 and specifically embracing all genres of music. Matt Griffiths, CEO of Youth Music
describes how he believes definitions set up barriers for the development of Youth Music:
“Back then there were three terms knocking around for music education: formal (describing
music in the classroom, instrument lessons from peripatetic teachers, traditional local youth
orchestras and the like), informal (young people forming bands, teaching themselves, or
learning from friends and family) and non-formal (the kind of community-based youth-led
work that Youth Music predominantly funded). It might have helped in giving definitions for
all the different work going on but boy was it confusing. And it reinforced differences and
competition rather than similarities and collaboration.”13
The Scottish Youth Music Initiative embraces: “all musical genres, age groups and teaching
methods”, defining young people as aged 0 to 25. 14
Arts Council Ireland avoids making distinctions between artforms, placing responsibility for all
involvement in the arts by children and young people in a separate department rather than the
various artform departments. This means its definitions focus on participation by young people in
the arts in general rather than youth music in itself:
“The Arts Council supports and promotes children and young people’s engagement with the
arts from birth to early adulthood [encompassing] all art form areas, and [centring] on the
child or young person’s experience of the arts whether as a young artist, learner, participant,
audience member, or a combination of these.”15
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This audit defines Youth Music as young people aged 0 to 26 making music, whatever the context
and genre. 16 This wide definition has presented challenges as it considerably widened the scope of
the research phase beyond the available resources. The report therefore draws on data collected by
Dermot McLaughlin in the 2015 Traditional Music Audit commissioned by the Arts Council, by Gary
Day in Garden of Music’s 2016 survey and by the Education Authority Music Service.

The benefits of Youth Music
“Playing music opens many doors for young people and gives them opportunities to see the world,
to use talents, to learn how to be disciplined with regards to practicing and to meet and mix with
people. I think these things are very important for young people.” Past Music Service pupil and
Assistant Principal Trombone of Lucerne Symphony Orchestra, Switzerland.
The positive effects of targeting youth music are clear. Increased participation at grassroots level
provides the best chance of increasing the number of people progressing to professional levels of
performance and extends opportunities for our young people to experience and enjoy music on a
regular basis.
There is a variety of research that provides evidence for the developmental importance of music for
children and young people from early years to adolescence. According to a report on the importance
of music from the UK Department for Education and the Department for Culture, Media, and Sport17 ,
a number of studies have demonstrated the positive impact music can have on personal and social
development, including increased self-reliance, confidence, self-esteem, sense of achievement and
ability to relate to others. The most relevant peer-reviewed research is described below.
Education benefits of music
Studying music:


Sharpens the brain’s early encoding of sound enhancing listening, aural processing skills, aural
memory and phonological awareness contributing to the development of literacy skills 18




Enhances spatial reasoning which impacts on some mathematical skills 19
Has a positive impact on IQ scores even when family background factors are taken into account
20



Enhances attainment across all school subjects except sport even after general intelligence is
controlled for 21

Social benefits of music






Participating in music groups and needing to work together towards a common goal, promotes
discipline, teamwork, cooperation, self- confidence, responsibility, and social skills22 .
Music-making can lead to improved social skills including communication, taking turns and
engagement. 23
The process of learning to play a musical instrument or to sing, offers immense benefits for
children and young adults in the promotion of personal skills and attributes, as well as wider
social awareness. 24
Participating in musical groups promotes friendships with like-minded people; self-confidence;
social skills; social networking; a sense of belonging; teamwork; self-discipline; a sense of
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accomplishment; cooperation; responsibility; commitment; mutual support; bonding to meet
group goals. 25



Working in small musical groups requires the development of trust and respect and skills of
negotiation and compromise. 26
Increasing the amount of classroom music within the curriculum can increase social cohesion
within class, greater self-reliance, better social adjustment, and more positive attitudes
particularly in low ability, disaffected pupils. 27

Intellectual benefits of music



Music helps bind pupils into the wider life of the school. 28
Music has a power of forming the character and should therefore be introduced into the
education of the young. 29



Music education can have a significant effect on the reading ability of pupils who had been
experiencing difficulties, particularly teaching associated with rhythm. 30
Music instruction improved pupils’ ability to remember words and so improve their vocabulary,
and also enhance language development. 31
Music participation enhances measured creativity, particularly when the musical activity itself is
creative, for instance, improvisation and composition. 32








Music has been linked to the capacity to increase emotional sensitivity. The recognition of
emotions in music is related to emotional intelligence. 33
Music lessons in youth may have small but robust benefits for intellectual abilities and academic
achievement. 34
Music education can promote peak experiences and creativity among students. 35
Early childhood music training can lead to improvements in both musical skills and language
skills. Including an increase in vocabulary size, pre-reading skills, and singing ability. 36

Health and Well-being benefits of music










Taking part in music-making activities was often reported to lead to improvements in general
mental health. 37
Musical activities encourage enjoyment and fun and leave children feeling happy. 38
Learning to play an instrument enhances fine motor coordination. 39
Children and young people aged 8 – 16 years old, who received music therapy had significantly
improved self-esteem and significantly reduced depression compared with those who received
treatment without music therapy. 40
Music allows adolescents to satisfy their emotional needs. 41
Engaging in musical activities should enhance children’s self-esteem and heighten their
awareness of themselves and their immediate environment. 42
Music provides children with opportunities to explore feelings and express themselves in ways
that support or go beyond verbal communication.
A research report by Youth Music of 1,001 young people aged seven to 17 in England, shows
that music is essential to their lives, significantly improving their wellbeing. 85% of young people
said music made them feel happy, while 41% said it made them feel cool and 39% said it made
them feel excited. Asked how they would feel if they had to go without music for even one day,
most said they would be sad.43
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Economic benefits of Music
The NI and UK music industry is an important part of the economy and is dependent upon a
continually replenished pool of talent to sustain it. The Youth Music infrastructure nurtures and
develops this talent. The following research demonstrates the importance of the music industry to
the economy and therefore the importance of nurturing local talent:
 The music industry in NI (2016) contributed £61.5 million in GVA to the local economy per
annum44 , employing over 3,280 people. 1,900 of those people are directly employed within a
music business while the rest are in music-based roles within other industries (Source TBR
Research). The report also states that in 2016, the NI music industry employed mostly part time
individuals, making up 58% of the workforce. 37% of individuals were self-employed. Source
Creative Skillset report). This report also stated that there were 640 music businesses operating
in NI, turning over £166m per annum. (Source TBR Research).


In 2014, an independent economic baseline study of the NI music industry concluded that:
1,895 individuals were employed in 640 music businesses, averaging 2.96 employees per
business45 . These businesses were estimated to have generated a turnover of £160m and GVA of
£62m in 2013. This equated to GVA per employee of £32,717 or GVA per business of £96,875.
Three-fifths of businesses (58%, N=640) operated within the ‘core’ element of the music
industry46 , with the remainder (42%, N=640) operating within the ‘peripheral’ element of the
industry47 .



UK Music’s “Music By Numbers 2019”, published in 2019, reveals that the UK music industry
contributed £5.2 billion to the UK economy in 2018; the total export revenue of the music
industry was £2.7 billion in 2018; employment in the industry was 190,935 in 2018; and music
tourism contributed £4.5 billion spend to the UK economy in 2018 - up 12% from £4 billion in
201748 . Live music is worth £1.1bn to the UK economy. “The inter-dependency between sectors49
is what gives the UK music industry its diversity and economic success, fostering a unique ecosystem”. It estimated that Music tourism in Northern Ireland generated £90million spend in
2018. The report said that 294,000 music tourists visited Northern Ireland to go to a festival,
show or gig in 2018. Of these 30,000 were overseas music tourists and 264,000 were "domestic
tourists" i.e., those that travelled more than 35 miles to attend a gig, concert, or festival.
A report entitled “The Socio-Economic Contribution of Music to the Irish Economy”,
commissioned by the Irish Music
Rights Organisation (IMRO) and
produced by Deloitte Music states
that music contributes more than
€700 million to the Irish economy,
including music-related consumer
expenditure and supply-chain
impacts, and supports more than
13,130 jobs. 50 This report called for a
National Music Strategy rooted in
four key actions, one of which was
creative skills development - through
advanced training and education
services that will ensure musicians
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realise their potential, and that the ‘business of music’ is understood. It also stated that “it is
vital that the government contribute to initiatives to encourage creativity through the teaching
of music in schools”. 51 The other three actions were: Coordination and collaboration (the
establishment of a cross Government music grouping); concentration on copyright (the music
industry is under threat like never before, not from technology, but from the extremely low level
of return to writers and performers, from platform services); and credit access and compensation
(access to credit is perhaps the single greatest obstacle faced by entrepreneurs in the cultural
and creative industries. Musicians’ assets can be intangible, and financial institutions do not
always recognise their full economic value).


The IFPI Global Music Report – the industry in 201952 , demonstrates the value of the recording
industry worldwide to the world economy. Global recorded music revenues totalled US$20.2
billion in 2019, an 8.2% increase on 2018 and the fifth consecutive year of growth, fuelled by
growth in paid subscription streaming.

Framing Youth Music outcomes
The stated outcomes for delivering a particular youth music activity are indicators of the kind of
value placed on it within that context. When evaluating projects, music education researchers and
youth music organisations tend to group the benefits set out above into four areas 53 :






Musical outcomes: the development of technical and creative skills and abilities
Personal outcomes: the development of the individual including confidence-building, selfesteem, resilience, and practical life skills
Social outcomes: the development of relationship-building, communication and collaboration
skills resulting in, for example, NEET young people returning to formal education or training, a
reduction in anti-social behaviour, improved outcomes for young people in the penal system etc
Academic outcomes: improvement in general academic achievement.

In the e-surveys carried out as part of this audit, respondents were asked to rank these outcomes in
order of importance. The results were analysed according to the area of the youth music
infrastructure in which respondents worked: school music teachers, Arts Council-funded
organisations, Music Service tutors (in their private capacity) and young musicians. This showed that
many of those working in different areas were delivering youth music activities for different reasons.
This may present challenges around advocacy for the youth music infrastructure, and the
strengthening of existing partnerships and the development of new ones.
Table 1: % of survey respondents ranking outcomes as most important

Outcomes
No. of

School music teachers
Music Service tutors
Musicians
ACNI-funded orgs
All respondents

Musical Personal
21%
62%
33%
43%
28%
55%
41%
50%
23%
50%

Social Academic respondents
94
12%
3%
95
18%
5%
75
9%
7%
22
5%
0%
286
13%
4%
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1.4 Youth Music policies and initiatives nationally and internationally
In order to inform strategy development, we undertook research into how independent music
organisations and statutory bodies in other nations are approaching the support and development
of music making for and with young people. This overview provides examples of effective
interventions, initiatives and strategies being taking by a range of organisations nationally and
internationally to provide opportunities for young people to engage in music at all levels, develop
talent and address inequalities of access and barriers to music making for young people. The
outcomes and impact of some of these examples might merit further examination particularly those
where a collaborative and targeted approach is being effective in addressing barriers to
engagement.

England
Music Education Hubs are groups of organisations – such as local authorities, schools, other hubs,
art organisations, community, or voluntary organisations – working together to create joined-up
music education provision, respond to local need and fulfil the objectives of the Hub as set out in the
National Plan for Music Education.
Music Education Hubs were established in 2012, in response to the government’s 2011 National Plan
for Music Education (NPME), to provide access, opportunities and excellence in music education for
all children and young people. Hubs are coordinated by the Hub lead organisation, which takes on
responsibility for the funding and governance of the Hub. The total amount of Hub funding from the
Department for Education in the 2019-20 financial year was £75.84 million. (£76 million committed
20/21)
Each Hub lead organisation receives a proportion of the overall funding amount based on their share
of the overall number of eligible pupils in their local authority area(s). 90% of the funding is
distributed based on each local authority’s share of the total number of pupils registered on roll and
the remaining 10% is distributed based on their share of the numbers of pupils eligible for Free
School Meals (FSM).
Music Education Hubs are groups of organisations – such as local authorities, schools, other hubs, art
organisations, community, or voluntary organisations – working together to create joined-up music
education provision, respond to local need and fulfil the objectives of the Hub as set out in the
National Plan for Music Education.
MEH’s are required to deliver 4 core and 3 extension roles. The four core roles (mandatory) include
ensuring that every child aged five to 18 has the opportunity to learn a musical instrument (other
than voice) through whole-class ensemble teaching programmes for ideally a year (but for a
minimum of a term) of weekly tuition on the same instrument; provide opportunities to play in
ensembles and to perform from an early stage; ensure that clear progression routes are available
and affordable to all young people, and, develop a singing strategy to ensure that every pupil is
singing regularly and that choirs and other vocal ensembles are available in the area.
Extension roles (optional) include offering Continuous Professional Development (CPD) to school
staff, particularly in supporting schools to deliver music in the curriculum; provide an instrument
loan service, with discounts or free provision for those on low income and provide access to large
scale and/or high-quality music experiences for pupils, working with professional musicians and/or
venues. This may include undertaking work to publicise the opportunities available to schools,
parents/carers, and students.
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There are a wide range of approaches to delivery adopted by the 120 MEHs in England ranging from
those that essentially deliver using a ‘traditional’ music service model to those who have adopted a
multi-partner approach working in partnership with a wide range of music and cultural organisations
in their area. Key data about MEHs is collected annually by Arts Council England. 54
Arts Council England worked with the music education sector to facilitate the development of a
qualification for music educators and musicians who are involved in musical learning activities for
children and young people. The qualification was designed to encourage all music educators, from
those who are new to the workforce to those who are highly experienced, to develop new skills,
consolidate their understanding of music education and encourage best practice. The Level 4
Certificate for Music Educators launched in 2013.
English Music Education Hubs
Strengths / Core aspects of the English Model
Challenges / Gaps of the English Model
 4 Core requirements - not negotiable –
 No two Hubs are the same - wide range of
singing strategy, instrumental learning
models – Local Authority, independent
(min 1 term WCIT for all), progression and
charities, trusts, other NFP models
access to ensembles
 Workforces differ – freelance/contract
 Quantitative monitoring annually - stats
 Few have adopted a genuine partnership
approach
 Partnerships bring wider access to
different music genres for YP
 Tendency to operate as ‘traditional’ music
 School Music Education Plans required
service model
 Extension role offers access to high quality  Inequitable funding rural -v- urban
live music experiences, range increased
 No direct funding of schools’ music – schools
where multi-genre partnerships exist
have to buy-in with many other competing
providers
 Low-cost instrument loan scheme offered
by some
 Access to live high quality music experiences
limited in some areas
 Progression hardest to achieve (financial and
value issues)
 Onerous reporting requirements for Hubs
 DfE and Arts Council accountability.

Scotland
Youth Music Initiative (YMI) - Creative Scotland
Creative Scotland administers the Scottish Government's Youth Music Initiative (YMI) which aims to
create access to high quality music making opportunities for young people, offer young people the
chance to achieve their potential in or through music making, and support the development of the
youth music sector for the benefit of young people.
The YMI is a Scottish Government music education programme with a vision to put music at the
heart of young people’s lives and learning, contributing to Scotland becoming an international leader
in youth arts as set out in Time To Shine 55 , Scotland’s Youth Arts Strategy launched in 2013. It was
established in response to What’s Going On? (2003)56 , a national audit of youth music in Scotland.
At the time of writing, it supports in excess of 300 projects each year covering all musical genres, age
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groups and teaching methods.
Creative Scotland has three main aims for the YMI. It should:
 Create access to high quality music-making opportunities for young people aged 0-25 years,
particularly for those that would not normally have the chance to participate
 Enable young people to achieve their potential in or through music-making
 Support the development of the youth music sector for the benefit of young people.
It also seeks to address inequalities in provision for:








looked after children and young people;
resident in areas of social and economic deprivation;
from minority ethnic communities;
disabled and/or have additional support needs;
at risk of offending or have previously offended;
young carers or young parents;
young children aged 0 to 5.

The YMI has two distinct strands:



School-based music-making – activities planned and delivered by Local Authorities. Local
Authorities apply to the YMI Formula Fund for this activity
The informal sector Strengthening Youth Music – activities planned and delivered outside school
time. There are two informal sector funding routes: Access to Music-Making and Strengthening
Youth Music

School-based music making
The School-based Formula Fund is for school-based music-making activities planned and delivered
by Local Authorities. Local Authorities apply to the YMI Formula Fund for this activity. The core
purpose of the schools-based music making activity was to sustain the Scottish Government target
that “every school pupil in Scotland should be offered a year of free music tuition by the time they
leave primary school”.
YMI Formula Fund priorities are:
 working in partnership
 consulting with young people
 delivering training and continuing professional development opportunities.
There are additional funds for tackling inequality and supporting the engagement of young people
who do not currently take part in music-making. The Strengthening Youth Music Fund gives support
to the informal sector through two funding programmes – Strengthening Youth Music and Access to
Music Making. There was also a YMI Training and CPD fund in 2019/20.
The informal sector
Strengthening Youth Music: The Strengthening Youth Music Fund gives support to the informal
sector through two funding programmes – Access to Music Making and Strengthening Youth Music.
There is also a YMI Training and CPD fund in 2019/20.
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Strengthening Youth Music
The purpose of this fund is to improve the youth music sector infrastructure and the provision that
organisations offer. It is not to support project delivery directly with young people. It supported
strategic action, research or training that would strengthen the youth music sector in Scotland, for
the benefit of young people.
Creative Scotland made three awards within the Strengthening Youth Music strand in 2017/18.
These awards were made to Drake Music Scotland, Enterprise Music Scotland and Feis Rois. Creative
Scotland also provided £45,000 to Scottish Music Centre to run the continuing professional
development (CPD) fund. Building Skills and Practice, tacking inequalities, learning, and working and
cultural and strong communities. 57
Access to Music-Making
The purpose of the fund is to create access to high-quality music-making opportunities for young
people aged 0-25 years outside school time. Applicants can apply for funding between £1k - £40k for
projects up to two years.
• 45 awards were made in 2017/18 with six organisations received awards of over £40,000
through the targeted route within this fund. Over £538,000 was distributed through the targeted
route, which was approximately a third (35%) of all Access to Music Making funding. These
included Drake Music, National Piping Centre, Scottish Book Trust, National Youth Orchestras of
Scotland, Scottish Brass Band Association and Sistema.
Creative Scotland’s recent Impact Report 58 on YMI gives details of how local authorities and music
providers are delivering the outcomes set by Creative Scotland.
Overall, there is strong evidence that the YMI is achieving its intended outcomes in relation to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

young people enjoying the opportunities, which are high quality;
young people being able to take part when they would not normally have the chance;
young people developing their music and music making skills;
young people developing their skills for life and learning – including skills which contribute to
attainment around literacy, health and wellbeing, attendance, and engagement with learning;
young people developing their awareness of music and culture;
people delivering youth music developing their skills and confidence; and
organisations in the music sector and beyond work together to create progression opportunities
that strengthen the youth music sector for the benefit of young people

There is some evidence that YMI is contributing towards:
• developing skills for work – through specific projects targeted on this area of work; and
• young people having their voice heard in design and delivery.
In completing their end of project forms for 2017/18, local authorities most provided detailed
evidence about how they had contributed to:
• providing more opportunities to take part in music making;
• developing music and music making skills; and
• supporting young people who would not normally have the chance to participate in music
making opportunities.
The lowest reported contribution (9%) was for young people influencing or leading youth music
opportunities and have their voice heard in design and delivery.
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Analysis of the outcomes that Access to Music Making projects reported that most (89%)
contributed to the mandatory outcome, of young people developing their music and music making
skills. The most common intended outcomes were:
• Young people who would not normally have the chance to participate take part in music making
opportunities.
• Young people develop their skills for life, learning and work.
• Young people have more opportunities to take part in enjoyable and quality music.
The lowest reported contribution (12%) was for young people influencing or leading youth music
opportunities and having their voice heard in design and delivery.
Two Strengthening Youth Music projects submitted with only one project reporting against
outcomes, and focused on:
• young people develop their music and music making skills;
• people delivering youth music develop their skills and confidence; and
• organisations in the music sector and beyond work together to strengthen the youth music
sector for the benefit of young people.
It is worth noting that in 2019, Music was the fifth most popular Advanced Higher examination
subject although a range of factors is thought to have contributed to this.
It is helpful to consider the YMI 2019/20 development plan 59 in terms of how it has responded to
the findings of the previous year and the What’s Going on Now 60 report that was commissioned by
the Music Education Partnership Group (MEPG) as an update to the previous audit of music
education in Scotland What’s Going On? (2003), with the specific intention to build on and update
the work of the earlier report and make recommendations for the future. The report stated that:
“The YMI has become an integral part of Scotland’s music education and youth music
ecology and continues to tackle specific challenges in terms of initial access to music making
in the context of complex geography and the continued impact of poverty on Scotland’s
young people.”
It was overseen by Creative Scotland, on behalf of MEPG and the consortium of funders who
supported the research and undertaken by a team that brought together researchers from the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland and the University of Strathclyde. Whilst the report highlighted an
estimated increase of 50% since 2002-3 in music participation by young people in formal and
informal sectors, proportions of pupils receiving tuition through the Instrumental Music Services
varied widely in different local authorities, but the average (median) proportion had stayed roughly
constant since 2002-3, at around 8-9%.
Perceived inequalities in access to music provision were a consistent theme in the research. The
attainment gap between children and young people from middle class and more working class and
poorer households was conspicuous regarding engagement and attainment in music. The
introduction of charges for music tuition was shown to be impacting significantly on the ways in
which provision was shaped and delivered.
A series of case studies also illuminated the ways in which access to music was increasingly
inequitable in different communities. They reported that financial capital played a key role here but
also family access to different forms of social and cultural capital can increase opportunity.
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There was little evidence in the case studies of authentic models of inclusive practice in which music
provision is accessible to all children and young people. The case studies illustrated ways in which
children and young people with impairments or from working class or poor families had limited or
no access to musical activities over a sustained period.
There was evidence of very different post school opportunities for those from more advantaged
backgrounds and those from working class or poorer ones. Young people from more middleclass
backgrounds were more likely to have gained higher level qualifications that afford them more
choice in the career pathways.
The report makes several recommendations that were adopted in the YMI 19/20 Development Plan
and include:
Tackling inequalities in access to music provision
• Local Authorities should develop common guidance for Instrumental Music Services that reflects
an inclusive approach consistent with article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
and coherently extends equality of opportunity to all of Scotland’s young people within the
lifetime of the next Scottish Government.
• The Music Education Partnership Group (MEPG) should initiate a dialogue with key national
agencies which, while cognisant of the value of current national qualifications in music, will
explore further initiatives to develop effective pathways into the continuing study of music and
the rapidly evolving contemporary cultural industries
Changing perceptions of music and its purpose
• MEPG should continue to develop a range of resources for schools and teachers, and those
working in the informal and non-formal sectors to enhance their effectiveness, impact and
status while promoting wider understanding of the personal, social and community benefits of
making music.
Realising the potential of music in school
• MEPG, taking guidance from Education Scotland on possible opportunities arising through the
Regional Improvement Collaboratives, should develop a programme of activity - We Make Music
- to build on the YMI. This would encompass initiatives to support a positive culture of musicmaking in schools; professional learning in music as part of the careerlong professional learning
of primary school teachers in mainstream and ASN schools, and three pathfinder projects to
explore ways of achieving a step-change in the positive role of music in the school.
Facilitate new experiences and opportunities
• MEPG should work with all agencies towards strengthening the sector through increased
partnership working between formal, non-formal, public, and private agencies: this would
support local co-ordination and networks and the pooling of resources for music, procurement,
organisation, and advocacy.
The Music Education Partnership Group
The Music Education Partnership Group (MEPG) is a network of music-based organisations set up to
advocate for the life-long benefits for the people of Scotland of a music education enriched by
singing and playing. The Group includes the Association of Directors of Education Scotland, the
Heads of Instrumental Teaching Scotland, the Educational Institute of Scotland, Drake Music,
National Youth Orchestra of Scotland, Scottish National Jazz Orchestra, Scottish Opera, and the Royal
Scottish Conservatoire of Music, amongst others.
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Strengths / Core aspects of the Scottish Model
 Targeted funds to tackle inequality and
engage young people (of any school age)
who otherwise would not participate in
meaningful, quality music making
opportunities.
 Emphasis on music making ‘with’ and ‘by’
young people
 Investing in strengthening youth music
sector organisations in Scotland for the
benefit of young people
 Investing £538K in access to music outside
of school time facilitated by 45 groups and
organisations
 Facilitating co-operation between
organisations and groups supporting young
people’s music making.
 Establishment of a strategic music
partnership group
 YMI’s impact extends into culture,
education, health, youth work and
communities, e.g., YMI’s aims align fully
with Time to Shine, Scotland’s youth arts
strategy)
 Integral to Creative Scotland’s 10 Year Plan
‘Unlocking Potential, Embracing Ambition’

Challenges / Gaps of the Scottish Model
 Tackling inequality of opportunity to access
music
 Enabling young people to have their voices
heard
 Access to Music – a small number (6) large
organisations benefiting from most of the
grant
 To define and improve the pathway offers
such as well signposted progression routes
(addressed in 19/20 plan)
 Supporting training and professional
development (addressed in 19/20 plan with
new funding strand for training and CPD)
 Develop more robust data gathering and
evaluation models

Wales
Wales is in the process of revising its music curriculum to begin teaching in September 2020. There
has been significant involvement of teachers in the development of this curriculum. Presently, the
national curriculum (Curriculum Cymreig) for music is framed around an inter-related approach to
performing, composing, and appraising music.
As with the music curricula in other countries, there is a strong emphasis on learning through
musical experience. In addition, there is a focus on the music of Wales. In music, learners perform
and listen to the music of Wales, from the past and present. This includes music from the classical
tradition, folk and popular music, and other traditions and cultures, which represent the
communities of Wales. Composing activities may be based on extra-musical stimuli such as the
literature, visual art, or physical landscape of Wales.
Hitting the Right Note 201861 took evidence from experts and musicians over two years. That
committee found that there were issues around the provision of music teaching but also equality of
access and added that provision across Wales lacks consistency. Instrumental tuition and ensemble
music making is delivered by 22 independent music services across the principality. At the time of
writing, 20 out of the 22 Welsh local authorities provided a music service. Ten local authorities
operated their own discrete service; ten provided music services in collaboration, sharing a single
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music service between up to four authorities. In two local authorities, there was no music service
and schools must buy from independent providers. There is no national plan for music.
In a recent development, Anthem, a new charity, has been set up to be a long-term transformation
agent for young people and music in Wales and has been established to support the Welsh
Government’s long-term ambition to deliver a National Music Endowment for Wales. Led by Youth
Music, at the time of writing it was carrying out initial mapping of the sector and investigating
partnerships. It will begin to make funds available for bids from 2021. It does not replace music
education across Wales but will provide an opportunity to engage with a diverse range of young
people and musical genres and to raise aspirations of young people in Wales. It aims to make
musical opportunities more accessible to all young people aged 3-25, develop musical opportunity in
all genres and in all communities, identify and nurture talent and ability and to support career
pathways in music and the music industry. It is driven by cultural agenda considering the social,
health, education, equalities, and economic agendas in 21st century Wales.
Strengths / Core aspects of the Welsh Model
 Some collaboration between local
authorities for delivery
 Emphasis on music of Wales
 Anthem - to reach diverse range of young
people outside of school

Challenges / Gaps of the Welsh Model
 No national plan for music
 Equality of access patchy
 Lack of provision in rural areas

Youth Music in the Republic of Ireland
The Creative Ireland Programme is overseen by the Department of the Taoiseach and led by the
Minister for Culture, Heritage, and the Gaeltacht. Creative Youth is part of this programme
alongside, Creative Communities and Creative Nation and is supported by a working group of
officials from the Creative Ireland Programme office, the Department of Education and Skills, the
Department of Children and Youth Affairs and the Arts Council.
Creative Youth aims to “give every child practical access to tuition, experience and participation in
art, music, drama and coding by 2022”. The Creative Youth Plan commits to give every child
practical access to tuition, experience and participation in art, music, drama, and coding by 2022.
Creative Youth aims to increase opportunities for activity and participation, and to influence public
policy around creativity in both formal education and out-of-school settings. It aims to create a place
where knowledge and creativity are equal partners in the formation of young people, giving them an
opportunity to become creative, active citizens. Creative Youth has a number of strands including


Creative schools, which aims to understand, develop, and celebrate the arts and creativity as a
core aspect of school life – fostering children and young people’s creativity as an integral part of
their education. Each school is supported by a Creative Associate in developing their individual
school plan and creating links between the school and arts & cultural organisations. Each school
has a discretionary budget of €2,000. 300+ schools are now engaged in the initiative.



Cruinniú na nÓg - Ireland’s national day of creativity for children and young people – a chance
for everyone under 18 to unleash their creativity and participate
Local Creative Youth Partnerships (LCYPs) on a pilot basis in three Education and Training Board
(ETB) areas around the country. They are networks which enable information sharing, and
collaboration between local creative youth service providers to bring about better use of existing
resources and initiatives in their area.
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Fighting Words aims to help children and young people to discover and harness the power of
their own imaginations and creative writing skills. It aims to use creative writing and storytelling
to strengthen children and teenagers to be resilient, creative, and successful shapers of their
own lives.
Youth Theatre. Each week, on average, more than 2,600 Irish young people participate in over
500 hours of drama activities with 55 Youth Theatre Ireland affiliated youth theatres around the
country.
Me and my Music is an Arts in Junior Cycle initiative supported by the Creative Ireland
Programme, Junior Cycle for Teachers (JCT), the Irish Music Rights Organisation (IMRO) and Sing
Ireland, which enables students, teachers and musicians work together to create a musical
composition. Teachers and musicians create an environment which allows students to
experiment, take risks, explore new and challenging opportunities, and reflect on the creative
process. It develops the students’ creativity and provides music students with a valuable insight
into the music-making process and the evolving music industry and the foundational
understanding of the value of music to the economy and the changing role of music creation in a
digital era – equipping future creators with the skills required for an evolving music industry.
Creative Youth – for our teachers – This programme element aims to build a critical mass of
educators equipped with the skills and techniques for delivering programmes and is crucial to
the long-term success and sustainability of the Creative Youth. It supports teachers through
programmes of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) at all levels: Early Years: The
Department of Children and Youth Affairs will support the development and rollout of CPD for
practitioners in arts education for young children in early years settings; Primary: The
Teacher/Artist Partnership (TAP) supports and enhances Arts Education through which artists
work in partnership with teachers; and Post-Primary: Arts-in-Junior Cycle consists of a series of
professional development experiences for teachers to support engagement with the arts and
learning in junior cycle – providing teachers with practical and creative methodologies to engage
with learning outcomes in their classroom.
Music Generation, Ireland’s National Music Education Programme, was set up in 2010 by Music
Network to establish an infrastructure for music education.

Music Generation’s genesis stems from the combined philanthropic support of U2 (€5m) and The
Ireland Funds (€2m) to seed-fund a phased implementation of Music Network’s Feasibility Study
Report: A National System of Local Music Education Services62 . This report stated “In the case of
vocal and instrumental tuition, despite some excellent provision in various institutions and schemes,
we lack the kind of systematic provision appropriate to a twenty first-century European country so
distinguished by its cultural achievement and identity. Whole regions of Ireland lack appropriate
provision and hundreds of thousands of citizens are thereby culturally deprived”.
Music Network’s Feasibility Study, the blueprint document underpinning Music Generation’s
approach, presented a model that involved the creation of a national system of Local Music
Education Services that would be publicly supported, socially inclusive, community focused, of high
quality, to complement the teaching and learning of music in the classroom.
Since Music Generation’s establishment, significant developments in local and national policy
contexts have emerged. Nationally, these included the introduction of the Arts in Education
Charter63 in 2012 by the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht and the Department of
Education and Skills; the Arts Council Strategy 2016 – 2025 Making Great Art Work64 ; the National
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Youth Strategy 2015 – 2020; and Ireland’s first cultural framework policy, Culture 2025 65 . The
Government’s Creative Ireland Programme 2017-2022 continues to be the primary implementation
framework for the promotion and strengthening of culture and creativity throughout Ireland.
Alongside the on-going development and delivery of the Creative Ireland Programme, Project Ireland
204066 , the Audio-visual Action Plan67 and the cultural elements of Global Ireland 2030 68 , Culture
2025 A National Cultural Policy Framework to 2025 was finalised and approved by Government. All
of these demonstrate the significance of culture in the development of Ireland’s economy.
Locally, the Education and Training Boards Act 2013 and the Local Government Reform Act 2014
have resulted in the amalgamation of VECs into Education and Training Boards and have changed
Local Authority structures for local and community development.
Music Generation focuses on the provision of performance music education – that is, the breadth of
vocal and instrumental learning in all genres and styles of music. This includes all pedagogical
approaches and practices appropriate to particular musical cultures and traditions and is delivered
by professional musician educators. Recognised by the Department of Education and Skills as nonmainstream music education, performance music education complements and enriches – but does
not replace – the mainstream music curriculum provision of the formal education system69 .
In the Republic of Ireland, music at primary level is compulsory and is taught for the most part by
generalist teachers. It is one of three arts education subjects delivered as part of a balanced
curriculum. The importance placed on music, has, in recent years diminished as a greater focus in
placed on numeracy and literacy. Music is not compulsory in secondary schools and many do not
offer music as a subject. Equality of access to the study of music at secondary level education in the
Republic of Ireland is therefore inconsistent, due to the “optional” status of music and the absence
of musical traditions within schools70 .
Charged with developing that infrastructure, Music Generation operates through a devolved model
of delivery by Music Education Partnerships under the leadership of Coordinators/Music
Development Officers, in response to local need and context and within an overall national
framework.
Music Generation believes in the musical potential and innate artistry of every child and young
person – that it is every child and young person’s right to have the choice of access and the chance
to participate as a musical citizen. It aims to transform the lives of children and young people
through access to high quality performance music education in their locality. Through partnership, it
creates rich and diverse ways for participants to engage in vocal and instrumental tuition delivered
by skilled professional musicians, across all musical genres and styles.
Its vision, as outlined in its Strategic plan71 is
“What we want to do is really simple. We just want to make sure that everyone, whatever
their background, gets access to music tuition. That’s the idea.” (Bono/U2).
In December 2017, the then Taoiseach, announced a commitment by Government to support the
roll out of the programme nationwide by 2022. Music Generation creates 48,500 opportunities for
children and young people to engage in music tuition annually, generating some 350 employment
opportunities for musicians. It delivers 150 different programmes in over 800 tuition centres and
accessible tuition is offered in over 50 different types of instruments across all genres of music.
Locally each Music Generation programme is managed by a Local Music Education Partnership under
the leadership of a Music Development Officer. The partnerships are supported and funded by
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Education and Training Boards, Local Authorities, and a range of local and community organisations.
There are now 25 Local Music Education Partnerships across Ireland. By Way of example, Music
Education Louth and Music Education Clare are two examples of the variety of activities available.
Music Generation Louth runs a variety of programmes and tuition including:


Regional Tuition Centres - Providing a vast array of music and singing classes in five tuition
centres – Ardee, Bush, Drogheda, Dundalk and Dunleer.




Music Matters - A fun-filled musicianship programme for pre-school and junior classes.
Junior Ensembles - An opportunity to join a brass band, string orchestra, string ensembles choir,
harp ensemble or guitar ensemble.
Let's Sing - A fun and accessible primary school programme enabling children to become more
confident at singing and performance.
Blown Away Recorder - An imaginative whole-class recorder programme for primary schools.







Classical Strings Access Programme - Introducing Strings! Giving children an exciting opportunity
to play a range of orchestral stringed instruments – violin, viola, cello, and double bass in a
whole-class environment.
Traditional Fiddle Programme - A primary school-based fiddle programme.

Music Education Clare runs a variety of programmes and tuition including:














Junior trad group - Junior trad group for young musicians at primary level, based in Ennis.
Rock and pop orchestra - Ensemble rock meets pop performance in this programme for young
musicians ages 12 to 15. Open to fans of rock, pop, and contemporary music.
Saturday creative hub - This hub in Ennis offers weekly tuition in a range of instruments for
children and young people aged 12 -18.
Primary school strings - An introductory string performance programme offering high quality
group and ensemble tuition on a range of string instruments.
National School Programme - the National School Programme aims to compliment the national
school music curriculum through active music making in the classroom.
Secondary School Programme - An inclusive, collaborative workshop featuring music
composition and performance; encouraging interpersonal activities where social skills are
developed through the sharing of ideas, skills, and instruments.
Instrumental hubs - Four instrumental hubs providing instrumental tuition to children and
young people in Ennis, Ennistymon, Killaloe and Kilkee.
Burren Children’s Choir - The Burren Children’s Choir operates in partnership with Music
Generation Clare to bring together over sixty young singers from twelve schools all over North
Clare for singing, performance and collaboration opportunities.
North Clare Strings - A 25-week full school programme, providing weekly string workshops and
violin tuition to primary school students in North Clare, with an emphasis on participatory
learning and interactive group playing.
Instrument bank - A variety of instruments are available to rent at subsidised rates.
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Strengths / Core aspects of the Republic of Ireland Model











The Creative Ireland five-year Programme – which
connects people, creativity, and wellbeing. Creative
youth – a core theme of the programme, creates
opportunities for children and young people to realise
their full creative potential. Music Generation is one of
Creative Youth’s core programmes
Music is a compulsory part of the curriculum up to the
end of primary level and is optional after this
Music Generation has a major focus on inclusion,
creativity, diversity, and empowerment through music
Music Generation’s Music Education Partnerships
operate across 25 different locations in Ireland – with a
dedicated approach to inclusion
Music Generation cuts across a range of different music
genres
Music Generation has a blended model of funding with
central government, Education and Training Boards,
Local Authorities, and supported by a range of local and
community organisations.
Creative Youth - for our teachers – demonstrates the
importance of investing in CPD for teachers as part of a
sustainable model
An agreed national cultural strategy that demonstrates
the importance of culture to the economy

Challenges / Gaps of the Republic
of Ireland Model
 Music is not compulsory at
post primary level but is
offered within the curriculum
 Some of the 25 locations in
which Music Generation
operates seem to be more
active than others
 Creative Ireland and Creative
Youth is a Five-year
Programme – so potentially is
prone to budget cuts in the
future - not yet a
mainstreamed programme

Youth Music in Finland
The short Finnish school day allows children time and space to immerse themselves in extracurricular activities, which are an integral part of a child’s educational development. These activities
must be accessible, diverse and adhere to Finnish society’s wider educational principles. Finnish
children do not enter full time education until they are seven years old.
More than 100 music schools, from Helsinki in the south to Lapland in the north, come under the
umbrella of the Suomen musiikkioppilaitosten liitto72 , the Finnish Music School Association (SML).
Although its membership includes Finland’s 15 conservatoires (for a country of only 5.5 million
people), the organisation’s main remit is to oversee the activities of Finland’s extensive network of
music schools for children up to the age of 18.
According to the Music School Association, there are around 67,000 students enrolled in the music
school system, with some 36% involved in early childhood education (those below the school age of
seven). Finland’s 100+ music schools offer an immensely diverse range of activities, ranging from folk
music to jazz, Suzuki, orchestra, chamber music and even classes for mothers with new-born babies.
At an appropriate age for their instrument, children can audition, or take an informal musicianship
test, to receive instrumental lessons and enrol on the main music school programme, which can
eventually lead to the music school diploma.
In addition to instrumental lessons – available on almost any classical or folk instrument – students
also receive a complete musical training programme consisting of theory, ear training, music history
and ensemble projects.
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The average fee is around €100-€600 (£88-£530) per term which covers the whole package: private
instrumental lessons of 30 to 90 minutes, theory, history, orchestras, chamber groups, folk music
groups and, for classical department pupils, accompaniment, concerts, and special events. Some
music schools have pupils who are exempt from payment, with social services supporting families.
The structure of the main diploma consists of four levels: levels 1-3, followed by the Music School
Diploma. Although very structured, the whole programme is designed to be as flexible as possible
around each student’s individual needs. There is no age limit or timescale to complete each level and
many students leave the music school without attaining the diploma. The overall aim is to develop
well-rounded musicians, not just fine instrumentalists.
There is no real equivalent to our GCSE and A-level music exams. All Finnish children – whether or
not they are enrolled in the music school – receive compulsory classroom music lessons at primary
school level, which they may opt to continue at secondary school. At 16, students may also apply to
one of Finland’s 11 specialist music-orientated upper-secondary schools (equivalent to the UK’s sixth
form colleges) but despite this, there are still no formal, ‘academic’ music qualifications available.
The only real possibility is to take the music school diploma which is heavily oversubscribed.
Finnish government spend the equivalent of around £60m per year on music education. The UK
government – overseeing a population of around 10 times the size of Finland – invested around
£75m in England’s music hubs last year.
Finland sees music education as something which is vitally important. Finnish music schools receive
substantial financial support from both the government and city councils – accounting for around
75% of the costs – with remaining expenses coming from students’ families. There is a lot of
emphasis on teacher training, which is very well planned and organised, and takes many years to
complete.

Benchmarking Models for overcoming barriers to engagement and participation
There are many models of delivery for encouraging the participation of young people in music, both
formal and informal and across a range of genres and abilities, in the UK. No one system fits all but
there are common characteristics of those considered to be so called ‘models of best practice’
including partnership working, youth voice, co-curation, co-production, and adoption of inclusion
policies. The models and initiatives we have highlighted here address the social, economic, and
geographic barriers to participation and the development of talent.
Social Class
The Sistema movement 73 has its roots in improving social mobility74 and the life chances of young
people in some of the most deprived areas of England and Scotland. Sistema England’s projects,
funded by Arts Council England, focus on musical progression for young people, leadership and
teacher development, international practice sharing and improving impact.
Sistema Scotland, Big Noise, funded by Creative Scotland, is particularly focused on early years'
intervention and long-term delivery. Each new Big Noise centre begins by working with children at
nursery (weekly) and in Primary 1 and 2 (twice weekly), gradually building on core skills such as
listening, concentration, rhythm, rhyme, and teamwork whilst learning to play an instrument in a
group.
Through participation in music, the programmes have had a significant impact on the numbers
learning instruments and importantly progression. 75 The programmes encourage participation in
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music to bring about huge personal benefits for children involved and provides opportunities for
them to grow and develop, both socially and musically.
Qualitative data from the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER)76 report
demonstrates that participants (children, parents, and school staff) were very positive about Sistema
England’s In Harmony programme. They reported that In Harmony was enhancing children’s
enjoyment of music, their musicianship, and their technical skills. It had also benefited children’s
social and emotional wellbeing, especially their confidence, communication, and relationships with
others.
Diversity and Inclusion
Youth Music is a well-established charity in England with structured programme of support for of
out of school music making, skills development and advocacy targeting the most excluded covering a
very wide range of music genres. Their recent Exchanging Notes programme 77 in Birmingham
brought music organisations together with secondary school music teachers to co-design innovative
curricula, learning and benefitting from each other’s expertise. They found that focusing on young
people’s existing interests in music helped to improve their view of themselves and school life,
attendance among disengaged pupils, and their approach to learning.
Youth Music also pioneered the concept of Youth Music Action Zones, supporting a diverse range of
music organisations across the English regions to develop music activities for young people,
particularly those in challenging circumstances. Whilst these ‘zones’ have now disappeared or been
replaced by strong youth-focused music organisations, they created a strong infrastructure for
supporting music of all genres with young people outside of education. They have recently launched
a talent development programme with PRSF and a new organisation, Anthem, in Wales.
Drake Music 78 i s a Disabled-led organisation and works with Disabled people of all ages, from school
children having their first instrumental lessons to professional Disabled musicians. Drake Music
works with all musicians who identify as disabled, from beginner to professional level in school, arts,
and community settings and across the whole of the UK.
They work where music, disability and technology meet to create opportunities and instruments that
make music fully accessible, get more people involved in music-making at all levels and build an
integrated musical culture where Disabled and non-disabled musicians work together as equals.
They have an excellent track record of developing and delivering outreach, training, artistic
development, and education initiatives for Disabled musicians of all ages and in all genres. An artistic
development programme supports Disabled musicians to progress their work and they offer training
and consultancy for teachers, music hubs and other organisations.
Open Up Music’s 79 mission is to make orchestras accessible to young disabled people. Founded in
2007, they are unique among SEN/D arts organisations with a defined and clearly articulated focus
on orchestras. They run two programmes - Open Orchestras, specially to support English Music
Education Hubs develop SEN/D orchestras and NOYO – National Open Youth Orchestra - which gives
some of the UK’s most talented young disabled musicians a progression route. It promotes musical
excellence, empowering disabled and non-disabled musicians aged 11-25 to rehearse and perform
together as members of a pioneering ensemble. Open Orchestras supports Music Education Hubs,
arts organisations, and schools to create orchestras that are accessible to young disabled people.
The National Open Youth Orchestra (NOYO)80 is a world first, an ambitious orchestra launched in
September 2018 to give some of the UK’s most talented young disabled musicians a progression
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route. It promotes musical excellence, empowering disabled and non-disabled musicians aged 11-25
to rehearse and perform together as members of a pioneering inclusive ensemble. Some of the
National Open Youth Orchestra musicians play acoustic instruments; others, electronic instruments
like the Clarion, which can be played with the movement of any part of the body including the eyes.
Able Orchestra81 established in 2015 Able Orchestra is a totally inclusive ensemble of disabled and
non-disabled musicians. It is an evolving project based on the principle of enabling people to create
and perform music on equal terms, regardless of their physical dexterity or musical experience. A
partnership between Orchestras Live and Inspire Youth Arts, projects have included appearances at
82 the Hockley Hustle and Soundstage festivals and cross-genre collaborations with Big Fish Little Fish,
Next Door Dance, and champion beatboxer THePETEBOX. In 2016, Able Orchestra was invited to
perform at the BBC Ten Pieces Proms at the Royal Albert Hall and most recently it gave its
Manchester debut performance, with an expanded number of diverse young musicians and players
from the Hallé and BBC Philharmonic. The performance included the premiere of a piece
commissioned from Oliver Vibrans, the first time an external composer had written for the
ensemble. Held at the iconic BBC Philharmonic Studio, the event was attended by a large audience
including international delegates from Association of British Orchestras annual conference.
The SEND music curriculum is fast developing in England with Leicestershire Music Service 83 having
developed a comprehensive and inclusive SEND Scheme of Work offering both specialist and nonspecialist music teachers a resource for delivering good quality music lessons. The Scheme provides
an outline for learning outcomes that can be related to any assessment framework and are designed
to fit with any topic or theme. Music Technology has been incorporated in a constructive way to
support the development of students' music skills rather than as a recreational tool. The Units of
Work are adaptable and user friendly for all abilities / mixed ability groups from the Early Years
Foundation Stage to Key Stage 4.
Charanga music resources for SEND Charanga classroom music resource 84 incorporates a SEND/ASL
section within its award-winning Musical School programme for Primary and Special schools.
Musical School is now being used by over 7,000 UK schools to provide specialist and non-specialist
teachers with the music teaching skills and digital resources to offer all children and young people
high quality, progressive music learning.
With the addition of this new SEND/ASL section, Musical School has the potential to equip all
teachers working in an SEND/ASL setting with the skills and confidence to teach music.
At the heart of the Charanga SEND/ASL section is a Scheme of Work called ‘Anyone Can Play’ which
was developed by the Music Unlimited team over several years of working in SEND/ASL settings.
Charanga has adapted the Scheme into a simple-to-use digital programme with important new
features while preserving the tried and tested core methodology.
This new SEND section in Musical School has been made possible through Charanga’s involvement in
the ambitious three-year ‘Bright Future for SEND Music in Greater Essex’ project funded by the
National Foundation for Youth Music and the Essex Cultural Development Fund (for work in Essex)
with contributions from Charanga and a range of other national and local partners.
Chineke! Foundation. The Chineke! Foundation was created in 2015 to provide outstanding career
opportunities to established and up-and-coming Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) classical musicians
in the UK and Europe. The Foundation’s flagship ensemble, the Chineke! Orchestra comprises
exceptional musicians from across the continent brought together multiple times per year. As
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Europe’s first majority-BME orchestra, the Chineke! Orchestra performs a mixture of standard
orchestral repertoire along with the works of BME composers both past and present.
The Chineke! Orchestra works closely with its sister ensemble, the Chineke! Junior Orchestra 85 , a
youth orchestra of BME players aged 11-22, with senior players acting as mentors, teachers, and role
models to the young musicians. The Chineke! Junior Orchestra acts as a bridge between such
schemes and higher education, giving its players experience, encouragement, and confidence during
their formative years, with the hope of increasing the numbers of BME candidates currently studying
music at third level.

Talent Development
Awards for Young Musicians 86 Identifying and furthering talent. Two key aims: removing the
financial barriers and other obstacles that prevent young people getting into music and helping
realise their potential once they are on their way. Furthering Talent is designed to help musical
young people from low-income families from the moment the first sparks of potential appear. We
support their instrumental learning far beyond initial state-funded lessons, so they can keep on
playing music well into their teens and beyond. Identifying Talent addresses a key obstacle in
talented young people’s musical progress: some teachers’ limited experience of how to identify their
musical potential. Using face-to-face training and online film resources, we have so far worked with
1,000 music educators, exploring the skills they need to spot the next generation of musical talent.
This is in partnership with Youth Music.
Foundation for Young Musicians. Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London. Offers bursary
support to talented London school children, so they can experience first-class musical training and
education. CYM London’s Saturday Centre is a Centre for Advanced Training within the Department
for Education’s Music & Dance Scheme. It also plays a part in the Guildhall Young Artists progression
routes, from primary education right through to undergraduate and post-graduate studies in music.
All major UK orchestras run youth ensembles and orchestras. There is a wide range of talent
development programmes across genres offered by Serious, Awards for Young Musicians, Youth
Music and PRSF. National Children’s Orchestra87 , Nation Youth Orchestra of Great Britain 88 and
SAMYO89 the National Youth Orchestra for Indian Music. Founded in 2002 to give young people the
opportunity to perform, learn and develop as individual artists. Our artists are recruited from around
the country and are trained in either Hindustani or Carnatic music.
The National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain Inspire Programme 90 is a game changing inclusion
and access programme which provides free opportunities to Grade 6-8+ teenage musicians to
develop their orchestral playing. At the heart of the programme is the power of peer inspiration and
learning; it believes teenagers can gain so much from open exchange and sharing with fellow
teenage musicians. The objective of the programme is to offer every dedicated teenage musician the
chance to have a breakthrough experience through NYO Inspire, both as musicians and audience
members. Within this it has a special focus on supporting and empowering musicians
underrepresented in NYO and the professional orchestra sector.
Through in-depth workshops, rehearsals, and public performances, NYO Inspire events offer the
opportunity to develop ensemble playing skills, meet enthusiastic musicians from across the
country, and work closely with NYO Musicians and Tutors in a friendly and creative environment to
experience transformative music-making.
A vocal talent development initiative -Future Talent 91 - run by Voices8 provides places for eight
singers aged 16 or 17 and resident in the UK to have bespoke training and performances alongside
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VOCES8 and Apollo5. It also offers sustained support for all successful applicants and provide
valuable mentoring, career, and general music development advice alongside practical musical
training. The eight successful applicants will take part in VOCES8’s 15th anniversary celebrations in
2020 and the VOCES8 International Summer School and Festival in July 2021, amongst other
opportunities. Their places will be fully funded, and applications will be means-tested to ensure that
the awards are being given to singers who might otherwise find it difficult to access such
opportunities.
London Music Masters: For a decade LMM92 have pioneered an award-winning approach to music
education positively affecting the lives of over 2000 children and young people in London’s inner-city
schools. They have also helped build the careers of young professional musicians enabling them to
develop their artistry in the concert hall and in the classroom. Their inclusive approach to music
education in UK primary schools, nurtures incredible talent in some of the most diverse
communities.

Tackling geographic inequalities using digital technology
E-learning is fast becoming adopted in rural areas in England through the Connect-Resound93
programme involving the streaming of music lessons and performances to young people in rural
areas including North Yorkshire, Cumbria, and Lincolnshire with technical support by U Can Play94
In the Western Isles of Scotland, the local council funds e-Sgoil, a dedicated e-learning school, to
deliver music tuition95
Since the Covid19 crisis the role of online teaching has become vital in delivering individual music
tuition with many music education providers, public and private, delivering lessons using video
conferencing apps. These require additional resources including technical support and access to
equipment – laptops and computer, a high-speed broadband connection and safeguarding in place.
Facilitating ensembles remains difficult and ways to deliver this are being trialled at the time of
writing.

Lessons for NI


The national and international examples contain a wide range of strategies to enable young
people to engage in music making, sometimes on their terms, sometimes not.



Fragmented provision and responsibility for delivery - in and outside school – makes evaluating
the impact of music learning and participation on young people difficult.
Effective strategies involve organisations across different sectors working together to strengthen
youth music. This means supporting young people’s music making inside and outside of school.
Ensuring the cultural element of music is also included, as in Scotland in particular is important.





Where one organisation takes strategic responsibility for youth music provision, as in Scotland
(and to a lesser extent in England), the impact appears to be greater and more young people are
reached96 . The Republic of Ireland Music Generation’s approach of Local Music Education
Services that complement the teaching and learning of music in the classroom is worthy of
further exploration particularly from a funding perspective given the philanthropic element.



Focusing on young people’s existing interests in music helps to improve their view of themselves
and school life, attendance among disengaged pupils, and their approach to learning.
Focusing funding, provision, and expertise on those falling within the relevant protected
characteristics within Equality legislation plus social class can have an impact on the range of
young people benefiting from music making.
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Continuing Professional Development needs to be recognised as a vital component across the
infrastructure, particularly from a sustainability perspective.
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1.5 Northern Ireland Strategic Context for Youth Music
The following is a summary of the key strategy documents reviewed as part of the audit of youth
music in Northern Ireland. This demonstrates a strong policy agenda within which music can
contribute to many of the Programme for Government outcomes, the most significant being “We
give our children and young people the best start in life”. Recent funding opportunities delivered
through the Arts Council demonstrate a strong and co-ordinated funding policy with a focus on
addressing some of the barriers to entry for young people accessing music. Statutory requirements
for music within the NI Curriculum at foundation, primary and post primary level97 up to the age of
14 is a strong policy platform on which to strengthen the sector. However, our research, illustrates
that barriers to entry for some young people still exist and gaps in provision remain at both primary
and post-primary levels. The new cross departmental DE Children and Young People’s Strategy
2019-2029 is another platform within which to promote the benefits that music can bring to its eight
outcomes for children and young people. Creativity and innovation are important components in
improving the strength of the NI economy and the productivity of its workforce. A new OECD report
on skills in NI demonstrates the importance of developing new skills and the importance of a more
joined up approach to skils development in NI. The value of young people being exposed to and
learning music from an early age and the benefits it can bring to social, economic, health, cultural
and environmental outcomes is evidenced through this strategic context outlined in the table below.
Figure 1: Youth Music NI Strategic Context
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Strategy
Draft Programme
for Government
2016-21

Core elements of relevance to Youth Music
One of the key outcomes for children in the Draft Programme for Government 2016-21 is
Outcome 12: We give our children and young people the best start in life. Relevant PFG
indicators include Improve educational outcomes; Improve the quality of education; and
Improve child development. The Children and Young People’s Strategy 2019-2029 is the
strategic framework around which all departments will work towards achieving this
outcome.
The PfG Outcomes Delivery Plan 2018-1998 in relation to Outcome 12, states that early child
development is very important. “A child’s experiences in their first five years are
foundational to their lifelong health and wellbeing. Early intervention at this stage offers an
opportunity to improve outcomes for all children and interrupt intergenerational impacts of
poverty and deprivation, and to prevent problems before they have a chance to become
established”. It also identifies why learning matters for young people “The qualifications
that young people have when they leave formal education are a strong predictor of their life
chances. More of our young people have the potential to do well at school than do so
currently – and there are some groups that have particular issues. It is important that action
is taken to enable more young people to enjoy their learning and excel”.
Other relevant outcomes include:
 Outcome 1: We prosper through a strong, competitive, regionally balanced economy
regionally balanced economy
 Outcome 3. We have a more equal society
 Outcome 4. We enjoy long, healthy, active lives
 Outcome 5. We are an innovative, creative society where people can fulfil their
potential





Outcome 6. We have more people working in better jobs
Outcome 7. We have a safe community where we respect the law and each other
Outcome 9. We are a shared, welcoming, and confident society that respects diversity
Outcome 10. We have created a place where people want to live and work, to visit and
invest

Engagement with Music by children from an early age has many benefits. For example, a
2016 study at the University of Southern California’s Brain and Creativity Institute found that
musical experiences in childhood can actually accelerate brain development, particularly in
the areas of language acquisition and reading skills. 99
United Nations
Convention on
the Rights of the
Child (UNCRC)

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) is an international human
rights treaty which has been signed by the UK Government and sets out a range of rights for
children. The four general principles are that:


all the rights guaranteed by the Convention must be available to all children without
discrimination of any kind (Article 2)



the best interests of the child must be a primary consideration in all actions concerning
children (Article 3)
every child has the right to life, survival, and development (Article 6)
the child’s views must be considered and considered in all matters affecting him or her
(Article 12)
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Strategy

Core elements of relevance to Youth Music
Article 4 of the UNCRC requires Governments to take all appropriate legislative,
administrative and other measures to implement children’s rights.
Article 4 “States Parties shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other
measures for the implementation of the rights recognized in the present Convention. With
regard to economic, social, and cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures
to the maximum extent of their available resources and, where needed, within the
framework of international co‑operation.
Article 31 of the UNCRC - Leisure, Recreation and Cultural Activities “States Parties recognise
the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities
appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in cultural life and the arts”
“States Parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to participate fully in cultural
and artistic life and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal opportunities for
cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity”

Children’s
Services Cooperation Act
(Northern
Ireland) 2015

The Act requires co-operation among certain public authorities and other persons in order
to contribute to the well-being of children and young persons; to require the adoption of a
children and young persons’ strategy; and for connected purposes.
For this purpose, the “well-being” of children and young persons includes;
a) physical and mental health;
b) the enjoyment of play and leisure;
c) learning and achievement;
d) living in safety and with stability;
e) economic and environmental well-being;
f) the making by them of a positive contribution to society;
g) living in a society which respects their rights;
h) living in a society in which equality of opportunity and good relations are promoted
between persons who share a relevant characteristic and persons who do not share that
characteristic.
The Children’s Services Co-operation Act (Northern Ireland) 2015 opens up opportunities for
the sharing of resources and pooing of funds (Art 4) among all departments and public
bodies and councils to help meet the outcomes of this Act.

DE Children and
Young People’s
Strategy 20192029

The cross departmental Children and Young People’s Strategy 2019-2029, driven by the
Department for Education has the following core well-being outcomes.
Children and young people:







Are physically and mentally healthy
Enjoy play and leisure
Learn and Achieve
Live in safety and with stability
Experience economic and environmental well-being
Make a positive contribution to society
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Core elements of relevance to Youth Music
 Live in a society which respects their rights
 Live in a society in which equality of opportunity and good relations are promoted

Department of
Education
and The NI
Curriculum 2007 CCEA

The Children’s Provision Co-operation Act (CSCA) (2015) requires all government
departments to co-operate to improve the well-being of all children and young people in
Northern Ireland and requires the Executive to adopt a strategy which would provide a
framework around which departments would achieve and report progress on
improvements.
The Children and Young People’s Strategy 2019-2029 aims to improve the wellbeing of
children and young people across eight outcomes as follows:
1. Children and young people are physically and mentally healthy
2. Children and young people enjoy play and leisure
3. Children and young people learn and achieve
4. Children and young people live in safety and stability
5. Children and young people experience economic and environmental well-being
6. Children and young people make a positive contribution to society
7. Children and young people live in a society which respects their rights
8. Children and young people live in a society in which equality of opportunity and good
relations are promoted
The UNCRC says that all children and young people should have access to an education
which will develop their personality, talents, and abilities to their fullest potential (Articles
28 and 29).
The Department of Education’s main statutory areas of responsibility are 0-4 provision,
primary, post-primary and special education and the youth service. Its vision is for:
“A system that is recognised internationally for the quality of its teaching and learning, for
the achievements of its young people and for a holistic approach to education.” Its
corporate goals outlined in its 2019 Draft Business plan are
1. Improving the wellbeing of children and young people
2. Raising standards for all
3. Closing the performance gap, increasing access and equality
4. Developing the education workforce (e.g., by June 2019, evaluate research and begin
work on the development of a Teacher Professional Learning Framework.)
5. Improving the learning environment
6. Delivering high quality education services
The Northern Ireland Curriculum was introduced in 2007 and covers all 12 years of
compulsory education. It is a curriculum that focuses on the learning process and learners'
needs, as well as their knowledge, understanding and skills. The current curriculum includes
a Foundation Stage which covers P1 and P2. Key Stage 1 covers P3 and P4 and Key Stage 2
covers P5, P6 and P7100 . At post-primary level101 , Key Stage 3 covers Years 8, 9 and 10 and
Key Stage 4 covers Years 11 and 12.
From Foundation to the end of Key Stage 3, Arts, within which Music sits alongside drama
and arts and design, is a key Area of Learning within the Statutory Curriculum. Through
one of our stakeholder interviews, we were advised that each child is entitled to one hour of
music per week from Foundation to the end of Key Stage 3. (For PE, this is recommended as
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Core elements of relevance to Youth Music
two hours per week102 though to Key Stage 4.). However, we have not been able to
evidence this time requirement in any CCEA guidance.
The Arts is one of seven Areas of Learning in the NI Primary Curriculum103 . It has three
strands: Art and Design, Drama, and Music. The Arts develops children’s creativity and
encourages them to express their ideas, feelings, and interpretations of the world through
pictures, sound, drama, and dance. Children should have opportunities to develop their
Cross-Curricular Skills of Communication, Using Mathematics and Using ICT, and their
Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities through the Arts.
As per the Primary Curriculum, The Arts is one of the Areas of Learning in the NI post
primary Key Stage 3 Curriculum104 . Again, Arts has three strands: Art and Design, Drama,
and Music. In this case, it is one of nine compulsory Areas of Learning 105 . Once again
children have opportunities to develop their Cross-Curricular Skills of Communication, Using
Mathematics and Using ICT, and in using their Thinking Skills and Capabilities, and their
Planning for Skills Development through The Arts.
At Key Stage 4, The Arts is an Area of Learning in the curriculum. It is not compulsory for
pupils at Key Stage 4, but schools must offer access to at least one course that leads to a
qualification in this Area of Learning. There is no prescribed minimum content for The Arts
at Key Stage 4. The Arts provides important opportunities to develop young people’s
practical, exploratory, expressive, design and problem-solving skills. Young people develop
concepts and skills relating to creativity and expression, analysing and interpreting
observations and experiences, and the communication of ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
Within the Arts Area of Learning, teachers enable children to develop knowledge,
understanding and skills in Art and Design, Drama and Music. In the primary curriculum, The
Arts provides opportunities for children to develop:








their curiosity, imagination, and creativity;
their self-confidence and self-esteem;
their artistic, musical, and kinaesthetic abilities, including gross and fine motor skills;
verbal and non-verbal modes of expression;
an appreciation of the beauty and wonder of the world around them;
their ability to make informed choices and decisions; and
an awareness of other cultures

Through the core musical activities of composing, performing, and listening, children
develop their creativity by investigating, combining, and experimenting with sounds. They
develop their social skills and confidence in their music making, both as individuals and
members of a group.
Building on their learning from the Foundation Stage, children continue to develop singing
and instrumental skills, and further develop their skills of listening and responding to music.
As they develop their vocal and instrumental skills, children also create musical stories,
pictures, patterns, conversations, and accompaniments.
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At Key Stages 1 and 2, children start to think and talk about characteristics within the music
that they create, perform, and listen to. Along with developing aural awareness and
communication skills, engaging in musical activities should enhance children’s self-esteem
and heighten their awareness of themselves and their immediate environment.
For some pupils, moving from Key Stage 2 to Key stage 3 means taking part in a transfer test,
despite the fact that academic election is non-statutory. Currently many teachers at Key
Stage 2 spend a significant amount of time preparing pupils for the transfer test which has a
focus on numeracy and literacy, at the expense it is said, of the other curriculum subjects.
At Key Stage 3 (post-primary Years 8, 9 and 10), the curriculum builds on the learning
experiences that pupils bring from primary school. Pupils now attend classes in different
subjects, and teachers typically teach specific subjects to pupils across the different Years.
At Key Stage 4 (post-primary Years 11 and 12), pupils build on their learning from Key Stage
3. Pupils meet the statutory curriculum requirements through compulsory Areas of Learning
and optional courses that lead to general and/or applied qualifications. The Arts is no longer
a compulsory subject which is likely to have led to the drop in the numbers of pupils taking
GCSE Music. Across the UK, the numbers sitting GCSE music fell by 19% in the five years
between 2014 and 2019. The number of pupils taking music over the period 2012 to 2017
GCSE entries has fallen from 1,841 to 1,453; at AS level from 621 to 514 and A2 from 494 to
326 (NICCEA 2017).
The CCEA has some excellent resources for non-music proficient teachers to assist in the
delivery of music at these early Key Stage 1, 2 and Foundation stages. 106
At key stage 4, there have been some significant changes to the delivery of the curriculum
through the introduction of The Entitlement Framework (EF) introduced by DENI. It is the
Post-14 curriculum which puts the needs of pupils first. It aims to provide access for pupils
to a broad and balanced curriculum to enable them to reach their full potential no matter
which school they attend or where they live.
The Education (NI) Order 2006 (articles 18-22) gave Statutory effect to the EF and required
schools to offer access to at least the specified number of academic and vocational courses
at KS4 and Post-16; of which at least one third must be general and one third applied. In
order to meet the statutory requirements, from September 2017 the EF required all postprimary schools to provide pupils with access to a minimum of 21 courses at both phases.
(This had previously been 24 subjects at KS4 and 27 Post 16). (This has impacted on music
teachers two-fold. Firstly, music departments have been urged to offer related courses in
music technology and performing arts, as well as GCSE and advanced level courses.
Secondly, in order for schools to provide a full menu of subject options to pupils, music
teachers may be required to teach other subjects107 ).
Every post-primary school in Northern Ireland is a member of an Area Learning Community
(ALC). ALCs provide a mechanism within which schools come together to plan the
curriculum they offer on an area basis. At the time of writing, there are 27 ALCs, which are
commonly made up of between six and ten schools.
Schools work together in collaboration with other schools, Further Education Colleges, and
other training providers to deliver access to the Entitlement Framework, thus enabling them
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to offer a broad and balanced, economically relevant curriculum to meet the needs and
aspirations of all pupils.

Area based planning enables schools to pool resources and offer less popular subjects across
different schools – which is the case for music in many schools for those wishing to pursue
GCSE, AS or A level Music.
The Education Authority (EA) is responsible for ensuring that efficient and effective primary
Education
and secondary education services are available to meet the needs of children and young
Authority Interim people, and support for the provision of efficient and effective youth services. Within its
Strategic Plan
Interim Strategic Plan 2017-2027,
2017-2027
EA's Vision is- to inspire, support and challenge all our children and young people to be the
best that they can be.
EA's Mission is - to provide a high-quality education for every child.
EA's Values are- openness, respect, reflection, responsibility, excellence, equality.
Its 10-year Strategic Priorities are






Meeting the LEARNING needs of our children and young people
Providing EXCELLENT education support services
Developing ALL OUR PEOPLE to carry out their jobs successfully
Managing our RESOURCES efficiently and effectively
NURTURING LEADERSHIP across EA to give clear direction in a dynamic and complex
environment

The EA Music Service has been in existence for over 50 years and has extensive experience
delivering inclusive music education across Northern Ireland. Its current strategic goals are
 provide access and inclusion for every child to the world of music making;
 provide relevant, effective, and accessible progression routes for children and young
people into the world of music and the creative industries;
 establish agreed priorities to engage with the majority of children;
 expand current Music Service provision catering for the musical needs of ALL pupils
In 2016/17, from a budget of £1.5billion, the School Development Services (inclusive of
music and library) accounted for £9m. In 2018/19, the Music Service received £3.5m of
funding with a further income of £3.5m through charging for lessons. 108
Arts Council of
Northern Ireland
Music Policy
2013-2018

Within this strategy, youth music was identified as one of 10 key priorities. The strategy
recognised the need for a much greater understanding of the assets, needs and gaps and
quality of youth music provision across the sector and committed to the development of an
audit of youth music. It also recognised the need for greater collaboration with the
education sector - schools, Further and Higher Education to ensure broader geographical
and social coverage. It also advocated for an entitlement to music in education and lifelong
learning; and by engaging with youth music providers to ensure high quality and to explore
professional development and training opportunities for teachers and tutors. It also
undertook to broker and facilitate sustainable partnerships for youth music activities
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beyond formal education, especially in the area of community-based project work. Four key
actions were identified:








establish a forum in partnership with the Education and Library Boards (ELBs)—and
Education and Skills Authority (ESA) when established, music educators and relevant
arts organisations to examine mutual issues and interests, and with a view to building a
coordinated approach to the organic development of youth music in Northern Ireland;
through this forum, advocate for and contribute to a comprehensive audit of youth
music in Northern Ireland (in all genres, state and private education, formal and
informal contexts) leading to collaborative regional strategic planning and the
development of pathway structured provision for youth music;
explore the relevance of youth music initiatives in the UK and RoI, such as the results of
the National Plan for Music Education, and encourage productive liaison and exchanges
of ideas with stakeholders across the regions and borders;
guided by best practice (as identified through the measures above), embed across the
sector mechanisms to connect youth music activity with the wider music sector, and
with the industry above all, with a particular focus on collaboration, training, and
funding opportunities for the development of creative and cultural skills.

New Decade New In January 2020, the New Decade, New Approach deal was agreed. The parties agreed a way
Approach – 2020 forward for a restored Executive to begin strengthening public services and tackling key
areas such as growing the economy, health, education, and housing. The restored Executive
includes the return of local political oversight and decision-making. A multi-year Programme
for Government, underpinned by a multi-year budget and legislative programme, will be
agreed in early 2020. Some of the actions relevant to music lie within elements linked to the
transformation of public services, particularly in education. This includes areas like:
 addressing resourcing pressures in schools, ensuring that every school has a sustainable
core budget to deliver quality education.
 establish an external, independent review of education provision, with a focus on
securing greater efficiency in delivery costs, raising standards, access to the curriculum
for all pupils, and the prospects of moving towards a single education system.
 support educating children and young people of different backgrounds together in the
classroom.





Department for
Communities

establish an expert group to examine and propose an action plan to address links
between persistent educational underachievement and socio-economic background,
including the long-standing issues facing working-class, Protestant boys.
deliver a new special educational needs framework to support young people with
special needs to achieve their full potential.
to develop a regionally balanced economy with opportunities for all
invest strategically in ensuring that NI has the right mix of skills for a thriving economy.

Strategic Priorities of the Department for Communities
1. A more confident people living their lives to the full
2. More engaged communities
3. Lower levels of economic inactivity and unemployment
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4. Improved communities and better housing
These are also important areas to which music contributes.

Draft Strategy for
Culture and Arts
2016-2026 Department for
Communities –

The proposed vision for the strategy is: “To promote, develop and support the crucial role of
arts and culture in creating a cohesive community and delivering social change to our
society on the basis of equality for everyone.”
It aims to spearhead cultural togetherness through five main themes – Equality through arts
and culture; Creativity and skills; Valued arts and culture; Rich Cultural Expression and
Wellbeing.
This strategy has not progressed further than a consultation stage document.

Arts Council Draft The Guiding principles for the Arts Council five-year plan 2019-2024 are:
5-year Strategic
Framework for
INSPIRE: Great art inspires us, nurtures our understanding of who we are and the world
Developing the
around us, and brings us together.
Arts 2019- 2024
 Create the conditions in which work of excellence is made
 Create a confident, vibrant arts infrastructure
 Invest in workforce, skills, and leadership development
 Invest in accessible career pathways in the creative and cultural industries
 Renew art form policies to reflect current needs
 Create more opportunities for children and young people to explore and engage in
creative practice (Creative Schools Partnerships)


Inspire local communities to engage in transformative, high-quality arts experiences

CONNECT: The Arts are without boundaries. They connect communities, help build creative
places, dene a new sense of identity, help us tell our stories, seek out and engage wider
audiences. We want to reach out and reach further.









Transform the relationship with local government through partnership working to
strengthen local arts provision
Improve access to / participation in the arts for people with a disability
Accelerate growth opportunities in the Creative Industries through R&D partnerships
with FE/HE and industry partners
Work with sector partners to improve market intelligence and increase audiences for
the arts
Capitalise on increased tourism through creating compelling visitor experiences and
generate increased revenues
Connect to the world by supporting artists and arts organisations to present their work
internationally, and thereby strengthen our cultural prole and global reputation
Encourage innovative practice that cross artform boundaries
Promote knowledge exchange through funding better networks for the arts
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LEAD: We see our role as enabling and empowering the sector to achieve its ambitions, and
to speak out for the arts; but we won’t be able to do that alone – we will need to work
together with other stakeholders to deliver on this promise.










Arts Council
Grants to the
Music sector

Demonstrate the important role of the arts to society through research and evaluation
Make the case for a better resourced arts sector
Ignite the imagination of the public by articulating how the arts improve our lives
Future-proof the investment in the sector by helping organisations grow by generating
income from more diverse sources
Provide sectoral leadership by producing new thinking on challenges that the sector
faces
Establish a Consultative Assembly of arts professionals to provide independent advice
on sectoral issues
Create shared opportunities for the arts through engagement with stakeholders to
achieve broader outcomes
Improve the living and working conditions of artists
Be advocates for change, supporting sector organisations to empower deaf/disabled
artists

Arts Council Musical Instruments Scheme: Through funding received from the Department
for Communities, the Arts Council NI in early 2020 announced investment of £580,000 to
107 musical groups, bands, and musicians to support the upgrading of existing or purchase
of new musical instruments or equipment. Support was offered across a range of different
genres including classical, jazz, traditional, contemporary, and electronic.
The scheme, set up to increase the quality of music making in Northern Ireland, was
extended for the first time this year to offer grants to a range of professional and nonprofessional musicians and groups. It covered three main categories:




Programme One: Musical Instruments for Bands
Programme Two: Professional and Non-Professional Performing Groups
Programme Three: Individual Professional Performing Musicians

Arts Council
Creative Schools
Partnership
Programme

The Creative Schools Partnership Programme is a three-year pilot programme, funded by
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland (Arts Council), Education Authority (EA) and the Urban
Villages Initiative (UV). It aims to improve outcomes for young people from disadvantaged
areas and backgrounds and support them in contributing to positive change within Urban
Village communities. The partnership meets a collective ambition to improve community
cohesion, support government priorities and reduce educational inequalities.

NI Creative
Employment
Scheme

The Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme aims to:


Support the next generation of arts and cultural professionals and enable the growth of
the sector by directly addressing skills gaps and shortages.




Create fairer entry routes into the arts and cultural sector.
Increase the number of paid interns in the sector, with a view to completely eradicating
unpaid internships in the long term.
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 Generate commitment to sustaining new job opportunities beyond the life of the NI
CEP.
 Establish/maintain equitable and fit for purpose recruitment practices.
 Improve understanding of employment challenges associated with the arts.
 Develop robust local partnerships that can help improve employment opportunities for
young people.


Encourage greater collaboration and innovation by employers to generate jobs in the
arts and cultural sector.

The first round of the Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme allowed 59
creative businesses to create 89 apprentice and paid intern opportunities in Northern
Ireland. This second round of the programme allowed 24 creative businesses to create a
further 33 paid internship opportunities for young people aged 16-24 wishing to pursue a
career in the arts and cultural sector across Northern Ireland.

SEUPB’s Peace
Plus Programme
from 2021

Many of these were in the music industry and proved very successful.
PEACE PLUS is a new EU cross-border programme that will contribute to a more prosperous
and stable society in Northern Ireland and the Border Region of Ireland. The programme will
achieve this by funding activities that promote peace and reconciliation and contribute to
the cross-border economic and territorial development of the region. It will build upon
previous PEACE and INTERREG Programmes.
A considerable amount of preparatory work, research and stakeholder engagement has
taken place in the development of the new programme. and we are committed to
delivering a new Programme by 2021. A public statutory consultation on the draft
Programme will take place towards the end of 2020 with a roll out of the programme from
2021. There programme has the potential to offer innovative opportunities to test new
approaches to the engagement in music by young people.

The Rural Needs
Act NI 2016

‘Rural needs’ is defined as “the social and economic needs of persons in rural
areas”. The Rural definition classifies those settlements with populations of less than
5,000 together with the open countryside as rural.
The Act introduces a new duty on Northern Ireland departments, district councils and
the other public authorities to have due regard to rural needs when developing, adopting,
implementing, or revising policies, strategies, and plans, and when designing and delivering
public services. The purpose of the Act is to ensure that public authorities have due regard
to the social and economic needs of people in rural areas when carrying out certain
activities and to provide a mechanism for ensuring greater transparency in relation to how
public authorities consider rural needs when undertaking these activities. The Act came into
operation for Northern Ireland departments and district councils on 1 June 2017. The audit
has identified accessibility issues for young people in rural areas that need to be addressed
through any new strategy. Around 670,000 people in Northern Ireland live in a rural area
representing approximately 37% of the population (2011 census).

TEO’s Together
Building a United
Community

The strategy outlines how government, community and individuals will work together to
build a united community and achieve change against the following key priorities:


our children and young people
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 our shared community
 our safe community
 our cultural expression
Music is of the used as a tool in building a united community and in building relationships
between people of different community backgrounds.

NI ScreenOpening Doors
Strategy 20182022

Opening Doors: A Strategy to Transform the Screen Industries in Northern Ireland has at its
core an economic vision to make Northern Ireland the strongest screen industry outside of
London/South East England in the UK and Ireland within 10 years. There are
interconnected cultural and educational ambitions.
It has the following vision statement:
 Economic: Make Northern Ireland the strongest screen industry outside of London in
the UK and Ireland.
 Cultural: Ensure the industry supports vibrant and diverse cultural voices that will be
recognised and celebrated equally at home and abroad.
 Educational: Mainstream across Northern Ireland the most successful screen and digital
technologies education provision in Europe.
The music sector can contribute to this strategy.

Music for Screen The report produced by IMRO found the following
– An examination
 There is a perception that music for screen ‘falls between’ the music sector, and the
of the music for
audio-visual sector, thereby losing out on recognition, advocacy, and representation
film and TV in
at policy level;
Ireland - Sept
 Irish composers are not securing all of the employment opportunities that are
2017 - IMRO
available. While Ireland is successfully attracting film investment, many large-scale
drama productions, and international co-productions hire composers from outside
of Ireland, while smaller-scale productions often use production music and blanket
licences;
 There is a dearth of information in relation to the commerciality of the music for
screen sector and training gaps in terms of pricing and the business of music
amongst composers.
 Broadcasters play an important role in the development of the screen music sector
and the development of individual composers’ careers can be heavily dependent on
networking and links with the broadcast and funding community.
Music for Screen therefore recommends:
Music for Screen recommends
 The development of a specific sectoral policy approach for the music for screen
sector in Ireland and the establishment of a Screen Composers’ Guild that
represents and promotes Irish screen composers and music for screen;
 Greater incentives to encourage the employment of music for screen composers in
Ireland including:
o the examination of funding strategies for the music for screen sector in
Ireland such a fund to augment music budgets within audio-visual
productions for Irish-based composers;
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o the inclusion of music as a provision of the Section 481 taxation incentive
that recognises and rewards the value of spend on music creation and
performance in Ireland and is competitive with partner territory incentives;
o more effective marketing and promotion of the music for screen sector in
Ireland.
 A focus on training and commercial support, for example:
o The development of a professional mentorship scheme, similar to that
operated by the Screen Composers’ Guild of Canada, to provide greater
access to opportunities for both the established and apprentice;
o The consideration of support for legal and commercial training for
composers.
 The encouragement of formalised communications mechanisms between the
broadcast, funding, music, and audio-visual sectors, to ensure better collaboration
and advocacy for the music for screen industry in Ireland.
This has significant implications for NI which aims to the strongest screen industry outside of
London in the UK and Ireland.

OECD Skills
Strategy
Northern Ireland
June 2020

Northern Ireland has already implemented a range of strategies and reforms to create a
skills architecture capable of addressing many of these challenges. Building on a tradition of
skills strategies, including the 2011-2020 overarching strategy Success through Skills Transforming Futures, Northern Ireland is currently developing a new skills strategy. To
support this process. The OECD and the government of Northern Ireland identified four
priority areas for improving Northern Ireland’s skills performance. The key findings and main
recommendations are summarised below.
Reducing skills imbalances
Skills imbalances can negatively affect economic growth through their effects on increased
labour costs; lower labour productivity growth; and slower adoption of new technologies.
Reducing skills imbalances could therefore help Northern Ireland to enjoy significant
economic and social benefits. To reduce skills imbalances, Northern Ireland should: enhance
the provision of career guidance; strengthen the responsiveness and flexibility of the tertiary
education and VET systems; reduce economic inactivity to minimise skills shortages; and
improve labour mobility to meet skills demand.
Creating a culture of lifelong learning
A culture of lifelong learning can be defined as the shared set of beliefs, values, and
attitudes, and resulting behaviours, which are favourable towards learning across the life
course. Creating a culture of lifelong learning is crucial to ensuring that individuals actively
participate in adult learning after leaving the compulsory education system. To create a
culture of lifelong learning, Northern Ireland should: start the development of a culture of
lifelong learning early in life; increase motivation of adults to learn; and remove barriers to
access adult learning opportunities for individuals and employers.
Transforming workplaces to make better use of skills
The effective use of skills in workplaces has potential benefits for employers, employees,
and society as it can help raise productivity and innovation in businesses and help increase
wages and job satisfaction for employees. Public policy makers can work with employers to
help create the conditions or provide direct support for strengthening skills use in
workplaces. To this end, Northern Ireland should: strengthen management and leadership
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capabilities; develop engaging and empowering workplaces; and strengthen support
structures for businesses.
Strengthening the governance of skills policies
Effective governance arrangements are essential to support Northern Ireland’s performance
in developing and using people’s skills. The success of skills policies typically depends on the
responses and actions of a wide range of actors (e.g., government, educators, workers,
employers). To strengthen the governance of skills policies, Northern Ireland should: effect
sustainable funding arrangements and commitment for an overarching strategy for the skills
system; increase co-ordination and information distribution across the whole of
government; and improve employer engagement in the governance of skills policies.

Music Industry
Strategy for
Northern Ireland
2011
Tourism NI Draft
Strategy
Towards A New
Vision For
Cultural Heritage
In Northern
Ireland

This audit has identified skills shortages in the music industry sector through which a more
coordinated approach would be very beneficial.
The Music Industry Strategy for Northern Ireland 2011, highlights the importance of
building capacity in the local music industry and reinforcing talent development, innovation,
entrepreneurship, and the opportunities offered by diverse digital platforms.
Tourism NI’s new Strategy has yet to be published. There is an appreciation of the
potential for tourism to contribute to the growth of the Northern Ireland economy and to
deliver on jobs and investment. The new Strategy will set the future direction for tourism
within the context of a refocused Industrial Strategy for Northern Ireland. Music as part of
an experiential element within cultural tourism has a significant role to play here.
In 2019 a conference “Towards A New Vision For Cultural Heritage In Northern Ireland”, was
jointly organised by a group of organisations who have come together to pursue a vision for
cultural heritage for Northern Ireland, which has place-making, people, and communities at
its heart. The Group comprises Tourism NI, Department for Communities, National Lottery
Heritage Fund, Arts Council of Northern Ireland, and Creative Europe Desk UK - British
Council Northern Ireland. It agreed a messy manifesto with a focus on being brave, having
freedom and agreeing shared principles:
Messy storytelling
1. Let’s create the conditions for our narrative (...to flow - plural complex).
2. Let’s connect (people with place with visitors...with stories).
3. Let’s embrace the artist (value the role of the artists, writer, designer etc.).
4. Let’s engage openly (let everyone know what you’re up to - new opportunities and
partners).
Messy in partnership
1. Let’s work to shared values in different ways (plurality).
2. Let’s co-design (make shared thinking and working the norm, can all be mentor and
mentee).
3. Let’s get out of the way (create the environment for grassroots to use their power).
4. Let’s hear all voices equally (big, little, new, old, institutional, individual; and even when
no funding ‘on the table’, don’t stay in your silo / sector).
5. Let’s be activists (a collective movement for change, not a sector).
Messy in practice
1. Let’s (re)think big (our operating and investment models).
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2. Let’s understand our place (...for those who live there and those who visit).
3. Let’s be inspired (not just impart our inspiration and wisdom on others).
4. Let’s get it wrong (idea, partner, develop, pilot, test, learn, go again).
5. Let’s get chunky (do things in credible, cumulative, impactful ways).
6. Let’s measure in new ways (that work for our audiences / communities over time, share,
but set the bar high, maintain momentum).
TNI’s strategic framework for heritage tourism, A Prospectus for Change, identifies four
pillars: linking headline attractions with supporting stories, venues, and events; storytelling
and animating; planning in partnership; and raising standards. The strategy acknowledges
that while the focus is on heritage tourism, it is in the engagement with culture and the
subsequent animation to the nation’s stories where value can really be added, creating the
kinds of visitor experiences that can project the heritage on offer.
“The vision for tourism to 2020 has clear ambition – a £1bn contribution to the local
economy, with 4.5m visitors per annum and an additional 10,000 jobs created. The product
offer needs to get better to deliver against such targets. This will be achieved by an offer
that is distinctive in the international marketplace, and nothing is as unique to “place” as
heritage and culture.” TNI – A Prospectus for Change - 2017
The vision of the draft Industrial Strategy for NI 2030 is “A globally competitive economy
that works for everyone”. This vision combines ambition and inclusivity. It states that NI can
succeed If it can unleash the creativity ad talents of its people and businesses. It has five
pillars for growth These are:













Accelerating Innovation and Research
A culture which supports, prioritises, and celebrates innovation, creativity, and
entrepreneurship
A place where innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship are embedded across our
entire education system, supporting skills development to meet the needs of industry
Driving Inclusive, Sustainable Growth
An education system that provides our young people with the skills for life and work
Access to timely, relevant, and comprehensive careers advice
Enhancing Education, Skills and Employability
Growth in sectors and technologies where we have strengths and capabilities
An economy where entrepreneurship and enterprise are endemic and reflected in a
growing status as a start-up region
Succeeding in Global Markets and
Competing globally as a destination by strengthening our international reputation to
attract investment, develop strategic partnerships, grow tourism, and attract key events
Building the Best Economic Infrastructure

Music has a key role to play in developing creativity and innovation skills - transferable skills
- among young people and readying them for the world of work.
NI Economic
Strategy to 2030

The vision for the strategy to 2030 is ‘An economy characterised by a sustainable and
growing private sector, where a greater number of firms compete in global markets and
there is growing employment and prosperity for all’. The strategy has two main priorities –
rebalancing the economy to improve the wealth, employment and living standards of
everyone in NI and Rebuilding the Economy to address the impact of the global economic
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downturn, particularly on employment. Creative Industries have been identified as one of
the sectors that has the potential for growth.

Investment
Strategy for NI
2011-2021

The Investment Strategy for Northern Ireland 2011-2021 (ISNI) sets out the forward
programme for investment in our public infrastructure and reflects the urgent priority that
the NI Executive places on tackling the legacy of under-investment inherited from past
administrations. It sets out the framework with which a sustainable 21st century
infrastructure can be created. It identifies priority areas for investment and is intended to
assist government and the private sector partners to plan ahead. The strategy acknowledges
that investment in culture, arts and leisure makes a significant and material contribution to
key pillars of the Programme for Government: economic development, health, education,
and social inclusion. Investing in cultural assets is perceived as helping to achieve a strong
sense of place and belonging, affirming identity, and making Northern Ireland a more
attractive place to visit. The strategy recognises that investment in social activities,
including culture, arts, leisure, libraries, and sport, makes an important contribution to the
economy, improved health and well-being, education, lifelong learning and improved social
inclusion – and to the underlying social fabric of communities across the region.
The vision for this strategy is that Northern Ireland, by 2025, will be recognised as an
innovation hub and will be one of the UK’s leading high-growth, knowledge-based regions
which embraces creativity and innovation at all levels of society.

NI Executive
Innovation
Strategy for NI
2014-2025

The strategy acknowledges that creativity is essential for a company to grow and develop
novel ways of looking at existing problems or realising new opportunities and connections
presented by changes in technology and society. To promote creative thinking and the use
of digital technologies by pupils, teachers and youth leaders, the strategy commits to
increasing the capacity of the region’s Creative Learning Centres and maximising the
potential of NI’s cultural base to provide inspirational learning experiences that support the
curriculum and the STEAM agenda, and which add value to teachers, students, and lifelong
learners. T also states that to further nurture a culture of creativity across the public,
private and third sector, the strategy will develop a Creative NI Framework. This will catalyse
and enhance collaboration, creativity, design, and innovation within and across business,
academia, the third sector and government. It will support broader-based innovation by
generating and exchanging ideas across sectors and disciplines and by connecting multiple
networks and sources of insight and inspiration. This aims to help creative people, ideas and
businesses to emerge and flourish. Music has a key role to play in this regard.
NI Community
Plans

Community Planning aims to improve the connection between all the tiers of Government
and wider society work through partnership working to jointly deliver better outcomes for
everyone. Community plans identify long-term priorities for improving the social, economic,
and environmental well-being of districts and the people who live there.
Community Planning Partnerships have been established in each district comprising the
council, statutory bodies, agencies, and the wider community, including the community and
voluntary sector. The partners will develop and implement a shared plan for promoting the
well-being of an area, improving community cohesion and the quality of life for all citizens.
While the Arts Council is not one of the statutory partners, it works closely with local
authorities across Northern Ireland to ensure a coordinated approach to work across its
portfolio of supports at a local level.
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The key policy objective underpinning community planning is the development of an
integrated approach to local strategic planning that is reflective and complementary to the
Programme for Government outcomes and the associated delivery plans.

Graduating to
Success, and
Access to Success
- Higher
Education
Strategy for NI
2012

Graduating to Success, the Higher Education Strategy for NI (2012), sets out a long-term
vision of a higher education sector which is vibrant and of international calibre; which
pursues excellence in teaching and research; which plays a pivotal role in the development
of a modern, sustainable knowledge-based economy; which supports a confident, shared
society; and which recognises and values diversity. The strategy is based around four
guiding principles: responsiveness – making higher education more responsive to the needs
of the economy; quality – ensuring a higher quality learning experience; accessibility –
ensuring a more accessible higher education sector and flexibility – developing a more
flexible lifelong learning environment. It is complemented by Access to Success which aims
to widen participation to higher education. It supports the aim that any eligible individual in
Northern Ireland should be able to gain access to the Higher Education that is right for them,
irrespective of their personal or social background.
Further
The vision for the Further Education sector is that colleges are playing a vital role in the
Education Means delivery of the economic vision for Northern Ireland
Business Strategy  providing a sharper and greater focus on skills and qualifications provision for the NI
2016
economy;











The Warwick
Commission –
Enriching Britain:
Culture,
Creativity and
Growth 2015 –
the Future of
Cultural Value

delivering a curriculum which is more clearly related to economic and workforce needs;
supporting businesses, in particular SMEs, in enhancing productivity and
competitiveness and providing opportunities for business creation, incubation and
development;
providing learners with the skills and knowledge to enhance their employability;
ensuring that there are clear progression routes for learners; providing greater access to
vocational, professional, and technical education for 16 to 19-year olds;
ensuring that the Essential Skills of Communication and Application of Number together
with the wider key skills are available to all full-time learners;
embedding enterprise as a central component of further education;
enabling flexible approaches to learning through the use of technologies;
encouraging partnerships with other education and training organisations and a greater
responsiveness to local needs; and
providing access to learning for a wider variety of learners.

The Warwick Commission developed a blueprint for Britain’s cultural and creative
enrichment. It says that one of the strengths of the local people is the diverse culture and
shared values they possess to be critical, curious, creative, tolerant, open minded and
inventive. The ideas, talent and enterprise that characterise the cultural and creative
industries make people proud of their achievements as a culturally rich and diverse society
and are at the heart of what makes them an attractive nation internationally. The key
message is that the UK Government and the cultural and creative Industries need to take a
united approach that guarantees equal access for everyone to a rich cultural education and
the opportunity to live a creative life. Culture and creativity exist in a distinct ecosystem.
They feed and depend on each other. The points of connection between the Cultural and
Creative Industries are where the potential for greatest value creation resides – culturally,
socially and economically. Insufficient attention has been paid to the synergies between the
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interlocking sectors of the Cultural and Creative Industries Ecosystem. Not enough is being
done to stimulate or realise the creative potential of individuals, or to maximise their
cultural and economic value to society. Improvement requires a greater degree of
investment, participation, education, and digital access. There are barriers and inequalities
that prevent this from being a universal human right. This is bad for business and bad for
society.

Mental Health
Action Plan NI
2020

The new Action Plan contains 38 actions, including a commitment to produce a mental
health strategy, which will include a comprehensive funding plan for mental health. This will
include Work associated with a Mental Health Strategy; a Mental Health Champion; Service
improvements, including a new perinatal mental health service; Reviews, including homicide
and suicide, restraint and seclusion, transitions and specialists services; Governance,
including new structures and an Innovation Fund.

NI Creative
Employment
Programme
2019-20 - CCS

The Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme we provide part wage grants to
employers in the creative and cultural sector who create new internship job opportunities
for young people aged 16-24. The Programme aims to:
Support the next generation of arts and cultural professionals and enable the growth of the
sector by directly addressing skills gaps and shortages.
Create fairer entry routes into the arts and cultural sector.
Increase the number of paid interns in the sector, with a view to completely eradicating
unpaid internships in the long term.
Generate commitment to sustaining new job opportunities beyond the life of the NI CEP.
Establish/maintain equitable and fit for purpose recruitment practices.
Improve understanding of employment challenges associated with the arts.
Develop robust local partnerships that can help improve employment opportunities for
young people.
Encourage greater collaboration and innovation by employers to generate jobs in the arts
and cultural sector.
The first round of the Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme allowed 59
creative businesses to create 89 apprentice and paid intern opportunities in Northern
Ireland.

The Programme established in 2017, continues in 2019 – 2020 with funding through the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland and the Department for Communities.
Create Together: Create Together: a Creative Industries Council Strategy for Cross Industry Collaboration
a Creative
outlines a roadmap for industry and government to help the creative industries continue to
Industries
grow over the next five years. It identifies eight drivers for growth: improved digital
Council Strategy connectivity, diversity, an education system which develops relevant skills and promotes
for Cross Industry creativity, finance to support growth, protecting intellectual property, an international
Collaboration
focus, regional and cluster driven approaches to improving creativity and competitiveness
and a light-touch and stable regulatory framework
DCMS Culture
The Department for Culture, Media, and Sport (DCMS) published the DCMS Culture White
White Paper
Paper in 2016, the first of its kind in 50 years. It outlines the UK Government’s latest
2016
contribution to its approach to public support for art and culture. It is a vision of culture in
action – of culture that is rejuvenating society and our national and local economies. It has
four main themes - Everyone should enjoy the opportunities culture offers, no matter where
they start in life; The riches of our culture should benefit communities across the country;
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The power of culture can increase our international standing; and Cultural investment,
resilience, and reform.

Creative
Europe 2020

Creative Europe 2020 says culture is one of Europe’s greatest strengths. It is a source of
values, identity, and a sense of belonging. It also contributes to people’s well-being, to social
cohesion and inclusion. The cultural and creative sectors are a driver of economic growth,
job creation and external trade. Culture is becoming increasingly important at EU level.

European
Creative
Industries
AlliancePolicy Agenda
2014

The Create, Innovate, Grow – Recommendations from the Policy Learning Platform of the
European Creative Industries Alliance, is a new policy agenda to maximise the innovative
contributions of Europe’s creative industries. These suggestions for a new creative
industries policy agenda are divided into three main fields of action: 1) Stimulate innovation
and growth by enabling cross-sectoral collaboration, 2) Build better business support and
access to finance in effective regional ecosystems and 3) Measure and raise awareness of
the value of the cultural and creative industries as a key driver of innovation and growth.

Creative Ireland
Programme

One of the key priorities is increasing and deepening public engagement with culture in its
broadest sense and supporting arts and cultural organisations, individual artists, and cultural
practitioners in their work.
The Creative Ireland Programme delivers this through five pillars: enabling the creative
potential of every child; enabling creativity in every community; Ireland as a centre of
creative excellence; investment in the creative and cultural infrastructure; and building a
global reputation for creativity and culture.

NI Creative
Employment
Programme
2019-20

The Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme we provide part wage grants to
employers in the creative and cultural sector who create new internship job opportunities
for young people aged 16-24. The Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme aims
to:










Support the next generation of arts and cultural professionals and enable the growth of
the sector by directly addressing skills gaps and shortages.
Create fairer entry routes into the arts and cultural sector.
Increase the number of paid interns in the sector, with a view to completely eradicating
unpaid internships in the long term.
Generate commitment to sustaining new job opportunities beyond the life of the NI
CEP.
Establish/maintain equitable and fit for purpose recruitment practices.
Improve understanding of employment challenges associated with the arts.
Develop robust local partnerships that can help improve employment opportunities for
young people.
Encourage greater collaboration and innovation by employers to generate jobs in the
arts and cultural sector.
The first round of the Northern Ireland Creative Employment Programme allowed 59
creative businesses to create 89 apprentice and paid intern opportunities in Northern
Ireland.
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It continued through 2019-20 with funding through the Arts Council of Northern Ireland and
the Department for Communities.
Music Generation Music Generation is Ireland’s National Music Education Programme that transforms the lives
Ireland
of children and young people through access to high quality performance music education in
their locality. Through partnership, it creates rich and diverse ways for participants to
engage in vocal and instrumental tuition delivered by skilled professional musicians, across
all musical genres and styles.
Initiated by Music Network, Music Generation is co-funded by U2, The Ireland Funds, the
Department of Education and Skills and Local Music Education Partnerships. Music
Generation believes in the musical potential and innate artistry of every child and young
person – that it is every child and young person’s right to have the choice of access and the
chance to participate as a musical citizen, and that music doesn’t just change lives, it
transforms lives. Locally, each Music Generation programme is managed by a Local Music
Education Partnership, under the leadership of a Music Development Officer. The
partnerships are supported and funded by Education and Training Boards, Local Authorities,
and a range of local and community organisations. There are now 26 Local Music Education
Partnerships across Ireland.
Youth Music
Creative Scotland administers the Scottish Government's Youth Music Initiative (YMI) which
Initiativeaims to create access to high quality music making opportunities for young people, offer
Creative Scotland young people the chance to achieve their potential in or through music making, and support
the development of the youth music sector for the benefit of young people.
Music Education Music Education Hubs are groups of organisations – such as local authorities, schools, other
Hubs England
hubs, art organisations, community, or voluntary organisations – working together to create
joined-up music education provision, respond to local need and fulfil the objectives of the
Hub as set out in the National Plan for Music Education. Music Education Hubs were
established in 2012, in response to the government’s 2011 National Plan for Music
Education (NPME), to provide access, opportunities and excellence in music education for all
children and young people. Hubs are coordinated by the Hub lead organisation, which takes
on responsibility for the funding and governance of the Hub. The total amount of Hub
funding from the Department for Education in the 2019-20 financial year was £75.84 million.
(£76 million committed 20/21)
National Plan for
Music Education
England and the
current review

The National Plan for Music Education England sets out what every child should expect at
each stage of their education and how music education partners would work together to
ensure every child, no matter their background, could participate and progress. The
refreshed National Plan will be published in autumn 2020 and will build on the current plan,
which was first published in 2011, which sets out an ambitious vision for music education for
all children in England. The plan established the music education hubs – a network working
in and beyond schools to give children the opportunity to sing and learn instruments.
Arts council England’s Director of Music Education commented that while much has been
achieved through the National Plan, there are still gaps – “We know that there are still
children and young people missing out on a musical education. ABRSM’s Making Music
report in 2014 and Youth Music’s Sound of the Next Generation report in 2019 found that
more children are making music than ever before, but this is not transferring to equal
engagement with publicly funded music education. The number of pupils taking GCSE and A
Level Music has reduced and Ofsted recognises the risk of a shortened Key Stage 3 on a
broad and balanced curriculum. We also know that children with Special Educational Needs
and Disabilities, and those from lower income backgrounds, are particularly underserved or
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are not supported to engage with the wonderful breadth of opportunities music has to
offer. The refreshed Plan must address these issues and ensure the music education sector
listens to young people and meets their needs”. She also stated, “Music Education Hubs
should be empowered to focus on musical, educational, social and health and wellbeing
outcomes rather than just outputs.”
Wales is in the process of revising its music curriculum to begin teaching in September 2020.
There has been significant involvement of teachers in the development of this curriculum.
Presently, the national curriculum (Curriculum Cymreig) for music is framed around an interrelated approach to performing, composing, and appraising music.

This strategic context demonstrates the importance of an outcomes-based approach to developing a
strategy for youth music in Northern Ireland and the significant impact music can make to a wide
range of outcomes. It also demonstrates the importance of the voice and rights of young people.
Music cuts across a wide range of areas from education through to social, community, economic,
tourism and cultural development. It is part of the important cultural industries sector and has the
potential to contribute significantly to the creative industries. The Children’s Services Co-operation
Act (Northern Ireland) 2015 opens up opportunities for the sharing of resources and pooling of funds
(Art 4) among all departments and public bodies and councils to help meet the outcomes of this Act
and of the Children and Youth People’s Strategy 2019-2029.
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2. The Youth Music Ecosystem in NI
2.1 Overview of the current ecosystem
The research phase of the audit rapidly demonstrated the importance of all levels of the youth music
pyramid (see page 11). Early Years provision increases the propensity to engage at primary school
age and beyond and the widest possible access to music at primary level ensures latent talent can be
spotted and developed early enough as well as providing young people with important personal
development alongside the musical outcomes. This means that the infrastructure for the delivery of
youth music in Northern Ireland is complex, involving multiple providers from different sectors,
often delivering similar provision. As in an ecosystem, the elements of this infrastructure are closely
interrelated with many young people engaging with several different providers, often at the same
time.
Although there are examples of effective collaboration, for example between the EA Music Service
and Arts Council-funded organisations, at present, it lacks the well-established collaborative network
of umbrella bodies that characterises delivery in England, Scotland, and the Scandinavian countries.
The components of the infrastructure are outlined in the following Music Ecosystem diagram
overleaf.
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The Youth Music Ecosystem in NI

Schools

Independent music teachers

624,210 young people aged 025 in NI in 2019 - 33% of the
population (NISRA)

Youth Music Education

Music Service ensembles

Arts Council funded nonyouth specialist music
organisations

Young People

Higher Education
Further Education
Music focussed courses

Education Authority Music Service

Youth Music
Ensembles

Arts Council
NI

By 2029, the number of children and
young people aged 0-25 years is
estimated to fall to 615,833 - 31% of the
population (NISRA)

Self-directed music activity by young people

Arts Council funded specialist
youth music ensembles

Arts Council funding
programmes targeting
emerging artists

Amateur
Music Societies

Groups

Amateur
Orchestras

Community-led
traditional music
organisations

Arts Council Grants and loans for musical instruments

The Music Industry is worth £61.5 million in GVA (2016) to the local
economy, (Source Generator NI) employing 3,300 people, 1,900 in
a music business and 1,400 in music-based roles in other sectors
e.g. film and gaming (Source TBR 2016) 640 music businesses with
a turnover of £166m per annum (Source TBR 2016)

High Profile NI Artists
Music as a subsidiary
career

Music
Industry

Music contributes more than €700 million to the Republic of
Ireland economy IMRO, Deloitte 2017 and supporting more
than 13,130 jobs. Tourism in NI generated
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The Education Authority Music Service provides the majority of music tuition in schools alongside
mid-level and advanced level tuition in music centres and ensembles across the five regions.
714 schools (67% of primary and post-primary schools) offer Music Service activity to their
students. Wider access programmes including summer schemes, roadshows, masterclasses, and
regular special events such as Spring Fest, Sing Out and Music Mornings with around 14,000
children and young people benefiting. See page 61 for a more detailed overview.



Higher Education 109 No conservatoire training is available in Northern Ireland. 110 There are
however three conservatoires in the Republic of Ireland. 111 There are a number of Higher
Education Colleges in Northern Ireland offering tertiary level music education. Queen’s
University Belfast offers five courses while the Ulster University offers 8 courses. St Mary’s
University College (QUB) offers a BEd Primary with Music while Stranmillis University College
(QUB) offers, among other courses, the BEd (Hons) in Primary Education but does not offer any
degrees with a specialism in music. No formal traditional music courses are available across the
NI’s Higher Education institutions. 112 These are highly regarded and engaged academic
institutions who are constantly evolving to meet the meeting need within the sector.
Further Education113 In terms of Further Education, there are six Further Education Colleges in
Northern Ireland. Each provides a range of different full time and part time courses in Music,
Music Technology, Music Production, Music Performance and Music Industry Skills. In total
across Northern Ireland, there are 20 courses available 114 across eight locations. No formal
traditional music courses are available across the Further Education field. 115
Independent music teachers deliver individual and group tuition and some whole class
instrumental or vocal tuition and run ensembles both within and outside of school settings. EA
Music Service tutors who also deliver independently were asked to complete a survey on their
work. The findings were that 60 of the 95 (63%) Music Service tutors who responded deliver
activity independently of the Music Service. (There are 200+ Music Service Tutors). On average,
independent teachers reported that they delivered 23 individual music lessons or classes per
week in 2018/19 independently of the Music Service but this ranged between one and 120.
The specialist youth music organisations funded by the Arts Council offer a wide range of
activities to children and young people with talent. National Youth Choir of Northern Ireland
(NYCNI) and Ulster Youth Orchestra (UYO) offer mid and advanced level tuition and the
opportunity to play in ensembles.







In 2018/19, the Ulster Youth Orchestra (UYO) delivered 178 ensemble sessions and nine
workshops to 648 participants aged 14 to 23. 22 of these were linked to its annual Summer
Residential Course and Concerts. UYO performed at 25 concerts, 3 of which were part of
festivals, to approximately 7,126 people. Members of the orchestra appeared in 4 radio
broadcasts reaching an estimated 26,000 people.33% of its activities during the year were
delivered in deprived neighbourhoods. UYO also performed twice and took part in two
participation activities in Austria and Slovak Republic during the year. 47% of UYO Participants
were male while 53% were female. The majority of those engaged have accomplished Grade 7
or above in their musical instrument.
Applicants for UYO come from across all local authority areas in Northern Ireland with the
majority from Belfast and the surrounding local authority areas. There were fewer applicants
from Mid Ulster, Newry, Mourne and Down, Fermanagh and Omagh, Armagh, Derry City and
Strabane, and Banbridge and Craigavon with only one to two applications from each. If there
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are vacancies in the orchestra after all NI candidates have been considered the UYO welcomes
applicants from outside of NI. UYO's summer course is £475 and course fees are about 50% of
the total cost and its bursary scheme helps those who are in financial difficulty as well as the
bursaries available from some local councils, universities, schools, and other sources. The grant
from the Arts Council covers approximately 33% of the total running costs of UYO. The
Orchestra aims to develop young people through music by providing a creative, nurturing, and
inclusive environment in which talented, young musicians enhance their personal and musical
development by receiving the highest standard of musical tuition, orchestral experience, and
performance opportunities, not otherwise available in Northern Ireland.
Through its residential courses, concerts, outreach programmes and special projects, the
Orchestra provides young musicians from all of Northern Ireland’s diverse communities with
some much-needed access and exposure to the very best professional players/tutors and the
chance to study under a distinguished international conductor. Such activities aid the
development of young musicians’ musical skills, raise their level of performance, boost their
confidence, enhance their social skills, and empower them to strive for excellence. A bursary
scheme is available for those in financial difficulty. The annual ten-day residency is the main
activity. It is open to young talented musicians, aged between 14 and 23 who gain their place
through competitive audition. Every candidate who applies to be a member of the Ulster Youth
Orchestra is auditioned by a panel of two professional musicians.
As well as being a necessary tool to allocate places in the orchestra based on talent alone, it
provides the young musicians with a valuable insight into how a professional audition is held. On
average UYO auditions approximately 140 young people for 90 places. The geographical
isolation of Northern Ireland can act as a barrier for promising young musicians who wish to
pursue a professional career in music. In the absence of a specialist third level music college,
the role of the Ulster Youth Orchestra is crucial in bridging the gap between the local provision
of tuition, third level education and the professional music world. There are no other projects
currently running in Northern Ireland comparable with the programme of activity that UYO
provides. It aims to support and promote local talent and to give them the contacts and the
access to people and services that will make a real difference to them as they develop.
The National Youth Choir of Northern Ireland (NYCNI) delivered three summer courses to 225
participants aged 14 to 24 who performed in 3 evening concerts. They also delivered 40
workshops to 1600 participants aged 14 to 25 across schools and universities in Northern
Ireland. It offers this opportunity to c.190 schools each year, with on average 35-40 schools
availing of the opportunity. Its residential programmes (with non-residential options) for its
National Youth Junior Choir (11-14 years), its National Youth Training Choir (15 to 18 years), and
its National Senior Youth Choir (16-24 years) are delivered in Campbell College each yearengaging last year 225 young people. These residential programmes enable young people from
across NI to attend, avoiding daily commutes and offering equality of opportunity for
all. Bursaries are also available. Fess for the courses are in line with industry standards.
The Arts Council provides 25% of NYCNI annual income so it is very reliant on course fees from
young singers and their families. The chamber choir delivered a performance at the September
2018 BBC Prom in the Park and the organisation was a partner in the BBC NI School Choir of the
Year Radio series during this period organising 8 events for radio broadcast. It employs two staff
members and commissions conductors and tutors as required.
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The social enterprise and amateur sectors offer extensive opportunities for individual tuition and
participation in ensembles e.g., the social enterprise RiChmusic delivered a total of 3,580
activities for around 350 young people with Special Educational Needs in 2018/19. Belfast
Philharmonic Society classifies itself as an amateur organisation but operates in a similar way to
the specialist Youth Music organisations and delivered 792 mainly choral activities in the same
period. A number of these organisations have successfully applied for project funding from the
Arts Council, with Belfast Philharmonic an Annually Funded Client. These types of organisation
are key providers in rural areas.
Community-led traditional music organisations range in scale but the largest are important
providers, engaging large numbers of young people through individual tuition and ensembles
including in rural areas e.g., Andersonstown Traditional and Contemporary Music School which
delivered 1,686 activities for children and young people in 2018/19. The Royal Scottish Pipe
Band Association – Northern Ireland Branch provided supported to 80 students in piping with
the support of its 24 tutors116. with partners including the Ulster Scots Agency, local Councils and
Belfast Tradfest. Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann has 70 branches across Northern Ireland supported
by Dún Uladh, CCEs Regional Resource Centre for Ulster. The organisation has over 8,000
members with approximately 37% of those under 18. However, many of those who take part in
its classes are not members. Two thirds of branches host weekly music, dance and language
classes. In total, approximately 6,250+ young people took part in lessons across this
infrastructure in 2018-19 supported by 100’s of tutors across the branch network. 117 The Ulster
Scots Agency provides a range of products within the education sector linked to music including
music workshops, music tuition and masterclasses. 118 Again, these organisations are key
providers in both urban and rural areas.
Arts Council-funded music organisations with a broader remit than Youth Music alone have
developed substantial programmes for the under 26s. Overall, 47% of the activity delivered by
these 13 organisations is targeted at young people aged 0 to 24. This is 10% higher than the
average across all annually funded organisations. A consistent sample of music organisations
has increased the number of activities aimed at children and young people by 15% since
2016/17.
There are examples of Youth Clubs which focus on the provision of arts activities, especially
music e.g., the Patrician Youth Centre in Downpatrick has a strong track record in delivering
music theatre activities. However, limited resources appear to limit music activities in many
other Youth Centres and Youth Clubs. Of the 12 Youth Service affiliated clubs that responded to
the survey, just two provided any music activity in 2018/19.
Young musicians are active in developing their own careers. On average, each play or sing with
two groups or ensembles, often alongside their own solo act. Three young people play with five
or more groups or ensembles. The majority of those still in full-time education playing classical
or traditional music are members of groups or ensembles both within and outside their
education institution. Some of the young people developed their own musical abilities
independently of the infrastructure, ultimately engaging with the Further Education (FE) colleges
and the Arts Council-funded creative industries development organisations.
Many Early Years organisations are active in music as there is considerable research evidence
which demonstrates that the skills learned are transferable across all subjects in the early years
and primary curricula. Publicly funded pre-school education for children aged three to four is
provided in grant-aided nursery schools, nursery classes or units in primary schools, and in a
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wide range of voluntary and private settings (e.g., day nurseries and playgroups). These
providers are funded by the Department of Education (DE) under the Pre-school Education
Programme. In the 2018/19 school year, there were 23,418 pupils in funded pre-school
education in Northern Ireland. Many deliver music and rhythm as part of their daily curriculum.
Other providers include Early Years, the organisation for young children, through which 9,000
children accessed high-quality day-care facilities in 2018-19 and Sure Start Partnerships operate
across Northern Ireland’s most disadvantaged areas. Private sector organisations such as Jo
Jingles operate fun music, singing and movement classes for babies and preschool children
across many day-care settings, private sector creches, in leisure centres, and in church halls. The
EA Music Service currently delivers whole class provision from Foundation stage to Year 8
through its Musical Pathways to Learning programme, (in the legacy Western, Southern, and
Belfast regions and is developing in the North Eastern and South Eastern regions). Provision
however currently differs in each region with the majority of programmes delivered in the
primary sector. The Class Music Support Team also delivers whole class musicianship to Early
Years settings in the Belfast area.


In 2018/19, Arts Council-funded music organisations delivered 32 activities in seven nursery
schools119 . Other activities include Belfast Music Society’s’ Chamber Babies, a regular
programme of concerts for babies aged 0 to 18 months running since 2014. In 2019, they staged
their first Chamber Cherubs event aimed at pre-school children. Live Music Now’s development
scheme for emerging musicians includes specific training and support for working with early
years children among other marginalised groups.

There is considerable overlap between some sectors, with several offering similar activity and using
many of the same organisations and individual teachers to deliver it. The providers from different
sectors however are managed separately and have different values and practices. There is little
evidence for collaboration between sectors.

2.2 Education Authority Music Service
The Music Service operates across all school sectors in both formal and informal settings, in the
academic year 2019/20 delivering activities in 65% of the 999 primary and post-primary schools in
NI. 120 Its key aim is:

‘to provide all children and young people, whatever their background and wherever
they live, with the opportunity to avail of a musical education of the highest quality’.
Its strategic goals set out key outcomes and deliverables:





To provide access and inclusion for every child to the world of music making
To provide relevant, effective, and accessible progression routes for children and young
people into the world of music and the creative industries
To establish agreed priorities to engage with children and young people throughout N.I.
To expand current Music Service provision catering for the musical needs of ALL children
and young people.

The quality of its delivery is well-recognised by schools and parents in terms of quality assurance,
progression, continuity, and leadership/management. The standards achieved by its wide range of
ensembles is well-evidenced by their performances in national and international contexts.
Key elements of Music Service Delivery
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Pathways to Learning is a whole class programme which aims to give every child access to music
making for a year without a charge being passed on to parents from the school. Children
irrespective of their culture, social background or innate ability therefore have the opportunity to
participate in a fun and creative musical experience which further develops a wide range of life skills.
The programme was initially set up using string and wind instruments. In response to the needs of
the participating schools there are now programmes focusing on strings, wind, brass, vocal, tin
whistle, percussion, ukulele, and iPad.
The Musical Pathways to Learning programme has been in operation since 2004 in the legacy SELB
and then in the legacy Western ELB since September 2008. In 2013 the programme was an integral
part of the City of Culture ‘Music Promise’, delivering weekly music lessons to all children aged 3 and
8-years-old in the Derry City Council area, a total of 7,800 students.
“Having been involved in the programme, I am often amazed at the positive reactions of children
with varying developmental needs. In addition to learning basic musicianship skills, there is evidence
within the class of increased confidence, empathy, social awareness, creativity, team building and
mindfulness.” Music Service tutor
Core tuition: The Service aims to deliver tuition in small groups to keep the cost to families more
affordable and offers an opportunity to participate to as many children and young people as
possible. As students’ progress to more advanced levels, they can access individual lessons. There is
support for progression routes through a range of examining bodies, all of which encourage
confidence and knowledge through personal achievements. Many students reach grade 8 and above
in practical examinations, and pursue study at higher education, achieving Music Degrees and Music
College qualifications.
The Music Service also offers a number of supporting activities designed to support the pupil, school,
and wider community, including music theory, aural training, piano accompaniment, summer
scheme and masterclasses.
There are many orchestras, bands, and ensembles within the EA Music Service. These range from
ensemble and chamber settings to full symphonic orchestras and wind bands. Beginner,
intermediate and advanced level ensembles are active across the whole Music Service performing
varied and challenging repertoire from many different styles and genres. As well as large orchestras
and bands there are numerous smaller ensembles, from recorder ensembles, folk groups to Big
Bands. All ensembles perform throughout the year in local concert venues and also partake in
concert tours travelled across European and America.
Centre Based Tuition operates in the evenings in some regions for intermediate and advanced
level lessons, some beginner lessons, theory classes, and aural and accompaniment classes. This
service facilitates the majority of post primary school lessons in the Belfast area through the Belfast
School of Music.
Historical development
The Education Authority replaced five Education and Library Boards (ELBs) on 1 April 2015.
Each ELB was an autonomous entity with a Music Service that provided instrumental tuition for
children and young people. Following a selection process, pupils were taught in small groups or on a
one-to-one basis by a team of locally based instrumental tutors. Those that reached an appropriate
level of skill were invited to join the particular Music Service’s performance ensembles. Activities
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were co-ordinated by a Senior Tutor/Manager, reporting to a Head of Service. Within this broad
framework, however, practices and structures differed from board to board.
The differences between the five Music Services were magnified by the introduction in 1994 of
charges for instrumental tuition, instrument hire and the opportunity to perform. Whilst some
Music Services developed whole class instrumental or vocal provision (this is part of the access and
inclusion model, Musical Pathways to Learning), other Services continued with more traditional
delivery of individual lessons and small group tuition.
The ELBs’ different policies on subsidy resulted in differences in charging policies for pupils entitled
to Free School Meals.
Within the single Education Authority, this legacy has resulted in inconsistencies across each of the
five EA Regions in terms of:




management structures
the role of Music Service tutors and the services delivered
charges.

Review of the Education Authority Music Service
The Music Service is currently engaged in a Strategic Review process, which, at the time of writing,
has been delayed by the Covid 19 pandemic. The aim of this review is to:



continue to provide excellence in terms of teaching and learning
offer a greater breadth of musical choice to learners at all stages of development, appropriate to
local needs




promote life-long learning
build on its long-established cross-community dimension of music education to provide unique
and meaningful opportunities to all those from diverse backgrounds and cultural traditions.
work in partnership with others to deliver and expand provision
provide sustainable, clear pathways to deliver maximum positive impact on the lives of children,
young people, adults, and the wider community
plant the seeds of new artistic, cultural, and economic growth.





The Music Service has identified that this will need targeted support, appropriate resources, and
inspirational leadership.

Reach
In the academic year 2018/19, the Music Service delivered instrumental lessons to 22,930 young
people each week during term time (67% of the total number of primary and post-primary schools).
This included:
Type of activity
Instrumental Tuition in school
Musical Pathways Programmes (whole class instrumental tuition)
Centre Based Tuition

No. of pupils
12,490
9,851
588
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There were 2,703 members of the Music Service’s range of ensembles in each EA Region. They
performed in a total of 58 concerts to an estimated audience of 18,000.
Approximately 14,000 young people were involved in wider access programmes.
Access
The Music Service’s aim is ‘to provide all children and young people, whatever their background and
wherever they live, with the opportunity to avail of a musical education of the highest quality’. An

analysis of the schools that engaged demonstrated the extent to which this was achieved.
The EA Music Service provided figures of those schools (based on the DE School number) engaging
with its service in August 2020121 to contribute to the geographical mapping piece. Of the 1,133
schools in NI from nursery to post primary school, 670 schools engaged with the Service. Taking into
consideration that new schools will engage at the beginning of the academic year, with further
updates to full engagement figures being made in the Autumn term, the figure may differ from
managerial reporting in the autumn term 2019. Music Service engagement levels are from a live
source and can vary at different times throughout the academic year. The data below gives an
overview of the information provided in August 2020.

Nursery
Primary
Post-primary
Special
Total

All NI Schools
95
806
193
39
1,133

Schools
engaged with
the Music
Service
7
530
121
12
670

% NI Schools
engaged with
Music Service
7%
66%
63%
31%
59%

Specifically, from a primary and post primary perspective, the percentage of NI Schools
engaged with Music Service is 65%.
Additional demographic data was added based on the postcode of the main site of each school using
the Music Service. An analysis by Local Government Districts (LGDs) shows even greater

variation with more than three quarters of schools engaging in three LGDs and less than half
of schools engaging in three LGDs:
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Primary

LGD
Armagh City, Banbridge and
Craigavon
Derry City and Strabane
Fermanagh and Omagh
Causeway Coast and Glens
Mid Ulster
Antrim and Newtownabbey
Newry, Mourne and Down
Mid and East Antrim
Lisburn and Castlereagh
Ards and North Down
Belfast
Total

Post-primary

Total
schools

% of
schools
engaged
with
Music
Service

Total
schools

% of schools
engaged with
Music Service

% of primary and
post-primary
schools engaged
with Music
Service

91
65
80
79
96
53
99
56
40
47
100
806

87%
83%
76%
68%
68%
75%
58%
63%
48%
49%
43%
66%

23
14
19
16
20
10
25
13
9
12
32
193

83%
93%
84%
94%
90%
40%
68%
46%
44%
17%
22%
63%

86%
85%
78%
73%
72%
70%
60%
59%
47%
42%
38%
65%

The following maps illustrate the spread of provision across NI with larger scale map
sections to show the detail in more densely populated areas.
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Derry and Coleraine (enlarged view to show detail)

Belfast (enlarged view to show detail)
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Derry and Coleraine (enlarged view to show detail)
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Belfast (enlarged view to show detail)

Rural reach122
The Music Service works with a greater proportion of schools in Rural neighbourhoods than those in
urban areas.
Primary schools
Of the 449 Primary schools classified as Rural, 297 engaged with the Music Service in 2019/20 (66%).
56% of all NI Primary schools are in neighbourhoods classified as Rural
 56% of the Primary schools engaging with the Music Service are in neighbourhoods classified as
Rural
Post-primary schools
Of the 38 Post-primary schools classified as Rural, 28 engaged with the Music Service in 2019/20
(74%).
 19% of all NI Post-primary schools are in neighbourhoods classified as Rural
 23% of the Post-primary schools engaging with the Music Service are in neighbourhoods
classified as Rural
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Disadvantage
The Education Authority uses the percentage of pupils entitled to free school meals as a measure of
deprivation. 56% of the primary schools with the highest percentage of pupils entitled to free school
meals engaged with the Music Service in 2019/20 and 66% of the post-primary schools. 123
The measure used by most other sectors is the NI Multiple Deprivation Measure 2017. The schools
engaging with the Music Service at both Primary and Post-primary levels are more likely to be in the
most deprived neighbourhoods in NI than the least deprived124 :
Primary schools
 18% of the Primary schools the Music Service works with are within the 20% most deprived
neighbourhoods in NI
 9% are within the 20% least deprived neighbourhoods in NI
Post-primary schools
 20% of Post-primary schools the Music Service works with are within the 20% most deprived
neighbourhoods in NI
 9% are within the 20% least deprived neighbourhoods in NI
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Level of engagement with the Music Service by schools
Most school heads and music teachers responding to the research reported sourcing delivery
mechanisms from across the youth music ecosystem with the Music Service providing the
foundation. Their schools appear to follow one of three models for delivering regular music activity.





Education Authority Music Service alongside school staff
Mixed delivery: Education Authority Music Service plus freelance teachers plus school staff
School staff only.
In addition, many reported engagement with Arts Council-funded organisations delivering
workshops, taster concerts and other special events (see page 74).

2.3 Arts Council of Northern Ireland
The Arts Council’s most recent Music Strategy 2013-2018 recognises the richness of NI’s youth music
sector in comparison with other parts of the UK but identifies the need to ensure provision is equally
distributed across the region and is fully supported by the infrastructure.

Distribution of provision
It is not possible to identify where Arts Council funded youth music activity takes place as data is
only available for the overall activity of annually funded music organisations. An analysis of that
data comparing activity in each Local Government District with the proportion of NI’s under 26s
living there, shows a significant lack of provision in eight out of the eleven districts. Where the index
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is 100, the percentage of Arts Council funded music activity is the same as the percentage of NI’s
under 26s who live there. The further below 100, the lower the level of provision in relation to the
percentage of young people.
Mid Ulster and Causeway Coast and Glens appear to have the biggest gap in provision with just 1%
of activity by the Arts Council funded music organisations in these areas. A further 6 LGD areas are
well below 50.
Table 2: Location of activity 2018/19 by the 13 annually funded music organisations by compared to the population of
children and young people aged under 26

Local Authority
Derry City and Strabane
Belfast
Newry, Mourne and Down
Ards and North Down
Lisburn and Castlereagh
Mid and East Antrim
Antrim and Newtownabbey
Fermanagh and Omagh
Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon
Causeway Coast and Glens
Mid Ulster

Total
No. of
% of all
under
activities activities
26s 125
882
28% 52,204
1,705
54% 119,006
241
8% 62,331
76
2% 46,409
66
2% 45,362
43
1% 42,173
34
1% 46,810
25
1% 38,604
44
1% 72,953
17
1% 46,287
18
1% 52,285
3,151
100% 624,424

% of NI
Under
26s
8%
19%
10%
7%
7%
7%
7%
6%
12%
7%
8%
100%

Index
335
284
77
32
29
20
14
13
12
7
7

Genre
Neither the Arts Council nor the EA Music Service collects information about music genre. Eleven of
the 13 Arts Council-funded non-specialist music organisations and both specialist youth music
organisations supplied quantitative data on genre. One of the key organisations that focuses on the
music industry did not supply data so the category that includes pop, rock and other contemporary
popular music genres is under-represented. The collection of this data should be considered in the
future.
48% of activities delivered by these organisations focused on singing and 9% involved composition or
creation including song writing. Almost three quarters of the activities focus on classical music.
Table 3: Musical genre of youth music activities by Arts Council funded organisations supplying data

Genre

% of activity
72%
Classical
1%
Jazz
1%
Traditional
World, Roots, Blues, Folk
2%
19%
Pop, Rock, Hip Hop, Grime, Rap, Digital, Electronica
6%
Other
2,239
Total activities
The activities of the two specialist youth music organisations focus exclusively on classical music.
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2.4 Arts Council funding programmes providing key support to young musicians
The Individual Artists funding schemes managed directly by the Arts Council are open to young
musicians, although only one is specifically aimed at young musicians. Over the five years between
2015/16 and 2019/20, 10% of the £880,481 awarded through these schemes went to young people
aged 16 to 25. In all, 46 young people received awards, 14% of all those awarded grants, but it is not
possible to identify which are musicians. These figures indicate that on average young people are
awarded smaller amounts than those aged 26 and over.
Demand across these schemes is far greater than the available resources with 70 applications
requesting a further £330,954 rejected in 2018/19 out of a total of 126 received from artists in all
age groups.
Table 4: Number and percentage of awards made to under 26s through funding schemes for individual artists

Young Musicians' Platform
Travel Award
General Art Award
Musical Instruments for Individuals
Artists International Development Fund
WOMEX Bursary
Artists Career Enhancement
Folk Alliance Bursary
International Residency
Major Individual Award
Professional Arts Abroad
Self-arranged Residency
Total

No. of
awards to
U26s
6
21
12
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
46

Total no. of
awards
9
112
101
38
18
18
22
4
1
8
4
4
339

% of awards
made to
U26s
67%
19%
12%
11%
6%
6%
5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
14%

Total value
of awards to
under 26s
£
29,000
13,474
27,534
10,516
5,000
400
5,000
0
0
0
0
0
90,924

The Take it away instrument loan scheme, run in association with Arts Council England, allows
successful applicants of any age to spread the cost of a new musical instrument, including adaptive
instruments designed for disabled players, equipment, software, and tuition over ten months
interest-free. There are six participating retailers in NI. Since the NI scheme began in July 2012, 564
loans with a value of £388,231 have been successfully transacted with the most popular instruments
being guitars (37% of customers) and pianos (27%).
The Arts Council runs three grants schemes for musical instruments which are open to musicians of
all ages:




Since 2006, it has administered the Musical Instruments for Bands programme from funds of
£200,000 allocated annually by the Department for Communities. The demand outstrips the
funding available. In 2019/20 the scheme awarded £263,198 to 41 applicants but rejected 19
applications for a total of £85,742.
In 2019/20, its first year, the demand for the Musical Instruments programme: professional and
non-professional performing groups was also greater than the funds available. It made 30
awards to a value of £192,982 but rejected 19 applications totalling £138,448
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2019/20 was also the first year of the Musical Instruments programme: Individual professional
performing musicians. This was where demand was highest with 38 successful applications
worth £128,003 but 50 rejected applications with a value of £147,411.

The demand and the cost barriers to engagement with music and talent development identified in
both the qualitative research and surveys (see pages 82 and 89) demonstrate the importance of
these schemes.
The Young Musicians’ Platform is a biennial scheme offering up to five awards of £5,000 to enable
young classical, jazz, and traditional musicians to learn from a leading musician or composer of their
choice abroad plus two professional engagements arranged by the BBC. It excludes applications for
prolonged study at FE or HE institutions. Instrumentalists must be aged 18 to 26 and singers aged 18
to 29 and six out of the nine awards made since 2015/16 were made to under 26s.
The PPL Momentum Music Fund is a UK-wide scheme funded by the Arts Council in partnership with
the PRS Foundation and Invest NI. the Arts Council will contribute £32,000 to the project’s 2020/21
budget. The Fund offers grants of £5,000 to £15,000 to emerging and mid-career music creators to
enable them to take their careers to the next level. Nine music creators from NI have been awarded
a total of £94,276 across five funding rounds. The scheme focuses on musicians who have previously
been supported by Invest NI and who have the potential to become commercially sustainable within
two to three years. 20% of applicants from NI were aged between 16 and 24. The scheme’s report
for 2019 identifies that with 40 applications the success rate for musicians from NI was 22%
compared to the UK average of 8% but that successful applicants were awarded 73% of the total
amount of funding requested. This indicates that demand is higher than the current level of
resources.
The International Showcase Fund is also a partnership with the PRS Foundation and Invest NI plus
eight other partners including the Department for International Trade. Since 2006 it has offered
grants of up to £5,000 to enable the UK’s emerging musicians to promote their work internationally.
For the past three years, a funding pot specifically for NI musicians has focused on showcases and
events in North America and Europe. Out of 30 applications from NI, 18 awards totalling £106,798
were made to 16 acts between 2018 and 2020 with a success rate of 60%, well above the UK
average of 34%. The awards were made to music creators working in Alternative/Indie and Pop
genres, Pop and Singer/Songwriter, Folk, Jazz, Electronic, World and Children’s Music.

Arts Council-funded non-youth specialist music organisations
Alongside their regular concert programmes, the Arts Council-funded music organisations not
specialising in youth music also provide substantial programmes of activities to schools. In 2018/19,
the 13 Annually Funded organisations delivered 339 activities in 101 schools (although different
organisations may have delivered activities in the same school). They were active in 52 grammar
and secondary schools, but these tended to be one-off workshops and events with 59 activities in
total. Their work in primary schools was considerably more in-depth with 206 activities in 34 schools
(again, different organisations may have worked with the same school).
As well as working with schools and colleges, these non-specialist organisations engage young
people by providing tuition and mentoring and through community outreach including targeting

areas of social disadvantage and provide tuition and mentoring. This involves encouraging
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voluntary and amateur groups, choirs, and bands to explore musical and artistic
development in collaboration with professional music providers.
Key organisations include:
Ulster Orchestra
In 2018/19, the Ulster Orchestra, NI’s world-class symphony orchestra, delivered:
 228 free small group sessions to 806 participants aged between four and 26
 3,824 individual lessons to 208 participants aged six to 17
 six free ensemble and band short courses for 405 participants aged eight to 26
 16 free workshops for 280 participants aged eleven to 26.
This included 19 activities designed for young people with disabilities and special educational needs
and four for young people not in education, employment, or training. They worked in a wide range
of settings including youth clubs, community centres, hospitals, and other healthcare settings.
NI Opera
In 2018/19, NI Opera’s outreach week for young people in partnership with the Grand Opera House
Belfast included 21 events such as workshops, open rehearsals, a Come and Sing performance and
targeted talks and tours involving 50 schools, youth clubs and voluntary and community groups. In
all, more than 1,200 young people took part.
Moving On Music
This non-commercial music promotion organisation runs an award-winning Emerging Artist
Programme. Up to five artists are selected each year and a 12-month, tailored programme of
activity is designed with each artist to help their career development. Moving On Music remains a
point of contact for the artists after their year of support and continues to work with them where
opportunities arise. To date, eight artists have been aged under 26 at the time of selection.
Camerata Ireland
This world-class chamber orchestra has supported the development of over 200 emerging classical
musicians since its inception in 1999. Its programmes include the Camerata Ireland Academy
offering intensive training for up to 12 student musicians at the Clandeboye Festival and a
partnership with the Royal Irish Academy of Music giving 13 young musicians the opportunity to take
part in rehearsals and concerts with the orchestra.
Oh Yeah Music Centre
A resource centre for contemporary rock and pop music makers, Oh Yeah offers structured talent
development programmes including award-winning Scratch my progress, an accelerator programme
helping new musicians’ breakthrough into the music industry and Volume Control and More Volume
which train teenagers in event management. They present a programme of high quality, local music
events for under 18s and offer performance opportunities for young musicians. Their summer
camps offer music tuition to around 20 young people each year.
The Nerve Centre
This contemporary music and creative media arts centre based in Derry~Londonderry delivered
7,710 music activities for young people aged five and over in 2018/19 including:
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2,880 small group sessions for 240 participants aged five to 26
3,840 individual sessions for 120 participants aged five to 26
900 ensemble and band sessions for 832 participants aged ten to 26
40 free workshops for 1,200 participants aged 14 to 26

Twenty of these activities were designed for young people with disabilities or special educational
needs, 30 for young people with mental health difficulties and 25 for young people not in education,
employment, or training. Among their programmes for young people is an innovative partnership
with the EA Youth Service (see page 100 for details)
Glasgowbury
Glasgowbury’s Cornstore Creative Hub in Draperstown delivered 383 activities for young people
aged six plus in 2018/19 including:



96 workshops for 563 participants aged six to 17
241 band and ensemble sessions and 22 performances by 67 young people aged six to 25.

Their work includes the Rural Key Project for rural based musicians lacking access, resources, and
opportunities to develop their talent which aims to improve further education and career
opportunities and the Small But Massive Lives and Communities programme which tackles limited
opportunities for affordable engagement in the arts in rural areas including for young people wit h
special and complex needs. The organisation is funded through the Venues strand not Music but
maintains a close strategic relationship with the Music Department.
Dumbworld
This multi-disciplinary production company delivered two large-scale participatory and performance
projects in 2018/19:


In Anticlockwise, Dumbworld brought the Ulster Orchestra together with 106 young people

from schools across NI, Harmony North, Codetta, Codetta Junior and Ulster University
Choirs in a music, song and film production presented in Belfast and Derry


A Different Wolf was a collaboration between Dumbworld and Junk Ensemble involving 100
young singers aged seven to 14 from Cork choirs.

Walled City Music Festival and The City of Derry International Choral Festival
In 2019, the two festivals included:





590 young people from primary schoolchildren to University students participating in choral
workshops
400 participants from nine primary schools and 500 participants from nine post-primary schools
competing
900 participants in two Big Sing workshop for primary and post-primary pupils
120 participants in a Youth Choir competition
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Contemporary Music Centre
Two emerging composers from NI aged under 26 are currently being represented by this all-Ireland
organisation that supports and encourages the composition and performance of new music by Irish
composers.
Sestina
In 2018/19, the Belfast-based early music ensemble delivered its 'Next Generation' mentoring
programme for young singers with 12 singers under 26 years out of a chorus of 22 working alongside
experienced professional singers and taking part in workshops. Theodora Reimagined was an
educational project for seven to eleven-year-olds involving 30 children.
Hard Rain Soloist Ensemble
This contemporary music ensemble has a policy of supporting young and emerging composers. The
Peter Rosser Composition Award offers in-depth support and showcase opportunities to three
emerging composers. Two out of the three composers in 2018/19 were aged under 26. Each year,
he ensemble also commissions three works from early career composers and showcases a young
performer from the Ulster Youth Orchestra. Its workshops for members of the Ulster Youth
Orchestra, A level students and Queen’s University students reached 150 young people under 26.
Belfast Music Society
Belfast Music Society presents world-class performances of chamber music; works to increase
support for local artists and delivers skills development for aspiring musicians and amateur
composers. Its International Festival of Chamber Music includes an annual Student Showcase Recital
which, in 2019, showcased six performers from Queen’s University. As part of the Night Music series
of new music from Irish composers the Crash Ensemble included a new commission by an emerging
composer aged under 26 and performed work by two more. Details of its programmes for the under
5s can be found on page 56.
Panarts
In 2018/19, 40 under 25s entered the Panarts Young Songwriter of The Year Award with 16 selected
for the semi-final concerts then 8 for the Final. Panarts’ international exchange linked song writing
degree students from Belmont University Nashville with 75 young writers from Northern Ireland. As
part of the Belfast Nashville Songwriter Festival Panarts worked with 70 songwriters aged under 26
and showcased the work of a further two at music industry meetings in Nashville.
Belfast Philharmonic
Belfast’s symphonic chorus has a well-established structure for developing young talent
encompassing Phil Kids consisting of newly recruited and auditioned children, a Youth Choir of young
people aged eleven and over and a Chamber Choir of 40 members all feeding a main adult choir of
120. In 2018/19 it delivered:




193 ensemble sessions for 275 participants aged seven to 21
584 workshops for 775 participants aged under 26.
Members of the Youth and Chamber Choir (aged 11-22) also receive vocal lessons in groups of
two or three singers to work on their specific voice technique.

Nine members of its adult choir are aged under 26.
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Drake Music Northern Ireland provides access to independent music making for children and adults
with complex disabilities. See page 105 onwards for details.

2.5 Higher Education provision
Queen’s University Belfast offers five courses – a BA in Music Performance, a BA in Music and Sound
Design, a BA in Music and Audio Production, a master’s degree in Music and a PhD in Music. Queen’s
University Belfast also runs an innovative Junior Academy of Music (JAM) for aspiring young
musicians which is open to those aged 4 to 17. There are four programmes within JAM each tailored
to a specific age group and suitable activities. JAM is devised and delivered by internationally
recognised musicians and specialised teachers. JAM 1, JAM 2 and JAM 3 run on Saturdays in the
Music Building while JAM 4 and JAM 4+ is on Fridays in the world-renowned Sonic Arts Research
Centre (SARC) and is primarily focused on secondary school children interested in Creative Music
Technology, using industry standard music making software.
Ulster University offers eight courses - a BA in Music (Hons), a BA in Music with Drama, a BSc in
Music, Sound and Technology, a BA in Irish with Music, a BA in Drama with Music, a MMus in
Creative Musicianship, both full time and Part time and a PGCE in Music (Post Primary). It also offers
a PGCE (Primary Education – no specialism).
There are two teacher training University Colleges in Northern Ireland. St Mary’s University College
(QUB) offers a BEd Primary with Music. Stranmillis University College (QUB) offers, among other
courses, the BEd (Hons) in Primary Education but does not offer any degrees with a specialism in
music. The students are not ‘music’ students but rather ‘primary education’ students. Any musical
involvement they might have is mainly outside College. However, Stranmillis College has a Music
Suite which offers an extensive range of facilities for teaching, practice, and recitals. An alternative
route into teaching music is a BA in Music followed by a Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE)
with both teacher training colleges offering PGCEs at primary and post-primary levels. No formal
traditional music courses are available across the NI’s Higher Education institutions. 126
The teaching team for music at St Mary’s have noticed a gradual decrease in applications for music
courses since 2015 with their research showing that this is because schools are unable to offer the
subject. As a result, the college has dropped the requirement for students to have A level or GCSE
music qualifications. In spite of this, students appear to be adequately prepared for third level study
as they report a healthy intake to music programmes, high levels of satisfaction with degree courses
and a minimal dropout rate.

2.6 Further Education Provision
There are six Further Education Colleges in Northern Ireland. Each provides a range of different full
time and part time courses in Music, Music Technology, Music Production, Music Performance and
Music Industry Skills. These range from levels 2 to Level 5 BTEC Higher National Diplomas. In total
across Northern Ireland, there are 20 courses available across eight locations. A partnership
arrangement means the North West Regional College (NWRC) provides courses in the South West
Regional College (SWRC) catchment however there does not appear to be any information about the
availability of these courses on the SWRC website.
The FE sector offers a range of opportunities for many of those who have dropped music as part of
the more formal secondary school system and nourishes and supports those who have come back
into music, building their skills and confidence. It supports these students through its range of
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courses, mentoring and access to vocational opportunities and access to gigs and producing music.
One FE sector lecturer noted that it was now seeing more pupils with learning difficulties, which it
supports through complementary essential skills courses. Fees are applicable for each course.
Students through the focus groups stated that for some, these fees were difficult to pay. Transport
to college was also identified as a challenge for some. No formal traditional music courses are
available across the Further Education sector. 127
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3. Benchmarking with other jurisdictions
A comparison with Scotland, England, Wales, and Finland shows the level of funding per school pupil
in Northern Ireland is less than a quarter of that in Scotland and a tenth of that in Finland. It is,
however, higher than in England and Wales.
A smaller proportion of schools are engaged with NI’s EA Music Service than with established music
services in England and Wales, but the percentage of the school population reached by individual
instrumental lessons is similar to that in Scotland, England, and Finland. With additional resources
to increase engagement by schools, NI could exceed the level of access to tuition achieved
elsewhere.
The percentage of total exam entries at GCSE or equivalent in NI is less than half of that in Scotland
but higher than in England and Wales.
The major difference is in the mean parental contribution to the cost of individual instrumental
lessons which is 50% in NI but less than 20% in all four of the comparators. 128
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The following data are for the academic or financial year 2017/18, whichever is available. (Note this data has been collated from Consultancy.coop, Music Services
Feasibility Study, (Cardiff: Welsh Government, 2020 to which EA contributed at the time)

NI
1.9m
341,456

Scotland
5.5m
697,989

Population
School age population
Engagement
% of schools engaged with established music services
67%
Not av ailable
% of school population reached by individual
instrumental lessons
8%
9%
Funding
Funding for established school music services
£3.5m
£24.0m
Government funded targeted initiatives
£9.0m
Funding per school pupil
£10.25
£47.28
No. of learners/participants
Established school music services
25,806
60,000
Government funded initiatives including work in schools
244,000
Informal/non-formal sector
75,000
Not av ailable
Costs to learners
Cost to parents of individual instrumental lessons
£0 | £9 | £35 per
£117 | £220 |
(Minimum | Median | Maximum)
lesson
£524 per term
Mean % Parental contribution to cost of lessons
50%
16%
School-based national qualifications in music 2019 (GCSE equivalents)
% of total exam entries
1.0%
2.5%131
Position of music in GCSE subject rankings

23rd

13th

England
55.9m
8,819,765

Wales
3.1m
468,398

Finland129
5.5m
564100*

89%

83%

not applicable

9%

Not av ailable

8%

£80.0m
£9.07

£1.5m130
£3.0m
£9.61

1,033,907

Not av ailable

Not av ailable

Not av ailable

Not av ailable

£0 | c£45 | £216
per term

17%

Not av ailable

0.7%

0.7%

21st

20th

Not av ailable

£60.0m
£106.36
67,000
Not av ailable

£88 per term
18%
No formal schoolbased music
qualifications offered
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4. Consultations
The following is a summary of the quantitative data gathered through the e-survey, and qualitative
data gathered through key stakeholder interviews132 and through the focus groups133 including,
crucially, the voices of young people. The key issues are illustrated with quotations from
respondents. The observations and opinions expressed in these quotations are personal and not
necessarily those of their employer, whether that is a school, the EA Music Service or a cultural
organisation. The diagrams reflect the key issues identified though the quantitative e-surveys with
additional quotations from the focus groups adding weight to these assertions and supplementing
this evidence.
The summary covers the following main themes:
 Pathways to engagement in music
 Barriers to engagement in music
 Development of talent
 Provision for young people with a disability
 Skills gaps and support needs around youth music
 Developing partnerships – potential for enhance collaboration

4.1 Pathways to engagement in Music
Understanding the music ecosystem was one of the main discussion points across all of the
consultations. The general view was that there needed to be greater awareness and understanding
of the various pathways and how to make these more transparent for young people and their
parents/ guardians or teachers.
Through the e-survey, six main pathways to engagement in music were identified, some stronger
than others. As can be seen, family influence was the highest, followed closely by enjoyment and
then social factors. However, all respondents mentioned a combination of factors that motivate
young people to engage with music. In the focus groups, family support was also identified as a
strong influence in the start of a young person’s journey into music.
Family
Influence

Opportunities
at School

Enjoyment

Sense of
achivement

Social Factors

Exposure to live
music

The following were cited by at
least 15% of respondents in the e-survey.
Below are quotations from both the quantitative survey and qualitative focus groups:


Family influence (22%)
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o “From when I could speak, I asked for a flute, then at Primary School I was offered a clarinet
because I had big teeth” Focus Group Musician
o “Seeing my grandfather perform in his traditional group” Focus Group Musician
o “I come from musical background in my family, so I joined choir in primary school.” Musician
o “I heard music from a young age on the radio etc and wanted to take up lessons when we
were offered them in primary school.” Musician
o “Parents encourage them and also it is something they can relate to when they see and hear
music all around them in society.” School music teacher
o “My brother was picking up guitar around the time I was picking up drums and my dad is big
into listening to music” Musician
o “The discovery of different forms of music from a young age.” Focus Group Participant
o “Music is significant to me because of how unique it is in the world. It has always played a
role in my life.” Focus Group Participant
o “My Dad taught me guitar when I was in primary. My parents always played music when I
was growing up.” Focus Group Participant
o “I went to Ulster Orchestra concerts and have a musical family. I started CBSM orchestras
when I was 9 and then started to really enjoy them when I was 12” Focus group musician


Enjoyment (20%)
o “Seeing how happy it made people and the impact it had” Focus Group Musician
o “Music has been part of my everyday life for the past 11 years. It has improved my
confidence and helped me make lots of amazing friends. Music has had a hugely positive
impact on my life” Focus group participant
o “The joy, happiness and wellbeing singing brings” Amateur/community music group
o “Discovering the joy in how music makes them feel” Early years music organisation
o “A variety of fun musical activities that are accessible to all regardless of musical ability.”
Music Service tutor
o “Always loved music from a young age generally lean towards the rock genre. Coming here
(University College) has got me to Broaden my interest in music and new styles – I used to
play viola” Focus Group Participant
o “When I’m creating Music everything else is blank. It gives me silence and peace of mind
from my other thoughts” Focus Group Participant
o “Music plays a part in every aspect of my life, and I’m not sure what /who I’d be without it”
Focus Group Participant
o “Music is emotional. It gives me purpose and joy; I can strive to better myself” Focus Group
Participant
o “Music has helped me make a lot of friends and bring people together” Focus Group
Participant
o “My life would be so dull and boring without music. I’m more in tune with my emotions and
feelings because of it” Focus Group Participant
o “My life revolves around music, only thing I’m good at and I like listening to it” Focus Group
Participant
o “Music can be used to express emotions which words cannot describe it scrambles your
brain and provides a sense of relief from the tougher parts of life” Focus Group Participant
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o “It is the only thing that makes me feel such a range of emotions sometimes I can hate it as
much as I love it and have to re-evaluate my life choices on a regular basis. I cannot imagine
doing anything else as a career” Focus Group Participant
o “Music is my passion and favourite thing to do it is more than just a career/ way of earning
money to me.” Focus Group Participant
o “Music has been a part of my life everyday life for the last 11 years…. it has improved my
confidence and helped me make amazing friends’ music has had a hugely positive impact on
my life” Focus Group Participant
o “Music is an escape from a stressful day. It is a way to meet new people. music gives me
something to focus on where I can just enjoy it” Focus Group Participant


Social factors (19%)
o “Music allows me to meet likeminded people, which has opened doors to make new friends”
Focus Group Participant
o “Music is so important to me, helps to meet new people and express ourselves” Focus
Group Participant
o “I first got into music as my cousins are in a band and I thought I’d love to be able to play like
them” Focus Group Musician
o “Having friends who also participate” Independent music teacher
o “The idea of getting involved in something with other musicians to create something bigger
and make new friends.” Music Service tutor
o “I loved playing with other people and working together to improve our musical group, as
well as talking and meeting up with new people and old friends” Musician
o “Sense of belonging to a group” School music teacher
o “A mate made fun of me for only listening to Bruno Mars” Focus Group Musician
o “Makes sense of complex experiences and emotions” Focus Group Participant
o “Music to me is relaxing and letting out the stress that I may have is great. Depending on the
mood of the day I will listen to different artists which represent how I’m feeling.” Focus
Group Musician



Exposure to live music (17%)
o “Heard Jaqueline Du Pre play Elgar Cello Concerto and decided I wanted to be able to play at
a certain standard” Focus Group Musician
o “Watching other children perform and seeing how they enjoy it.” Amateur/community
music group
o “Exposure to musicians who perform for a living, actually being in a room, spending time
with, and speaking with musicians.” Independent music teacher
o “Having seen and heard instruments played and wanting to learn.” Music Service tutor
o “Through listening to and watching my favourite artists perform.”



Sense of achievement (15%)
o “Succeeding in my first clarinet grade with minimal effort led to more interest and
enthusiasm” Focus Group Musician
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o “Trying something new, interest in music, enjoyment and a sense of being good at
something” Primary School Head
o “At a fundamental level, what motivates young people within our sessions is the sheer
excitement and natural musical instinct that all children have. We provide structured
opportunities for that to be recognised and nurtured, for example through the Sounds of
Intent model, which maps a child's musical progress.” Arts Council-funded organisation
o “Teenagers need encouragement to reach goals which they accept, confidence building and
being led subtly to what they would like to achieve, what is cool and their personal music
tastes and ambitions.” Music Service tutor
o “A way to express myself without words. I can make an instrument talk and say what I want
to say.” Musician
o “I love being able to play an instrument whenever I have some spare time” Focus Group
Participant
o “Seeing how happy it made people and the impact it had” Focus Group Participant

Young musicians emphasise the importance of opportunities at school to turn latent interest into
active engagement, particularly when there is no encouragement at home.
o “Getting involved in the choir at primary school” Focus Group Musician
o “Around 16, I started playing guitar and from there my interest in music has grown” FE Focus
Group Musician
o “I enjoyed singing in school assemblies so decided to try out for the primary school choir.
Also, we were made to play recorder and I was good at that.” Musician
o “Music wasn't in the family or on my radar as a child. An encouraging teacher in my primary
school offered me the chance to learn drums. I then started getting lessons from a tutor in
school and eventually joined the primary school jazz band.” Musician
o “[I was motivated by] music composition in secondary school” Musician
However, it can be difficult to navigate a pathway in music. Young people in one of the focus groups
stated that there was little or no music provision in some of their primary schools and the first
opportunity that they had to engage formally in music was through the FE sector. Some of those
engaged in music in the FE sector have qualifications, while others do not. For many it is about
reigniting the interest in music once they come into the FE sector as the passion and interest is there
but has been lost along the more formal education journey.
Many parents do not see the value of music as a subject that assists in the progression of their
children’s careers and so parental support is often missing as well. One stakeholder stated that
when young people come into the FE sector and take up music, they are often unaware of the
various career opportunities and the passion is there, although often in need of reigniting, but the
full skills set is not. The FE sector shows them the pathways: technical, production, performance.
They introduce them to the language of music for those who cannot play or read notation. A big
challenge is the mix of students that can be sitting in a class: some with great skills and good grades
and others without any grades but a passion for the subject. Being able to teach at these different
levels within the same class is key. The FE sector is also seeing more and more young people with
learning difficulties.
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Other routes to engagement
Stepping stone programmes, most often delivered by Arts Council-funded organisations such as Oh
Yeah Music, Glasgowbury and the Nerve Centre, provide an alternative pathway to engagement to
school or ongoing private tuition. FE institutions are then successful in providing the next step in
talent development through alternative routes to qualifications including B-Tec and HNDs.
o “I always wanted to learn from a young age but did not qualify at primary school level with
the EA test. I always felt I was not good enough or did not have the ‘musical ear’ but at my
age and in my current profession music will benefit me, so I took it up.” Musician
o “After listening to music on the radio, I wondered how it was produced – then I came to Oh
Yeah” Focus Group Musician
o “I’ve always loved listening to music, but my first gig was when I realised, I wanted to be
more involved in the industry” Focus Group Musician
The Internet
Another pathway for young people was identified as the Internet and Spotify and having tracks
recommended from the playlists of others. This then led them to engaging in other support through
the likes of the Nerve Centre or Oh Yeah Music.
o “The internet – YouTube - helped me find different genres” Focus Group Musician
Understanding the pathways
It was noted by those in some of the classical music focus groups that the pathway after their
secondary education was to travel to conservatoires in England, the Republic of Ireland or elsewhere
in order to progress their learning and careers. There are no conservatoires in Northern Ireland.
Neither is there a school for performing arts, nor is there an equivalent to the British Institute for
Music. These are all gaps in the infrastructure locally which, several stated, make it more difficult for
some young people to progress, particularly from an affordability perspective.
Some young people, particularly those within the FE sector focus group, said that, given that they
did not come into music through the school route, they were unclear about all the different
pathways that could be taken with music but that they been demystified through the support they
have been offered. Through coming to the FE college, some were much more aware of the range of
music-based university courses on offer than they had been in their post primary schools. Some
mentioned the lack of awareness among some career’s teachers about the various music-based
pathways. Some also stated that music was not offered in their post primary school while others
never had the opportunity to learn an instrument through school, and so never considered music for
GCSE. Those in the Oh Yeah and Nerve Centre focus groups were now much more aware of the
pathways and the industry generally since getting engaged with these organisations.
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Key Lessons


The need to recognise the various pathways into music and the fact that some young people
access these pathways much later than others
Pathways across the industry need to be clearer- there is a need for better links between music
education and the music industry




Strategies to support latent or hidden interest or engagement in music among some young
people needs to be developed
Opportunities in schools do not seem to be available for everyone
The music infrastructure and the pathways through it are not clear or understood. There is a
need to join the dots across the ecosystem and ensure that careers teachers can easily
demonstrate these pathways to students as early as possible




4.2 Barriers to engagement
Music is important to young people. Music was the fourth most important way in which 16-yearolds participating in the Young Life and Times survey said they express their culture with 44% citing
the music they hear and the films they watch. The top three were religious belief and practice (58%
of respondents), language (57%), and the activities they take part in (51%). 134 Playing a musical
instrument for their own pleasure is the second most popular arts activity for young people with
32% of respondents to the Young Persons’ Behaviour and Attitudes Survey 2013135 saying they
participated in the past 12 months. 24% had sung or played a musical instrument to an audience
and 12% had written music in their free time. 136
The literature review, however, identified the following three broad groups of barriers to deeper
engagement.
Socio Economic

Perceptual

Access/ Information























Money/ cost
Social Class
Lifestyles
Culture
Diversity
Gender
Gatekeepers
Parental support
Geographic location
Access to live music performances
Religion
Teachers




Not for the likes of me/us
Not vocational
Time consuming
Elitist
Competing priorities, i.e.,
sport, academic study,
caring/family commitments
Not clever enough
Value proposition not
understood



Transport
Ability to access
provision
Availability of
information Lack
of knowledge of
opportunities

Money, social class, parental support, access to live music performances, geography, transport,
religion, teachers, gender, diversity, ability to access provision, lifestyles, availability of information
and gatekeepers are all barriers to engaging in music.
A recent report 137 commissioned by the Musicians’ Union confirms that the uptake of lessons is
heavily linked to household income. Families with lower income, earning under £28k, are half as
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likely to have a child learning an instrument as families with high income, earning £48k or more. Cost
of both lessons and instruments are cited as barriers to learning, with the cost of lessons the number
one reason for not learning an instrument among low- and mid-income families. Cost also impacts
how people are learning, with many from low- and mid-income families teaching themselves missing out on the benefits of a private tutor. Encouragement at home was a factor. Children in
higher income families are almost twice as likely to learn because their parents want them to.
By far the most frequently cited barrier to more engagement in activities by the 16-year-old
respondents to the Young Life and Times (YLT) survey was lack of time (69%). Follow-up focus
groups identified the importance of time spent on schoolwork, part-time jobs as a means of gaining
some independence, and maintaining social relationships with friends and family. The next most
frequently cited barrier identified in the YLT was cost (41%). 138
The Traditional Music Audit 139 also identified a need to keep expanding access to instruments,
maintain the quality of existing instruments, and resource instrument banks that can supply loan
schemes.
The main barriers identified in this audit are outlined below.

Cost

Lack of
support/
negative
influence in
families

"Not for the
likes of me"/
lack of
confidence

Barriers
No access
when young especiallly in
school -lack of
funding

Society
doesn't value
music
Time
Pressures

Many of these known barriers were cited by at least 10% of survey respondents in this audit’s esurvey and reiterated in the focus groups and stakeholder interviews:


Cost (52% of respondents)

There were three aspects to this: the cost of lessons, for some the cost of instruments, and the cost
of travel to get to lessons for those in rural areas or who do not have access to a car.
o “Lack of money to pay for lessons and buy instruments suitable for their level of playing ...
the better you get the better the instrument you need ... low-income families like mine have
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o
o
o
o
o

no chance to progress to the upper levels. It has been impossible to keep up with other
instrumentalists and pay for lessons.” Musician
“The financial burden of lessons.” School music teacher
“MONEY! Music was traditionally for the middle classes and still costs SO much money.”
Musician
“MONEY” Focus Group Participant x 4
“Being able to afford private lessons. I got a second job to help pay for them.” Parent
“Having a career especially in piano will be difficult because it is a very competitive
instrument. Barriers I face are having funding to do a post grad and to buy my own piano,
having connections with the right people/ teachers and competition. I would like to do a
post grad in Norway or London and later teach and perform” Focus Group Participant

This audit’s survey identified that the median cost to parents/carers of an individual instrumental
lesson in school or a Music Centre was £8.86, but this ranged between free lessons and £35140
depending on the level of the student and the policies of the legacy ELBs and the school. Outside
school, the median cost of an individual lesson delivered by an amateur or community groups or
funded organisations was £3.50, ranging between free lessons and £12.50.
The Traditional Music Audit 141 published in 2015 reported that more than 80% of participants paid
£4.00 or less per weekly class. 57% of classes were free and 8% of students paid £20 or more per
class. Less than a fifth of these classes, however, were individual lessons because of resource
constraints. The report concluded that public subsidy was key to keeping costs to students low.
60% of providers responding to the audit received subsidy from the Ulster Scots Agency and 25%
from the Arts Council.


“Not for the likes of me”/lack of confidence (25% of respondents)

The stakeholder interviews noted that young people can be very easily dissuaded from pursuing a
career in music. The aptitude test also sometimes has a negative effect on some young people,
which results in some young people not engaging in music from a very early age. Many lose interest
when they fall behind and are embarrassed in front of their peers. For some a lack of opportunities
to develop creative, compositional, and improvisational skills which could hold them true to their
love of music is an issue. Career guidance also plays a part with often young people not being
encouraged to maintain music as a core subject. More guidance on the wide and varied career paths
for musicians among career teachers was acknowledged as a gap. There was also a general sense
that more boys were dropping out than girls.
o “Fear that they won't be skilled enough to take part or that they won't know anyone.”
Musician
o “Young people can be intimidated by the clique-set style of the Belfast music scene.”
Musician
o “Not feeling good enough. Not being given the right amount of time or attention to develop
their skills and knowledge leaving them feeling inadequate and they give up their
instruments.” Music Service tutor
o “Lack of confidence, embarrassment and fear of failure.” Primary School Head
o “Lack of confidence, finding it too challenging to persevere and put in practice to develop
skills.” School music teacher
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Some stakeholders believed that some of these issues could be addressed through offering young
people a year of lessons in a musical instrument of their choice; through instrument bursary scheme;
through technology focused music tuition that can also link programming and open up the industry
much more quickly to young people. Making it cool to engage in music many believed was key to its
future success. Others also believed that there needed to be a mechanism of capturing those that
fall through the net early on and reintroduce them to music.


Society doesn't value music (20% of respondents)

This broad perception involved a range of specific barriers including:
Policy (3 respondents)
Many stakeholders believed that music just is not given enough value for the potential
contribution it can make to the delivery of the outcomes within the Draft Programme for
Government.
o “Arts activities aren't being recognised as being as beneficial as they truly are by our
government” Musician
o “I believe there is a stigma in our society that music is pointless to study. In Berlin for
example, all kids are taught music from the age of 6 in school. Not all of these kids have to
go on to pursue music careers or even continue playing an instrument. But they have gained
the benefits that practicing a musical instrument contributes to your brain function and
ability to learn, as well as having an appreciation for the value of music and art. We do not
value music the same way in our society.” Musician
Peer pressure (30 respondents)
Many young people are affected by their peers with music often being seen as “not so cool”. A
lack of family support or parental interest can also have an impact as can a lack of awareness of
the important role parents have in helping their children to get into daily practice routines, even
for a short time which creates a habit. There was also a view among stakeholders that boys
were more likely to drop off as a result of peer pressure than girls.
o
o
o
o

“Social stigma from their peers or family towards more creative areas of study” Musician
“The stigma that it’s a waste of time or for nerds” Musician
“Not wanting to be made fun of” School music teacher
“Lack of perceived value from social cues” School music teacher

Not seen as a sustainable career (3 respondents)
The stakeholder interviews also pointed to the lack of understanding among some parents about
the transferable skills linked to the acquisition of music. Many also pointed out that in
comparison to the STEM subjects, music is not given as much credence within some schools and
among some parents nor is it seen by many as a well-paid career option for young people with
little support offered from home for such a career choice.
o “We are frequently assured that there will be no jobs for us in the creative industries,
despite paying extortionate amounts to achieve a high level in our chosen instruments.”
Musician
o “I study another subject at university but found that I enjoy practicing horn much more than
I enjoy lectures or laboratories. My ambition of studying French horn post grad is strong but
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I am aware this is a fanciful risk! I’m treating my current degree as an insurance qualification
if music doesn’t work out” Focus group participant
Schools not valuing music education (6 respondents)
Some schools don’t offer music, quite often because of budget reasons, but also because of a
lack of value placed on music by the school’s leadership team, not seeing its value as part of a
school improvement programme, or not seeing its significance within the STEAM agenda. Many
primary schools do not have specialist teachers and there are pockets of poorer provision in
terms of some instruments like Cello. In some schools the stakeholder interviews noted a lack of
awareness of music software among some schools.
o “Music is seen as an extra to the curriculum by parents and other staff.” School music
teacher
o “A culture that describes music or drama as soft subjects.” School music teacher
o “Sadly, in the current financial climate schools are having to make savage savings. To avoid
losing staff, other areas of school life have to be sacrificed so we have no plans to invest in
music.” [Primary school head]
o “Lack of opportunities to follow-up an inspirational musical experience e.g., attending an
orchestra concert for primary schools from a school with no or limited classroom teaching
provision” [Arts Council funded organisation]
o “The perception that it isn’t seen as being important in their school.” Music Service tutor


Time pressures (14% of respondents)
It was noted by stakeholders that there is also a lot of competition from other activities. In some
cases, music is delivered in large classes instead of in smaller, more meaningful, groups. The
curriculum is squeezed. Some pupils are good at music but given the choice of 10 subjects, GCSE
music is often dropped.
o “[Music] requires much time and effort, which many children aren’t prepared to give up
because there is just so much on offer in terms of easier extra-curricular activities which
they can dip in and out of for 6 weeks at a time.” Music Service tutor
o “Other interests such as sports or other activities that are on at the same times.” Music
Service tutor
o “They just think that they have more important things to do with their time.” Musician
o “Time in the school day can be constrained” Primary School Head



No access when young especially in school because of lack of funding (13% of respondents)
There was a recognition among many stakeholders that every school should be supported to
give young people the opportunity to learn music. The arts (within which music is one of three
subjects) is a compulsory Area of Learning within the NI Curriculum (described by one of our
stakeholder interviewees as an entitlement of an hour a week to the end of Key Stage 3) and is
something, many believed, needed to be revisited to ensure every child benefits from this
“entitlement”. Some stakeholders noted that some schools identify a lack of funding as a
challenge in this area. If barriers for schools exist, for whatever reason, then these need to be
addressed to ensure every child has access to opportunities within this compulsory Area of
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Learning. Many stakeholders asserted that without the early introduction of music at the preprimary and primary level, the interest is often lost, resulting in lost opportunities for many
young people. Some of these are recaptured later in the young person’s education but the
building blocks are not there, and so much work then needs to be undertaken.
o “Generally, once we are engaging the young people in workshops, concerts or other we
always receive very positive feedback. The difficulty for us as a very small team is reaching
them - often the barrier can be a music teacher who is not interested in an opportunity,
even if there is no cost. Decisions like these prevent young people from potentially hearing
new music they may well become interested in.” Arts Council-funded organisation
o “Limited availability to good quality programs due to funding.” Early Years music
organisation
o “Fewer young people are not engaging with music activities because they may not have any
experience with music during early years.” Musician
o “A school 'culture' where sport reigns supreme over music and where Literacy and
Numeracy reign supreme over all other subjects” School music teacher


Lack of support/negative influence in families (13% of respondents)
For many young people parental support was one of the most important introductions to music.
However, many stakeholders also acknowledged the need to help parents, who may not be as
supportive, to understand the value of music for their children, to understand the importance of
playing music at home and of getting to understand the music industry and the creative and
cultural industries generally as career paths for children interested in pursuing a career in music.
o “Parents not realising how good music is for their children and parents/teachers not
realising what their children could achieve.” Amateur/community music organisation
o “When parents can't afford to pay for the lessons and/or don't see it as something worth
doing for future careers.” Music Service tutor
o “Social stigma from their peers or family towards more creative areas of study and the belief
among some that music is not a 'real' career.” Musicians
o “Time and resilience to practise music instruments with parents not seeing it as important as
sports.” Primary School Head

Differences between rural and urban areas
The Young Life and Times survey revealed that religious beliefs and practice142 is much more
important as an expression of culture to 16-year-olds in rural areas (74%) than for those living in
cities (54%) or small towns (55%); while hearing music and watching films is more important for
those living in cities (56%) and small towns (49%) than those in rural areas.
Other differences in the barriers cited by 16-year-olds in urban and rural areas are perhaps smaller
than might be assumed. 38 per cent of respondents from rural areas compared to 31 per cent from
urban areas and small towns highlighted difficulties in getting there/lack of transport. The
availability of local activities of interest was more likely to be mentioned by respondents living in
urban areas (34%) than small towns (29%) or rural areas (28%). This may reflect the aspirations and
expectations of young people outside urban areas rather than actual availability.
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The biggest challenges for Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ) around youth music in general are
 Engagement
 Accessibility
 Cost of instruments outside of basic ones
 Volunteers to assist and enable class provision
 Grant aid for teachers/tutors’ fees
 Physical infrastructure to provide classes outside of a school setting, especially for CCÉ who do not have the
“Band Hall” infrastructure.
 COVID-19 / Social distancing restrictions for classes and accessibility of spaces willing to let outside bodies into
use premises.
 Transition towards online learning.
Opportunities
 Increased interest in cultural activities and traditional arts and crafts.
 The transition towards online learning where parents and children can fit lessons
 Cross cultural projects that highlight the shared heritage of our cultural traditions .

Royal Scottish Pipe Band Association NI branch
RSPBANI provides accredited piping and drumming qualifications in conjunction with Scottish Credit
Qualifications Framework. It has partnerships with the Ulster Scots Agency, Local Councils and Belfast Tradfest.
Some of the challenges it faces include:
 Cost of instruments
 Accessing and paying for specialised tutors
 Helping young people to access courses post school years
 Developing careers linked to their musical genre within NI
 Maintaining volunteers
 Travel costs to competitions
Opportunities include the increased interest in the musical genre; tourism opportunities and wider cross
community engagement

4.4 Professional pathways
Development of talent
The focus groups and the stakeholder interviews strongly identified the breadth and depth of talent
in Northern Ireland among young musicians. Many progress to international careers in music, often
coming back to share their experience and act as mentors with the organisations that ‘helped them
on their way’. This good will is abundant across all organisations, but these musicians need to make
a living. A key message from stakeholders was matching the good will and the talent with a support
infrastructure that recognises the barriers and addresses these in partnership with musicians in a
codesigned manner.
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The literature review found that “the involvement of professional musicians as mentors and role
models, the importance of family support as well as pastoral support, opportunities for the
development of social networks and friendship groups, the development of extra-curricular
opportunities as early as possible, the importance of sibling involvement as role models and the
importance of performances.” 143 It also found a lack of skilled teachers for advanced tuition in all
genres; a dominance of western classical ‘pathway’; traditional conservatoire training; and a focus
on performance – broader music careers.
Respondents perceived the development of talent to be in a continuum with developing
engagement so highlighted many of the same barriers.

Cost

Pathways in
and through
for many not
visible

No Family
Support
Development of
Talent

Lack of school
based
opportunities

Lack of local
Opportunities
to develop

While 7% of respondents had not encountered any barriers, the following three were cited by at
least 10% of the e-survey respondents with the majority citing cost:



Cost – specifically tuition, instruments, and transport (55% of respondents)

Cost was the primary issue identified by respondents across the focus groups, the stakeholder
interviews, and the e-surveys. Several survey respondents highlighted the lack of consistency in
policies towards subsidies for learners. In the legacy Western ELB, those entitled to free school
meals could access free tuition but the cost of extending this across the EA Music Service was
prohibitive under the legacy resourcing levels. 144
o “Financial difficulties as they can’t afford to pay for lessons as well as books, exams,
orchestral membership, courses. They sometimes cannot afford decent instruments and as
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o
o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o



a result their beginner lessons are made difficult because of the quality of the instrument.”
Music Service tutor
“Children who can't afford £400-500 annually to take music lessons.” Secondary school
music teacher
“Cost - we have subsidised music lessons, but families may not be able to afford even this
long term, or do not see it as a priority.” Secondary school music teacher
“Schools no longer have money for development of music so cannot offer bursaries any
more to a talented child who may have to stop tuition.” Music Service tutor
“Working in an area of considerable deprivation we find that no matter how interested the
child or parents are, finances unfortunately make the decisions.” Secondary school music
teacher
“We do not have a great diversity of gender (mainly boys) or social backgrounds (mainly
children from grammar schools and those that can afford extra classes). There is no ethnic
diversity in the participants either. A way to provide greater access for diverse groups of
children is a barrier that needs to be overcome to give all children equal opportunities to
develop musical and technical talents.” Arts Council-funded organisation
“Lack of strategic funding for music facilitators and equipment” Youth Centre/Club
“The cost of buying instruments is a huge issue. It is extremely difficult to secure funding to
be able to help parents with the cost of purchasing an instrument to give their child the
opportunity to take part in many music projects. I have had many musical students who start
a project on fife or tin whistle but can't afford to take the next step towards playing a
woodwind instrument.” Music Service tutor
“Lack of job opportunities at home vs expense of the traveling for auditions. The fear of
either having no work, or having so much work/ travel that you feel like you never have a
home base” Focus Group Participant
“I’ve spent the last 12 months working on preparation for auditions to enter a music
conservatoire in Germany. Fortunately, I got a place and will now and the next four years
practicing in order to hone my craft as much as possible with the hope of being a performer
Germany was immediately attractive to me as the tuition is so much more affordable that
for example in the UK” Focus Group participant

No family support (11% of respondents)

Despite family support being seen as a key element in introducing young people to music, it was also
seen by some as a deterrent where some parents don’t fully appreciate the power of music to their
children’s lives or the fact that they just cannot afford to support their child in this endeavour.
o “Lack of encouragement from parents who don’t see music as a priority” School music
teacher
o “Parents not giving music enough priority as perhaps it’s “not a real job” - understandable to
a point but they overlook the benefits of simply performing and growing through an ongoing
hobby/interest/side-line.” Music Service tutor
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 Lack of local opportunities to develop (10% of respondents)
Stakeholders identified many issues in this regard including transport, lack of chamber music in NI,
lack of venues to listen to or play music if under 18, as well as the problems with rurality and
isolation.
o “Often, distance is a barrier, as in living too far away from the means to access music
tuition.” Independent music teacher
o “I definitely want to pursue a career in music. I think the financial aspect of pursuing a
career can be quite daunting. Also, the cost of instruments and travel and other technical
expenses. I feel like being a musician can be unreliable at times. It also can be very difficult
as one doesn’t really know what is to come” Focus Group participant
o “There is a lack of chamber music in Northern Ireland and a lack of ways to meet young
musicians in Northern Ireland” Focus group participant
o “Support should include strategic, long-term NI-wide infrastructure planning including the
development of opportunities for young people in smaller and medium size towns to engage
(as artist or audience) in live music opportunities. Live music events foster a community
and, be that in a small town or a city, gives artists and audiences the opportunity to develop
their network and community. In my hometown for example there are zero social outlets
for younger people to socialise and develop with music month to month, outside of school
offerings.” Arts Council-funded organisation
o “I lack the skill to develop the talent myself and rural isolation often means they have no
access to the services that could.” Youth Centre/Club

Young people seeking careers in the creative industries rather than the cultural industries are facing
additional barriers as the infrastructure tries to adapt to economic and technological change:
o “The music industry is constantly shifting at present and can be difficult to prepare for as it’s
like trying to hit fog.” Arts Council-funded organisation

Invisible pathways
Some of the focus groups and qualitative interviews found that for some of those who either do not
get an opportunity to engage in music from an early age and/ or who are not on an early pathway
which includes instrumental or vocal exams alongside GCSEs or A levels, and/ or who may not play in
an ensemble, then the pathway into music can be very challenging. Many of these types of
respondents displayed a huge interest in music but the opportunity to pursue this as a career was
often something that emerged outside of the more formal education system either through the FE
colleges or through voluntary groups in which they were now engaged like for instance Oh Yeah,
Glasgowbury or the Nerve Centre. The focus groups found the support from these types of groups
to these individuals was inspiring, enlightening and, albeit later than many would have liked,
projected them onto a pathway in the music industry that they either never knew or knew little
about before.
o “I see myself becoming a touring drum technician. The barriers I faced are more to do with
the gateway int the music industry. There’s limited information on how to pursue a role like
this in the music industry” Focus group participant
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Lack of school-based opportunities for some
Some of the focus groups and stakeholder interviews identified that the provision of music in some
schools is based on the leadership within the school and the priority given to music by the principal
and in turn whether it is offered as a subject. In some cases, a few respondents noted that it was not
offered in their school. Some referred to this as a postcode lottery which many believed did not offer
everyone the same opportunities in life.
Some stakeholders also mentioned peer pressure as dissuading some young people from music as it
wasn’t seen as “cool”. There was also a view among some that there were less opportunities for
some in disadvantaged areas and more rural isolated areas with such areas not always getting access
to music early enough. Some suggestions made here including the clustering of schools and the
sharing of resources; a possible partnership approach with DAERA linked to the TRPSI 145 agenda;
bursaries for instruments and lessons for isolated and disadvantaged communities and the need to
increase the number of young into the supply chain with a more proactive engagement ensuring
that “every child could play an instrument”. Transport is also a limiting factor for many rural young
people who wish to attend lessons or access opportunities outside of the school day.
Some stakeholders also pointed to the importance of building on previous successful and innovative
initiatives like the Music Promise for Early Years, a pilot project within the UK City of Culture. This
aimed to put children and young people’s music making at the heart of the city through learning
programmes, showcase events and musical activities in schools and neighbourhoods as well as
teacher training. This is an ideal programme for delivery in for instance Neighbourhood Renewal or
Urban Village Areas.

Pathways to third level music education
One of the main pathways for musicians was through GCSEs and A Levels. Over the last number of
years however, the number of pupils in NI taking GCSE, AS and A Level Music has dropped. 146 In
2012/13, there were 1,841 entries for GCSE falling to 1,453 in 2016/17, a 21% reduction. This is in
comparison to and a fall in the total number of arts and humanities GCSEs entries of 12.8% from
65,580 in 2012/13 to 57,193 in 2016/17 and a reduction in the total number of GCSE entries of
11.1% from 176,301 in 2012/13 to 156,806 in 2016/17. Overall, there has been a stronger drop in
the number of pupils studying GCSE Music than in Arts and Humanities overall or across all subjects.
Regarding AS level, there were 621 entries in 2012/13 dropping to 514 in 2016/17, a reduction of
17% over that period. This is in comparison to a fall in arts and humanities entries of 10.4% from
13,582 in 2012/13 to 12,166 in 2016/17 and a reduction in the total number of AS entries of 3.4%
from 43,472 in 2012/13 to 41,961 in 2016/17 and. Overall, there has been a steeper decline in the
number of pupils studying AS Music than in Arts and Humanities overall or across all subjects.
There were 494 A Level entries in 2012/13 dropping to 326 in 2016/17, a reduction of 34% over that
period. This is in comparison to a fall in arts and humanities entries of 10.5% from 11,498 in
2012/13 to 10,286 in 2016/17 and a reduction in the total number of A Level entries of 6.5% from
32,836 in 2012/13 to 30,684 in 2016/17 and. Overall, there has been steeper decline in the number
of pupils studying A Level Music than in Arts and Humanities overall or across all subjects.
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GCSE
No of entries
Music
No of Entries
Arts and
Humanities
All GCSE Entries
– all subjects
AS
No of entries
Music
No of Entries
Arts and
Humanities
All AS Entries –
all subjects
A Level
No of entries
Music
No of Entries
Arts and
Humanities
All A Level
Entries – all
subjects

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Year
2015/16

1,841

1,662

1,701

1,582

1,453

-21%

65,580

63,496

62,690

59,204

57,193

-12.8%

176,301

172,692

171,325

161,975

156,806

-11.1%

621

635

541

513

514

-17%

13,582

14,067

14,081

13,817

12,166

-10.4%

43,472

45,751

47,005

45,657

41,961

-3.4%

494

480

455

358

326

-34%

11,498

10,854

11,022

10,487

10,286

-10.5%

32,836

31,600

32,390

31,828

30,684

-6.5%

2016/17

% change 2012/13 to
2016/17

This is like the position in England. Figures published Sept 2019 by the Joint Council for
Qualifications show that the uptake of music GCSEs in England has declined by 18.6% over the past
five years. Over the past year (2019) alone, there has been a 2.3% decline in the number of GCSE
entries in music. In England just over 5,000 students study music to A level now, compared with over
7,000 five years ago. In addition to the decline in music A-level take-up, there has been a further
drop-off of almost 45,000 in the number of students taking arts subjects beyond GCSE since 2014.
Respondents to the e-survey identified the following issues:
49% of respondents said GCSE plus A level Music was the most appropriate pathway to third level
music.
11% included BTEC and HND qualifications in that pathway, although three warned that dropout
rates on University courses can be high for students following this route:
o “A level Music is the only route I currently use but performing arts courses are becoming
more popular. However, much of the theoretical knowledge is not part of the course and so
third level can be a bit of a shock.” Secondary school music teacher
HNDs and BTEC courses are often provided through the five Further Education Colleges in NI, who
together offer 20 courses in music.
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30% of respondents highlighted the importance of the combination of high-level tuition, grade
exams and the experience of playing in ensembles outside school. 17% said that the most effective
route was this plus A Level music at school.
15% said that this had to be built on a strong foundation of tuition from primary school age.
Supporting talented young people who may experience a range of different challenges is important
in building equality and inclusion. This must be nurtured early to ensure early adoption of the habit
which is so important in music. Interesting examples in Northern Ireland are initiatives by the
Ulster Orchestra (UO), the National Youth Choir of Northern Ireland (NYCNI) and the Ulster Youth
Orchestra (UYO), all of which offer talent development programmes.
o “To further our careers in music we face a lot of challenges. We must develop a strong
technique, matched with musical creativity. After we leave the education system in our
20’s, there must be adequate employment available. As a classical musician, our options are
limited. The cost of instruments is scary, I would love to play in a professional quartet but
funding in Ireland is now being cut and the RTE quartet will no longer be. The reduction in
orchestras here also leaves young people with a huge problem of employment in the future.
The only solution left for Irish musicians is to go abroad to try and find work. Musicians and
artists have always relied on funding and patronage and this has not changed. Without
proper support from our home countries, young musicians will not be able to fulfil their
dream of becoming professional musicians and of sharing our passion of music with others”
Focus group participant
Stakeholders also pointed to the importance of opportunities like that offered through the Benedetti
Foundation for young musicians and the importance of increasing awareness among young people
about such inspiring opportunities for further learning.
Most focus group participants pointed to the need to go elsewhere to further their learning and
careers in music.
o “I will leave NI to go to University or Conservatoire in somewhere like London where there is
a higher standard of teachers and players. From there just continue to practice and go to as
many concerts as possible and use competitions to improve and gain opportunities”. Focus
Group participant
o “I would like to go to music college to study violin” Focus Group Participant
o “I want to have a career as a performing musician ideally in chamber music. It is really hard
to make a career in chamber music because it is not a “steady job”. It is more like
freelancing or something. The pipeline might be…relying on getting opportunities to
perform so that one could get noticed and be invited to play more concerts ad festivals”
Focus Group participant
o “One of the biggest barriers is the quality and standard of music making on the island. Most
of the best musicians seem to have to go abroad in order to progress to the level they would
like to reach in their careers. While I’m still young at heart, I would like to work in a different
country, and I can’t see my career progressing in Ireland” Focus group participant
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Ulster Youth Orchestra runs a 10-day residential each year at a cost of c.£475 (£200 for nonresidential participants) 147 . This represents approximately 50% of the true cost per member and
the remainder is subsidised by the Ulster Youth Orchestra. Membership fees cover free entry to
all of activities and opportunities during the year and all meals, accommodation, tutoring and
transport to social and concert venues during the residential course and concert period. A limited
Bursary Fund is available for musicians who are in genuine financial need. Other support can be
accessed through local councils, schools, colleges, local businesses or one of Trusts and
Foundations that offer student bursaries.

The National Youth Choir of Northern Ireland (formerly known as the Ulster Youth Choir) is the
leading youth music provider in quality choral tuition and performance opportunities for the
finest young singers in Northern Ireland. Over the last few years, the organisation has grown to
three choirs, supporting young people, aged from 11 up to 24, to access high-quality music
making and develop their talents, coached by a team of highly experienced professional tutors.
Every year Ulster Youth Choir visits post-primary schools and universities across Northern Ireland
through an outreach programme supporting choral music for both young singers and music
teachers. Through this programme the most talented young singers are selected and offered
places on summer residential courses, where members receive singing lessons, musicianship
classes, sectional and whole ensemble rehearsals and evening masterclasses with the courses
culminating in two evening concerts. The total cost to students is £475, which works out at an
estimated £2.67 per session.
The Ulster Youth Orchestra (UYO) supports the work of the Music Service and engages in sectoral
forums every year with the Heads of the Regional Music Services and senior staff to discuss and
plan special, additional music projects in their area boards. On the premise that the UYO and the
regional Music Service can work together effectively and having the mutual desire to equip and
enable young musicians to realize their artistic ambitions, UYO crafts and resources relevant
Outreach Series projects which deliver the highest quality tuition. Tutors are professional
musicians from the UK’s finest orchestras or professors from UK music colleges. The Outreach
Series is free to all who attend and is continually welcomed and acclaimed by its users.

The Ulster Orchestra offers exclusive opportunities each year for Ulster Youth Orchestra members
to learn from Northern Ireland’s only professional symphony orchestra. The annual open
rehearsal gives young UYO members the unique and exciting opportunity to watch the Ulster
Orchestra rehearse under the baton of UO’s chief conductor or Principal Guest Conductor. To see
conductors of this calibre in rehearsal with a professional orchestra is access to excellence that
few young people in Northern Ireland would ordinarily have the chance to experience. 2017 saw a
unique side-by-scheme launched to enabling the most talented members of UYO to benefit from
mentoring in a live rehearsal setting.

Alternative third Level programmes and apprenticeships
Alternatives to third level programmes are available in Northern Ireland and in other parts of the UK
and Ireland.
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Some Universities offer popular music and jazz degrees and post graduate courses. Queen’s
University offers BAs in Music and Audio Production, Music and Sound Design and Music
Performance while Ulster University offers BAs in Music with Drama, Irish with Music, Drama with
Music, a BSc in Music, Sound and Technology and a MMus in Creative Musicianship, both part and
full time.
Other initiatives, led often by voluntary organisations, are charting new and imaginative territory
offering new opportunities to emerging artists and creatives. One example of this is the CADi
Programme. This partnership between Nerve Centre’s and the EA Youth Service is moving into its
sixteenth year and has evolved from a primarily music lesson model in 2004 to the innovative
accredited multi-disciplinary Creative Arts and Digital Innovators programme, CADi. This is a
residential training programme delivering a range of OCN accredited courses, introducing young
people (aged 14-18) to creative industry career pathways.
In July 2018 EA Youth Service in partnership with Nerve Centre extended provision CADi’s reach in a
roll out across NI with three full programmes per year catering to 360 young people from North
Eastern, West, and Southern, Belfast and South East Areas.
Case Study: The Nerve Centre’s partnership with EA Youth Service CADi Programme has the following
core elements.
 Film: This programme gives those who want to be Film Makers the chance to learn new or build on
existing skills. This OCN Level 3 course explores how to digitally create narrative film projects.
Participants are challenged to produce key documentary materials for youth led interdisciplinary arts
festivals and projects across Northern Ireland.
 Events: The OCN Level 1-3 course trains participants on how to plan and co-ordinate a variety of
events, from Music shows, Conferences, Parties to Celebration evenings, considering and planning
the key elements from lighting and sound to film and photography.
 Perform: The Camp Rock programme provides professional mentoring for young musicians taking
their first steps in the creative and performance elements of the music industry. This OCN level 1
course in Ensemble Performance and Song writing is delivered as a one-week intensive programme
to 60 young participants culminating in the opportunity to perform at an award-winning professional
music festival.








Sound Production: The OCN Level 3 course in Sound Production gives young people the skills for
recording and mastering sound for film or musicians, as well as rigging for either a live band
performance or an event. Sound production is a key element in not only recording music artists and
mastering tracks, but in mastering new technologies and finding more creative ways to deliver live
sound and master audio for film.
Digital Photography: The OCN Level 3 course is designed to give a working knowledge of the digital
photography industry, its practices and leads to students creating a photography portfolio and
exhibiting their work in a real gallery situation and online.
Publish: This OCN Level 3 course in graphic designer explores how to digitally create eye-catching
digital artwork. Participants are challenged to produce key artwork and promotional materials for
the youth service and/or with other young people who access the youth service.
Apprenticeship Programme: After training is complete all CADi Film, Photo, Publish, Perform, Events
and Sound participants get a chance to build their career portfolio delivering projects or programmes
in their relevant area of training for EA Youth Service. Each participant as part of the programme is
required to complete two real world projects in this period. To help prepare for post programme
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progression, participants meet as a group every six weeks in their area to update portfolios and
explore options to develop their skills further, either in the creative media industry or in further or
higher education.


Graduation: All successful candidates who complete all the required elements are invited to the end
of year Graduation gala event to recognise the creative and personal journey they have taken.

Both Sides Now148 is an initiative to support, inspire and showcase female music creators and
industry professionals across the North of England. It delivers across the UK. Both Sides Now is
delivered in partnership with a range of venues, creative and cultural organisations, music education
hubs, labels, and festivals in the focus cities of Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, and Newcastle. The
ambitious three-year programme of work includes:







artistic residencies led by innovative and inspiring artists
creative commissions with international partners
national and international showcases to platform northern artists
resources for music education profiling a diversity of female music creators
training and apprenticeships in backstage and historically male-dominated roles
a public facing campaign shaped by hundreds of voices across the sector.

BIMM149 , The British and Irish Modern Music Institute, has colleges in eight cities – London, Berlin,
Hamburg, Dublin, Brighton, Manchester, Bristol, and Birmingham – and is
the largest and leading provider of contemporary music education in
Over 80% of BIMM Students go
Europe. It offers a broad range of Higher and Further Education music
on to work in the music Industry
courses – including BA Honours Degrees, nationally accredited Diplomas
6 months after Graduation
and Postgraduate Teaching Certificates. Its courses include degrees and
83% of those actively work in the
diplomas in guitar, bass, drums, vocals, song writing, music business and
music or creative industries in
degrees in keyboards, music marketing, media and communication and
Europe
event management which appeal to business and media students looking
for a career in the entertainment and arts industries.
82% are employed in
professional/ graduate jobs
The BIMM Alumni Network offers a range of benefits and resources to all
BIMM graduates ranging from A&R advice and funding, Business and
Enterprise Awards for talented entrepreneurs, networking events, access to
industry conferences, festivals, masterclasses, jobs board and ongoing careers support. It also has
masterclasses, expert tutors, dedicated career hubs and industry connections, which provides
hundreds of opportunities. It also peppers its courses with work experience, internships and
showcases based on its wide connections to the music industry.

Pathways to Industry
This is one of the least understood pathways within the sector yet has potentially the most
commercial value for the greatest number of people.

The talent development pathway for music in Northern Ireland
The diagram overleaf shows the talent development pathway for music in Northern Ireland
demonstrating:
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The importance of early years and primary school



Higher Education is only open to those who have GCSE and A level music plus Grade Exams plus
experience performing with high level ensembles (there are emerging exceptions – e.g., St
Mary’s UC TTC which accepts music grades where someone has not pursued music to GCSE or A
Level)
Further Education opens new doors to those either new to music, or those whose talent or
enthusiasm has not been nurtured within the formal school system as well as those who have
engaged but who wish to pursue a wider range of courses













The importance of the many different elements of the infrastructure inside and outside school
but the lack of coordination between them
The lack of a conservatoire in Northern Ireland
One Teacher Training College offers a BEd (Primary) with a specialism in Music and the other
does not
A PGCE (Post Primary) with a specialism in music is available from Ulster University
No university course offers a specialism in any traditional music genres (Irish or Ulster Scots)
The lack of a music conservatoire or a junior conservatoire in Northern Ireland but the
emergency of a Junior Conservatoire in NI through the QUB Junior Academy of Music (JAM)
Some BTEC courses offered in Further Education Colleges are not recognised by universities,
narrowing the pathway for some students
The need for more opportunities and meeting places for talented musicians to play, particularly
those under the age of 18.
Career pathways not always obvious to young people or their parents
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Pathways leading to careers in music
Music-related careers are numerous and go beyond solely being a performer. A portfolio career is
widespread and commonplace for musicians.
There is no such thing as a typical musician. The blend of roles, patterns of paid and creative work,
employment status and working hours vary across musicians and across different periods in their
careers. Developing a portfolio career, made up of a number of different jobs, is a necessary
characteristic of many musicians’ careers; this invariably involves developing non-music skills such as
business, marketing, teaching and community engagement. The Working Musician, 2012 150
Musicians are likely to build a career around several aspects of music and the music industry and
range from performing in a professional orchestra to composing, arranging, producing , teaching
(schools, private, group), music therapy, sound engineering, design, broadcast and special effects
and administration, marketing, and management.

4.4 Provision for young people with a disability
There are 40 Special Schools in Northern Ireland and around 188 special units attached to 90
mainstream schools. 151
There are several providers of youth music activities for those with a disability including the EA
Music Service, Drake Music, Open Arts, Arts Care, University of Atypical, Kids in Control, and Project
Sparks (Liberty Consortium). Many are involved in the creation of new music as well as bringing
activities to those within the sector. In 2018/19, 10% of the activity of the 13 Arts Council-funded
music organisations involved disabled people, although it is not known how many of these were
aged under 24. They delivered 38 activities in 4 Special Schools. 152
It is a sector with talented and dedicated professionals who have a wealth of knowledge and
expertise in evolving methodologies and techniques all with a focus on providing access and to
creating bespoke experiences for those with a disability. It has been driven by several individuals
who have had the foresight to identify and find innovative ways of addressing the need for youth
music for those with a disability e.g., at the time of writing, three tutors from within Drake Music are
undertaking PhDs researching different aspects of the specialism e.g., Virtual Reality.
The work of these organisations has helped wider society to notice that people with disabilities have
musical abilities and the importance of enabling them to express themselves through music. The
benefits of inclusion in music-making are confidence-building, higher self-esteem, empowerment,
the sense of being valued and peer-to-peer engagement and support. It can motivate and create
greater spatial awareness as well as offering opportunities to have conversations when this is more
difficult verbally. It can help young disabled people articulate their voices within their communities
and express themselves with confidence. Young people with disabilities need to know that musicmaking is their right and is within their reach.
While Drake Music pointed to the many positive internal evaluations of its work and its outcomes, a
lack of resources means there have been few external impact studies within the sector.
The EA Music Service currently offer a range of music making opportunities to young people in 14
SEN schools, including instrumental tuition, iPad workshops, World Drumming and Vocal
programmes. The Musical Pathway to Learning programmes offer access to all children in
mainstream schools, irrespective of any additional support or need that they may have. As part of
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its Strategic Review, at the time of writing the Service is working on expanding its offer to SEN
schools into a fully accessible list of options. During 2019/20 all SEN schools were contacted to help
develop working partnerships to increase opportunities and support.
Barriers to access by young people with special educational needs and disabilities
This audit’s stakeholder interviews identified a lack of awareness of the social model of disability.
This gives power back to people with a disability by insisting that a person is ‘disabled’ not by their
impairment or difference, but by the way society is organised - its attitudes, systems, environment,
and language. The stakeholder interviews also pointed to a lack of skills among teachers and
awareness of techniques and methodologies; a lack of awareness of good practice projects; and a
lack of awareness of the full range of accessible assistive technology-based instruments and how to
use them effectively.
It is worth noting that in 2018, all EA Music Service staff attended training by Gary Day of Garden of
Music, an independent arts organisation specialising in inclusive music teaching. 72% of the 18
special schools and nine schools with Learning Support Centres responding to a survey by Garden of
Music said that pupils responded more positively to music than other subjects with a further 20%
not sure. Only one schools answered “not really” to the question “How important is music in your
school”. However, there were pupils unable to access music lessons in a third of the schools.
A third of schools responding employed a music therapist. In two of these schools this was funded
by the Health Service, in two by the school, in a further two by charity funds and in two at least in
part by charges to parents. 153
Just 42% of the schools had access to assistive music technology instruments with 21% not sure.
Three quarters of respondents said they needed support in using assistive music technology. 45%
said they needed training in accessible music making and 50% in accessible singing. 60% said they
needed training or support in accreditation and 55% in making musical assessments. 60% said they
needed sensory ideas for music making. Two respondents said they did not need any training or
support.
The facilitated group discussion that followed a presentation of the findings at a conference
attended by school teachers, freelance teachers, and delegates from a range of music organisations
and charities and music therapists and psychologists identified the following barriers:






Lack of funding
Working in isolation with no training or networking opportunities
Lack of resources and assistive technologies
Low awareness of the value of music
Low expectations of outcomes

This audit’s focus group of music leaders and co-ordinators working with Drake Music identified a
range of issues faced by those with a disability in engaging in youth music activities.
Drake Music offers physically disabled adults, children, young people, and those with learning
difficulties the opportunity to independently compose and perform their own music using computerinterfacing technology and musical instruments. The young people are free to choose they type of
music they create and play. It creates ensembles of musicians with a combination of high-tech
equipment and musical instruments. Its work also includes lyric writing and musical arrangements.
Integration and socialization are key to its provision. It delivers all this across three hubs in Belfast,
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Newry and Derry/ Londonderry and through outreach. Its 14 to 15 music trainees, tutors and
associates are all freelance musicians.
One of its biggest challenges is the lack of resources for those delivering within what some described
as a “Cinderella service”154 . Drake Music provision is centered in around ten schools and between six
and 14 special schools across the year. Based on the number of tutors, it has the capacity to increase
this by approximately 20% if it had more resources. It reports that the sector is also somewhat
curtailed by the absence of a social and family support structure that recognises the value of music.
The lack of training for teachers, social workers and carers means it is important to develop their
awareness of the value of music provision for those with a disability. CPD for these professionals
was identified as a crucial element in strengthening the infrastructure.

Partnerships
The focus group identified that delivery by Drake Music occurs in a range of places including special
schools, units within schools, supported living centres, youth clubs, arts centres, and after school
clubs. Partnerships are therefore central to their work.
There is also a significant amount of partnership work across sectors for example between Drake
Music, Brain Injury Matters, and the Cedar Foundation. However, with only three centres, the rural
nature of much of Northern Ireland makes it difficult to provide support across the region as the cost
of provision is so much higher in rural areas. This means there are areas where there is little or no
support. Alongside this, the initial outreach work needs to be sustained by giving the teachers, carers
and others in those settings access to the necessary technology and specialised apps and the skills
and knowledge to use them.
Lack of resources makes it difficult to build effective relationships with schools. Drake Music’s
Director, for example, explained that it just does not have the capacity or resources to deal with all
the schools at a management level and as such relies on its already established relationships with
key teachers. It is to their schools that it often returns.
While a lot of Drake Music’s work is in special schools, it also provides support to special units within
mainstream schools. However, it believes there is a need for more integrated provision in schools
with these units to promote inclusion and integration, value, and respect especially before the age
of 14 or 15. Curriculum demands have also placed pressure on this type of provision as has a lack of
CPD for teachers in this specialised area of work, resulting in the widening of gaps for many young
people with special educational needs. There was a view that a stronger relationship with the EA
would be beneficial.
At the time of writing, the organisations working in this sector are worried that the Covid 19
pandemic has meant a lack of face-to-face engagement and consequently a sense of isolation for
this vulnerable client group. Lack of continuity can quickly wipe out much of the impact of their
work.
Career paths
There are several avenues through which disabled young musicians can pursue a career in music,
including Open Arts, Arts Care, University of Atypical, Project Sparks (Liberty Consortium), Kids in
Control and Drake Music as well as accessing support through the Arts Council itself. However,
opportunities need to be publicised more widely alongside information and support for disabled
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musicians and for their parents and carers. Drake Music provides training to disabled musicians and
trains its own associates to work with disabled musicians
A significant barrier to disabled people seeking a career in music is the Universal Credit system
which, focus group participants reported, means that paid employment leads to a reduction in other
benefits and therefore a reduction in their standard of living. As a result, while many are willing and
prepared to work, they remain as volunteer tutors as they cannot afford to be in employment. As
with non-disabled young people, the lack of parental and family support and cost are also barriers. A
career in music is therefore difficult.
Role models are important: there was a consensus among the Drake Music participants that
musicians across the board were inspired by disabled musicians and likewise disabled musicians
were inspired by non-disabled musical icons as well as those with a disability.
Technology
Drake uses assistive and augmented music technology in many of its teaching settings. Some of the
technology is getting cheaper to buy now and it has found that schools often have the technology
and instruments that provide the base for specialist add-ons. Youth clubs and care settings,
however, are less likely to have access.
Young musicians involved with Drake Music use a range of musical instruments including percussion,
guitars, banjos etc. alongside sound beams, electronic drum pads, iPads, virtual reality and other
interfaces and software. This means the creative process is always adapted to the ability of those in
the workshops. One of Drake Music’s tutors is also involved in the creation of new instruments with,
for instance, pull chords, focusing on tailoring the experience to the needs of the individual.
Other stakeholders including universities, researchers and specialist music providers are engaged in
co-designing musical instruments with young people with a disability using iPads, iPhones, 3D
motion capture, eye-gaze tracking, and brain activity sensors. Partnerships between stakeholders
from different sectors are essential to future development.

Overcoming barriers to access by young people with special educational needs and
disabilities
Solutions suggested by the groups participating in group discussions following a presentation of the
Garden of Music research findings155 included:







Collaboration, cluster groups and networking
Skill sharing opportunities
Cost sharing
Policy review
More funding
Input from school leaders

Focus group participants prioritised the following:


The need to expand the service and to get more people engaged in music - e.g., there is a
significant waiting list for Drake Music provision




Sustained provision across the year - the need for more continuity of provision
For those disabled musicians wishing to pursue a career in music, the ringfencing and
safeguarding of social and personal benefits through Universal Credits needs to be assured
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Funding and access to resources – for instruments and technology – starter provision
Teacher, carer and social work first level training and CPD courses for teachers and carers in how
to use the assistive music technology
Better integration within mainstream schools of music lessons for all abilities
In the short term- resources to be able to deliver safely on a one-to-one basis considering Covid
restrictions
“There are many gifted workshop leaders and trainers… [but] … we have trained our own small
team of dedicated music leaders. Much music provision for children and adults with Learning
Disabilities is workshop based - this is a "hit and run" approach which only lights the fire of love
for music in children and then abandons them. There is a big need for training and support for
tutors who are prepared to give weekly on-going music lessons to these children and young
people.” (Community organisation)

Initiatives
Some examples of initiatives that aim to overcome barriers are outlined below including the open
and able orchestra movement and partnerships with professional ensembles. These are specific
examples of innovative practice specifically related to overcoming barriers for those with special
educational needs or a disability.
Open Youth Orchestra of Ireland (OYOI), the first National Youth Orchestra for disabled musicians in
Ireland.
Le Chéile, an initiative of the Creative Ireland programme and the Royal Irish Academy of Music
(RIAM)
In 2019 and with support from Creative Ireland’s National Creativity Fund, the Royal Irish Academy of
Music (RIAM) has developed The Open Youth Orchestra of Ireland. An open orchestra is one where
ability is not a limiting factor. This unique ensemble is the first of its kind in Ireland and is made up
exclusively of musicians with disabilities including Down syndrome, autism, and cerebral palsy. Le
Chéile is only open to children between the ages of 16 and 30.
Le Chéile aims to develop musical ensembles for young disabled musicians in every province in Ireland,
culminating in the foundation of the Open Youth Orchestra of Ireland (OYOI) – the very first of its kind
in Europe. These ensembles will see talented disabled and guest non-disabled artists brought together
in groups, comprising 8-12 participants each. Between February and September 2019, they regularly
met to improvise and compose together, developing a special shared musical experience.
OYOI is a cross-border orchestra and draws members from the four provinces and performed for the
first time in Athlone in September 2019.
The orchestra is made up of musicians playing conventional instruments and those using new
technology. It creates its own music. Adaptive music technology (AMT) uses tablets, iPads, mobile
phones, and motion sensors to create music. It is a technology well suited to children who otherwise
would not be able to learn a conventional instrument. This technology allows physically and
intellectually challenged musicians to compose, improvise and perform music on a level never thought
possible before. The four ensembles will also utilise a ground-breaking methodology for directing
musical performance for disabled artists called ‘Conductology’. Developed by Dr Denise White of Ulster
University, it relies on the use of 18 specific gestures agreed upon by the musicians. This innovative,
specialised body language will be used by the conductors to facilitate performance and improvisation in
all four ensembles – the first of its kind in the world.
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Third level institutes in each province are partners in this celebration of inclusivity in music
performance education. All leaders in diversity and equality, they will partner to develop four unique
ensembles. Ulster University (UU), the Royal Irish Academy of Music (RIAM) and Athlone Institute of
Technology (AIT) welcome participants from Ulster, Leinster, and Connacht respectively; while the Cork
School of Music (CIT) will host the Munster ensemble with support from disability rights group, the
Cope Foundation. AIT was then home to a residential programme that saw all four groups join musical
forces ahead of the OYOI’s debut performance in September 2019.
The work of Le Chéile will also go beyond the ensembles and orchestra by developing a national
framework for bringing musical composition and performance to young disabled artists. The project
will allow for the professional development of teachers and musicians across Ireland and will create a
handbook and resource hub to support facilitators in sustaining inclusive ensembles across the island.

SHINE programme – Leicestershire
Shine is part of Orchestras Live’s partnership with Leicester-Shire Music Education Hub that has
developed new ways of delivering the music education and instrumental tuition in special schools,
enabling young people with additional needs to access orchestral music.
In this project they facilitated a collaboration between music technologist Ben Sellars of Drake Music
and Sinfonia Viva orchestra who had both previously been working with four SEN schools in
Leicestershire.
Two schools composed music using traditional orchestral instruments and voice with Sinfonia Viva
orchestra and the other used digital software on iPads. Swapping iPads and instruments, each group
composed a response to the other, creating truly young people, digitally led new work that was
performed at De Montfort Hall, Leicester on 27 June 2018 as part of Leicestershire Schools’ annual
celebration of music. The importance of young people with disabilities performing on the ‘main stage’
on equal terms with their peers from mainstream schools is an embedded element of the on-going
programme

Disabled music leader training - Essex
Since 2014, Orchestras Live has led a significant mentoring initiative to develop Deaf and Disabled
music leaders, with the aim of providing positive role models and a pathway for emerging artists with
disabilities into the orchestral sector and beyond.
The first phase of consultation and mentoring developed through partnerships with Essex County
Council Cultural Development and Essex Music Education Hub, who wanted there to be more locally
based diverse arts professionals in creative leadership roles. Following pilot taster sessions with
specialist disability arts organisations in Essex, in 2016 they commissioned Drake Music to undertake
more widespread research into existing musicians living in the East region who identify themselves as
Deaf and Disabled.
Musicians attended a series of taster music workshops where they met and made music with a team
from Drake Music and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO). A mentoring programme was created
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which was tailored to the needs of specific individuals, developed with support from orchestra
professionals.
Participants from this programme have gone on to be engaged by RPO Resound (learning
programme) and the Royal Society for Blind Children, joining an RPO team delivering music
workshops with Blind children, and elsewhere with City of London Sinfonia to co-present the tours of
Lullaby Concerts for audiences of young children and families in rural and coastal communities.
Quote from a leader who had taken part in the programme:
“After the morning’s Stowmarket workshop, a teacher of the Deaf came up to me expressing how
fantastic it is to see a Deaf person working with the orchestra … I felt honoured and proud to be
involved, with Orchestras Live I felt I was out in the public, promoting a positive message on diversity.”
Ruth Montgomery, Assistant Music Leader for Lullaby Concerts in 2017 and 2018 (member of the
disabled music leader programme 2017/18 cohort)

Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra Change Makers Programme
The programme, which was part of Arts Council England’s Change Makers funding initiative, included
three main activities:
 A training placement for James Rose, a disabled conductor, to accelerate his development,
experience, and confidence as an artist
 The creation of BSO Resound, a disabled-led ensemble created and directed by James, giving a
series of public performances and workshops



An ongoing series of organisational change activities, including training for the whole BSO staff to
embed accessibility and disability awareness throughout the BSO
Change Makers and BSO Resound continues to gain significant attention from around the world
inspiring and changing perceptions of disability

4.5 Skills gaps and support needs around youth music in NI
A variety of skills gaps were identified through the e-survey, the qualitative focus groups, and the
key stakeholder research. These fall broadly into the following seven categories.
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Music specialists in
primary schools

Datbase for the sector

Awareness & use of
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Music Industry /
Production

Teaching skills/ CPD
courses

Genre or instrument
specific skills

Equality of access
\industry relevant
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Several respondents highlighted the need for a coordinated approach to skills development across
the infrastructure e.g.
o “One suggestion would be for a more coordinated approach from organisations who work in
the sector to share training etc. More leadership from the Arts Council would be needed in
this regard.” Arts Council-funded organisation
o “Cooperation [is needed] between music organisations devoted to excellence in music
education and training.” Amateur/community music group

Music specialists in primary schools (20% of respondents)
Music specialists in schools was acknowledged as a skills gap in the e-survey by 20% of respondents.
Only one of the two teacher training colleges in Northern Ireland (St. Mary’s University College,
QUB) offers a BEd (Primary) with a specialism in Music while the other, (Stranmillis University
College, QUB) does not. The Ulster University offers a PGCE (Post Primary) with a specialism in
Music as well as a PGCE (Primary) without a specialism in music.
The focus group with students who specialise in music at St. Mary’s UC noted that often, even as
student teachers while on teaching practice, they are in high demand to help other teachers with
music teaching techniques, with many such teachers stating that they do not have the skills or the
confidence to teach music.
Many of the key stakeholders noted a specific gap at Key Stage 2 and the need for some Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) to reduce the fear and increase the skills of existing teachers in this
area of the curriculum would be valuable. Most believed this needed to cover KS1, 2 and 3 levels
and should be supported through the EA Music Service, among others156 . St. Mary’s UC had planned
to offer engaging and motivational practical hands-on sessions for non-specialists to fill the gap for
CPD in music teaching at Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 and 2. At the time of writing, these are
on hold owing to Covid-19 restrictions. Other suggestions included more extra-curricular provision
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including additional opportunities for voluntary music providers to partner with the Education
Authority and schools.
Another suggestion was the need for more timetable time at Teacher Training Colleges for teaching
music at Foundation and Key Stages 1 and 2. Another suggestion was more practical support for
teachers to engage with and understand musical instruments as well as more exposure to how
popular music, apps, garage band music etc. can be introduced into classroom activity.
Further suggestions included more collaboration between Universities and teacher training colleges
and voluntary sector providers to include site visits for trainee teachers to good practice voluntary
providers to wider their awareness of other complementary provision and to build their teaching
skills in key areas if required.
In 2015, the Traditional Music Audit 157 also identified a need for better resources to support both
incoming and new Traditional Music teachers including improving teaching quality through the
development of a method for teaching Traditional Music especially in group settings, a consistent
approach to qualifications and accreditation and an established pathway to ensure the sector has
access to suitably qualified music leaders.
o “There is not enough being done in primary schools to provide a good enough basis for
continuity music education in later years. This shortfall will have a negative impact. Music
specialists need to be funded again so music needs to become a bigger priority on the Dept
of Education’s agenda so school principals can justify investing time and money in music
provision.” Music Service tutor
o “Support for Primary Schools without a music specialist.” Secondary school music teacher

Shared education options and building on the Creative Schools Partnerships were also identified by
some stakeholders as worthy of further investigation as a way of addressing gaps in some schools.
Some stakeholders also believed that there should also be a greater focus on more specialised music
outreach in youth settings and in schools where there are gaps.

Music technology (18% of respondents)
Technology is now central within the world of music making, with latest developments often
incorporated effortlessly into studio settings, and live performances and complementing traditional
instruments. Up to date knowledge of music technology was noted by 18% of respondents in the esurvey. This was an issue for those involved in the popular music sector with many stakeholders
citing the need to widen the range of genres explored in the classroom.
Stakeholders also highlighted the need to bring other specialists into schools to increase teachers’
awareness of emerging trends and developments driven by technology in the music industry and
ensuring that a wide range of emerging genes were also explored in schools e.g., garage music,
electronic music, or trap music. This also applied to engaging with career teachers with the need to
ensure that they too understood the wider range of careers linked to different technologies
available across the sector.
The use of Assistive Music Technologies for those with a disability was an issue mentioned at the
focus group with Drake Music. These technologies can widen access to music for those with a
disability and can create instruments that are uniquely set up to suit the needs of the player. The
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integration of this type of technology into mainstream music provision in schools was a strong
message relayed from the focus groups and through the stakeholder interviews – with a focus on the
benefits of inclusion and integration for all learners.
Once again suggestions around more extra-curricular provision including additional opportunities for
voluntary music providers to partner with the Education Authority and schools was suggested across
all genres of music as a way of introducing access to new technologies in schools.
o “The knowledge gap on current music software and constantly upgrading apparatus would
equip tutors with world class knowledge directly transferable to participants.” Independent
music teacher
o “I would not be able to produce music without the Nerve Centre’s music production
software and studios” Focus group participant

Teaching skills (16% of respondents)
Teaching skills for musicians was acknowledged as a skills gap for some with 16% of those in the esurvey identifying this as a gap. As outlined before, the stakeholder interviews identified the need
for CPD in music skills, including emerging music genres and technologies, as a priority moving
forward. This would be particularly useful in those schools which do not have a music specialist.
Alongside this, the e-survey uncovered the need for additional teaching skills for tutors. Likewise,
some of the barriers identified in the focus groups was some young people being “put off” music due
to the lack of empathy among their tutors to the difficulties they experienced in learning the music.
many discussed the threshold that young people needed to reach before learning music became
slightly easier and the need for nurturing teaching environments. Stakeholders also noted the
postcode lottery and the need for greater quality assurance among unregulated private music
schools/ tutors.
o “Courses for tutors are required. Excellent musicians do not necessarily make excellent
tutors. [There is a] need to develop skills in communication with teenagers and planning
lessons.” Amateur/community music group

Another area identified through the focus groups was the need to encourage the development of
teaching skills among musicians with a disability. One example where this is being addressed is
Project Sparks in Derry/Londonderry. It is a pilot special education initiative driven by the Liberty
Consortium. The pilot project has demonstrated that young people with additional needs who are
gifted in the arts can use the empathy they have gained in overcoming barriers to their own learning,
to experience meaningful connections and increased self-worth as they share their creative talents
with primary-school children. Experienced music educators at Project Sparks work alongside
inspiring and talented disabled young adults to teach music and dance to primary school children.
o “Through Project Sparks young adults have become the first generation of learning-disabled
teachers (called ‘Leaders’) in their local area. Together, the Leaders and the children they
teach sow the seeds of a societal shift in the attitudes of those with disabilities, by
challenging the expectations of Leaders’ families, primary-school teachers, and the wider
community. These leaders have become role models for others.”158
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Genre or instrument-specific skills (16% of respondents)
There are some musical instruments where there is a dearth of both musicians and music teachers.
One example cited through the stakeholder interviews was the Cello while another was choral
singing specialists. This can lead then to a reduction in the skills for that particular type of
instrument. As such, there is a need for some investment to build the bank of specialists in specific
instruments/ genres, and possibly new ways of accessing this specialism – e.g., on line tuition where
this is not as readily available. Other gaps identified through the e-survey included Choral
conducting expertise; choir accompanist training and funding and support for accredited
professional development opportunities.
Another issue identified by some stakeholders was the additional pressure being placed on some
music teachers to teach other subjects as a result of, some felt, the requirements within the
enhanced curriculum.
o “Composition skills are difficult to nurture, and I would value more opportunities for
professional development in this area.” School music teacher
o “We have to train our own associates” Focus group respondent

Suggestions made by some stakeholders was more workplace opportunities for young people with
ensembles, choirs and orchestras and more opportunities to build on existing outreach activities by
orchestras and choirs and ensembles to reach out and engage with local communities as a way of
inspiring emerging musicians.

Music industry-relevant skills / Business Education (14% of respondents)
Not only is there a skills gap in certain genres, but there is also a gap in music industry skills. The
stakeholder interviews identified the need to build better links between music education and the
music industry. Many stakeholders were of the opinion that the wider music industry is not
understood by young people, their parents, some schools, and music teachers with a call for more
attention to be given to understanding the ecosystem and making the opportunities within it more
transparent.
Some stakeholders also discussed the need for additional career information on the creative
industries among career teachers.
Some stakeholder interviewees stated that the infrastructure for music needed to be strengthened
and pointed to the fact that within Northern Ireland there are few managers, publishers and very
few booking agents and a lack of labels, and as a result, many budding artists leave Northern Ireland.
Stakeholders also noted that this is further exacerbated by venues closing and therefore a lack of
opportunities for young people to play in live gigs. These stakeholders also noted that there is no
Hot Press in Northern Ireland like in the Republic of Ireland and neither is there a British Institute for
Music (BIM) or a School of Performing Arts. These all contribute to skills development and once
again demonstrate a gap in NI.
The focus groups with young people from the Nerve Centre and Oh Yeah Music demonstrated the
importance of the new skills they were gaining outside of the school environment - mostly linked to
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operating within the music industry. This, the young people found, as invaluable. Some
stakeholders identified some of the gaps in skills faced by musicians including some basic elements
such as sending out invoices, bidding effectively for work, delivering workshops and community
engagement when undertaking outreach work.
Other stakeholders identified the dearth of middle management and planning skills within the sector
and those with fund raising skills, noting also that strong coordinators were difficult to find. Helping
musicians to progress their carers beyond first concerts and albums was also identified as a need
within one of the focus groups.
o “Lack of knowledge of how to promote shows/self-manage/organise a band/gain funding.
Workshops on self-management and internships/shadowing opportunities of industry
professionals would be very useful.” Musician
o “It’s a real buzz to get your first concert or album, but building on this can be more difficult”
Focus group participant
Another strong need identified by stakeholders was the need for music industry business education.
Many believed that there was a need to build the profile of the sector as part of the cultural and
creative sectors, its potential as an economic driver, particularly within the tourism sector, and as a
contributor to multiple outcomes including health and wellbeing in Northern Ireland. Stakeholders
believed that the wide array of skills required within the music industry needed to be more fully
addressed. Many stakeholders stated that often young people do not really understand the industry
and how to operate within it or to access it and can sometimes focus on the music making and
forfeit how best to make a living from their craft and often lack the multiple skills of actually starting,
running, and building a music business and essentially being entrepreneurial as well as creative. As
such, many stakeholders believed there was a need for a music industry development programme.
There was also a note of caution around how these skills are acquired with some stakeholders noting
that codified learning does not always work for some so business education needs to be delivered in
a way that mirrors the learning styles of the learners. It was also noted that this skills acquisition
needed to recognise that in order to survive in the industry, many people need to be able to multi
task and become involved in all aspects of their business – from composing their music through to its
commercialisation, marketing and engaging with its consumers – tasks which, heretofore may have
been the remit of others. Musicians also need to take account and adjust to rapid changes in the
marketplace, things that are not easily learnt through formal courses. It should incorporate, many
believed, work placements. It was felt by stakeholders that the Further and Higher Education
sectors have a key role to play in this regard but should do so in partnership with the sector.
Many stakeholders also pointed to the need for musicians to have portfolio careers and to help
musicians to prepare for this within support hubs for musicians, places where collaborative and
creative practice can be nurtured.
o “We have to juggle many balls if we are to succeed int his industry. One day we could be
performing and another day we could be teaching, and another day we could be back in the
studio developing some PR material for the launch of something we have composed…. we
need so many skills. This place (Nerve Centre) gives us so much support” Focus group
participant
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Specialist skills around equality of access (13% of respondents)
Thirteen percent (13%) of those from the e-survey noted that specialist skills around equality of
access was an issue that needed to be addressed. The Stakeholder interviews identified skills gaps
among those working with young people with a disability to those working with under 5s and the
need for additional specialist skills. One of the focus groups mentioned the waiting list for its
provision and the importance of building the skills among all music teachers to work with children
and young people with a disability within an integrated youth music setting in order to promote
equality of access for all and to create more integration and socialisation opportunities, particularly
for those with a disability. It also identified the importance of sustained engagement.
o “People with better understanding of disabilities and mental health issues and the skills to
work with these needs. Music is not always about academic outcomes as it helps form the
whole person!” Teacher in health and disability settings
o “We have trained our own small team of dedicated music leaders. Much music provision for
children and adults with Learning Disabilities is workshop based - this is a "hit and run"
approach which only lights the fire of love for music in children and then abandons them.
There is a big need for training and support for tutors who are prepared to give weekly ongoing music lessons to these children and young people.” Community organisation working
in health and disability sessions
Music production (13% of respondents)
Thirteen percent (13%) of those from the e-survey identified music production as a skills gap. It was
however noted by stakeholders that both universities offer courses in music production. Also, music
production masterclasses and full-time creative media courses are also available in for instance the
Nerve Centre, and in many of the FE colleges, however all agreed that additional support was
required. Navigating and understanding these options was also identified as a gap.
Some stakeholders identified the need to increase the links across the ecosystem.
o “For us we need to get more sound engineers trained up. All we have done are now off
working full time in jobs or busy self-employed. Music management/agents etc based in NI.”
Arts Council-funded organisation
o “Skills that could be used in the music industry, particularly technology and production
skills.” School music teacher
o “There are no music business courses in Northern Ireland” Focus group participant
Database for the Music Sector in Northern Ireland
Many stakeholders identified the lack of a database for the music sector in Northern Ireland. One
such database is being developed at the time of writing but is still in the early stages of data
collection. Many believed that the benefits of this would be significant including building the profile
of the sector and its potential as an economic driver as well as creating opportunities for links
between artists, educators, and the wider music industry.

Developing partnerships - potential for enhanced collaboration
The music sector ecosystem is wide and varied and cuts across numerous sectors.
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The literature review found that in both England and Scotland a partnership approach was being
used to provide opportunities for young people to engage with music learning and leading with the
pooling of resources and specialisms taking place to accommodate this.
o “Each one of these partners has a specialism in working with marginalised or those young
people described as ‘hard to reach’… Each community organisation has a unique approach
to working with young people… We work hard on strengthening a network of partners.” YMI
lead, out of school activity. Creative Scotland.

Key stakeholders consulted identified that while partnerships exist across the sector in Northern
Ireland, some are stronger than others. The overwhelming sentiment was the need to broaden and
deepen partnerships and promote greater collaboration in order to strengthen the music sector.
In the e-survey, some 16% of respondents said they had no effective partnerships.
o “This is an area I feel very unsupported in. As a primary school teacher trying to develop a
love of music and drama in my school, I feel very isolated.”
o “[We have] none really of consequence. The Education Authority supports some tuition for
those who can afford it. [We have] tenuous links with Ulster Orchestra, not really a
partnership. We work with the local Comhaltas traditional group but again this is light
touch engagement” Secondary School Head
Key partners cited by at least 5% of respondents in the e-survey are (in descending order of the
number of citations):
 Education Authority Music Service including the Music Centres
 Independent music tutors and private music schools
 Arts Council-funded arts organisations
 Local/Community arts groups
 Schools
 Youth Music organisations
 Local authorities
 Higher and Further Education institutions
 Cultural development organisations.
 Arts Council of Northern Ireland
 Funded organisations/agencies. from other sectors
 Music support organisations
o “Armagh, Banbridge and Craigavon Council fund the music project I run which allows me to
offer very low-cost, small group music lessons. Their support has been invaluable for offering
music to the community that is open to all. Being part of a community art group has
enabled me to secure funding and help with advertising.” Music Service tutor (Private
capacity)
o “All our partnerships are key to our core ethos which is to develop the creative base in our
region and across NI. As a major platform for artists, we work with strategic partners (Nerve
Centre, NW Regional College, Oh Yeah Music Centre, Celtronic Festival, HelpMusicians NI) in
delivering and developing opportunities for artists and audiences within our region and
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across NI as a whole. Our relationship with our two funding partners (Tourism NI and
Causeway Council) are critical to our organisation’s engagement/ outputs.” Arts Councilfunded organisation
o “Being rural and an innovator for arts and music in our rural area we don't have
partnerships. We feel it's important that we can work with our local schools and introduce
music there but that all depends on their budgets or perhaps the powers-that-be investing in
us to deliver a rural programme.” Arts Council-funded organisation
o “Other agencies send literature and offer opportunities, sometimes these workshops are not
timed correctly as they don't understand the curricular pressures that schools are under. I
have received material from Ulster Youth Choir, New Irish Arts, Beyond Skin etc. ” Secondary
school music teacher
Direct local contacts are important:
o “Integrating our whole Music Service outweighs any external needs. However, it would be
good to know contacts in The Arts Council and other relevant services.” Music Service tutor.
Some of the areas where stakeholders believed there were opportunities for greater collaboration
are outlined below.

Local Councils and
Community Plans

ACNI - Lynchpin

With the Music
Industry and the
Higher and Further
Education Sectors &
Elite Ensembles

Across the entire
ecosystem -EA,
Schools, Voluntary
sector

Local Enterprise
Agencies and INI

The innovative and outcomes focused local Community Planning Partnership (CPP) in each of the
local authorities across Northern Ireland are ideally placed to help inform where music education
and the music industry needs support and where and how it can make most impact locally. In 2014,
the Arts Council made the decision that it did not have the capacity to be a statutory CPP partner
across all the Council areas. A voice for music within CPPs would potentially increase the profile of
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the sector and build awareness of its economic value when new plans or initiatives are being
developed. The Arts Council should consider other ways of engaging strategically in local
Community Planning Partnerships.
Stakeholders believed that there was a need for greater collaboration between the EA, the EA Music
Service, schools, and the voluntary sector with the potential for the voluntary sector to provide
some specialist services in schools where there may be a lack of music specialists or music provision
within a school. Building on the Nerve Centre / EA CADI Model was cited as a way forward here.
Some research into the use of Area Learning Communities and how these can help address gaps in
provision at primary as well as post primary level was also suggested.
In terms of business education, there was a view that many local music industry businesses are not
yet ready to export and as such a more effective support agency may be Local Enterprise Agencies /
Council Economic Development Units. They could develop bespoke courses relevant to the music
sector and the local areas within which they operate – e.g., areas where music tourism is strong.
This type of entrepreneurial support would also be more accessible if delivered locally.
There was a view among many stakeholders that there needed to be greater connections between
the Music Industry and the Further Education and the Higher Education Sectors and elite ensembles
building on existing links and creating new links and opportunities. Apprenticeships/ placements
were identified as a core part of this. There was also a view that these needed to promote
integration between those working within the SEN sector and others.
o “Everybody has to do staff development on the newest software etc. We all as a sector
need to be aware of what each other is doing …we need to be more connected” Stakeholder
comment
Many stakeholders believed that the Arts Council was the lynchpin in bringing together all aspects of
the ecosystem and in helping to join the dots. Many believed that the Arts Council could support:






More sector wide round table discussions across the sector that would encourage networking
and wider understanding of the ecosystems constituent parts and how they relate and interact
with one another
Promote the development of shared provision for artists - a social enterprise that could
undertake the admin for tutors etc.
Build innovative collaborative opportunities based on the gaps and strengthening the pathways
Identifying and supporting some of the voluntary sector to supply peripatetic teaching outreach

The Traditional Music Audit reported in 2015 that partnerships were hampered by “a low level of
mutual awareness and acquaintance across the different parts of the Traditional Music sector and
particularly among the various sub-sectors”. Most organisations within the sector were interested in
and willing to consider more collaborative working but there needed to be clear objectives and
leadership incentives. The Arts Council subsequently convened the Forum for Traditional Music
which confirmed the scope for more partnerships. 159
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5. Conclusions
The following is a summary of the emerging conclusions from the audit. This is based on




the findings from the engagement with stakeholders across the infrastructure, including the
results of the stakeholder interviews, the focus
There is no lack of assets or talent.
groups, and the e-surveys
One and one could make three by
the literature review and learning from policy
joining goodwill with good practice.
and practice elsewhere.

This has resulted in the need for a bespoke model for Northern Ireland but one that is cross cutting
and integrated.
The audit has found the following.

5.1 Assets
Northern Ireland’s youth music sector has many assets upon which to build.












Youth Music Assets in Northern Ireland
A strong evidence base for the value of music in delivering wider outcomes has been identified
through the research. These benefits across social, intellectual/ education, health, and wellbeing and economic are demonstrated through a wide range of empirical evidence
The Outcomes based approach is relevant to the eleven Community Plans at local authority
level, all of which offer opportunities for wider inclusion of music as an agent of change in the
lives of local people
The Arts Council for Northern Ireland has a strong youth music policy, and a wider range of
funding programme supports for organisations and individuals that aim to promote and
showcase youth music. It has a strong and coordinated funding policy and is well placed to
facilitate strategic collaboration across the sector in building a stronger music infrastructure
Specialist youth music organisations, funded by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, offer a
wide range of activities to children and young people with talent. This is characterised by high
quality, high impact, and effective delivery
Northern Ireland is unique in the UK in that it has a single Education Authority (a NonDepartmental Public Body sponsored by the Department of Education) covering the whole
region and within it a Music Service which delivers across Northern Ireland with 65% of primary
and post primary schools engaging in its activities. This consistency of approach across NI
coupled with good engagement in disadvantaged areas – both rural and urban – should make it
easier for a systems-based approach to improvements and collaborations required to
strengthen the Music Service’s reach and effectiveness. The Education Authority is currently
developing a new Music Service Strategy
The Department of Education and CCEA have embedded a Compulsory Education Policy for
music up to the age of 14. Alongside this, with 27 Area Learning Communities across NI at post
primary level, there are opportunities for even further music education collaborations
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Youth Music Assets in Northern Ireland
The Further Education sector provides access to a wide range of youth music alternative
pathways for young people who wish to progress music as a career with many young people
engaging in music education for the first time through FE colleges



An engaged and respected Higher Education academic sector (including two Teacher Training
University Colleges) offers a wide range of higher education courses for young people wishing to
pursue a career in or with music, including innovative engagement with aspiring young
musicians. This also offers potential for further research around youth music



Youth Music in Northern Ireland is characterised with a strong, skilled, and committed informal
youth music sector across a wide range of genres and right across NI
The social enterprise and amateur sectors offer extensive opportunities for individual tuition
and participation in ensembles. A number of these organisations have successfully applied for
project funding from the Arts Council of Northern Ireland. These organisations are key
providers in rural areas
Community led traditional music organisations range in scale and are important providers,
engaging sizeable numbers of young people through individual tuition and ensembles
Independent music teachers deliver individual and group tuition and some whole class
instrumental or vocal tuition and run ensembles all both within and outside of school settings


















Many Early Years organisations are active in music providing a strong foundation for language
acquisition and later engagement in music through provision by the private sector and the
Music Service
There are a few examples of Youth Clubs which focus on the provision of arts activities,
especially music
Six organisations focus the majority of their activity on youth music support to young people
with a disability with many demonstrating innovative and inclusive practice
There is potential for wider collaboration across the UK and the island of Ireland in regard of
music education and across the music industry generally
There are a significant number of talented individuals within youth music with pockets of good
practice and plenty of good will. There is potential for and an openness towards more cross
genre and cross-community engagement in youth music
For those who deliver, there is a recognition of the benefits of music to young people
Most young people would not be able to engage in youth music opportunities were it not for
supportive parents
Volunteers are central to the delivery much of the social enterprise, amateur and community
sectors and provide substantial support to the sustainability of the infrastructure
A wide range of organisations from across the sector provide innovative alternatives to fill the
gap left by the absence of a conventional junior conservatoire in NI
The EA Music Service provides a range of summer courses and schemes at an affordable cost.
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5.2 Challenges
While assets abound within the infrastructure, there are some challenges that need to be addressed
in any new model moving forward. The main challenges identified are:
Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland

















Despite the wide range of providers across Northern Ireland, inequality of opportunity has
been identified through the audit. This cuts across geography, social class, access, and cost
and results in some talented young people slipping through the net
While the entitlement to music is available to all young people up to the age of 14, some
barriers to this include some schools not prioritising music due to a variety of reasons (see
below) and some schools choosing not to work with the Music Service within their schools.
While the entitlement is mandatory and is a core part of the curriculum, engagement by
schools with the Music Service is not. There is therefore a geographic disparity in the
proportion of schools choosing to engage and so a disparity in the opportunities available to
young people. Equality of access is important across both the curriculum entitlement to music
and access to support through the Music Service
Many also highlighted the need to widen the Music Service’s offer to cover a wider variety of
music genres to young people. Collaboration with others was cited as an opportunity here.
The audit demonstrated an inconsistent delivery of music entitlement in schools – at both
primary and post primary level. In some cases, this was driven by a lack of understanding of
the value of music by the head teacher. Our research suggests that some music teachers are
being pulled in many directions in an attempt to deliver the Extended Curriculum, a lack of
confidence among teachers to teach music at Key Stage 2 Level, a lack of a specialised music
teacher in many schools, limited resources, and the focus in KS2 on the Transfer Test in many
schools.
Over the period 2012/13 to 2016/17, the number of entries to GCSE Music dropped by 21%,
the number of entries to AS Music dropped by 17%; and the number of entries to A Level
Music dropped by 34%

The audit noted that there are still gaps in the number of trained music specialists to work in
this important area
There are of course many steps that could be taken to address this decline in formal music
studies within the schools. Fundamentally young people within these school environments
need to be made fully aware of opportunities that exist within music beyond careers as music
teachers, community performers or semi-professional musicians. Currently there appears to
be a gap in this information and signposting within schools
We observed that music is grouped within the Arts as a Key Area of Learning. However, it sits
with two other subjects – Art and Design and Drama. Sometimes this means that young
people are offered a term each for each subject or in some cases, little or no music
There is a need for sustained delivery of opportunities to engage with music for young people
The range of opportunities available to study music within the FE sector is not always clear to
young people. Greater coordination between schools and FE colleges with a focus on the
outcomes for young people is required
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Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland


There is a lack of awareness and appreciation, among many, of the value investment in youth
music can bring to many of the outcomes within the Programme for Government. There is an
absence of clear strategies to enable music to contribute effectively to the Programme for
Government. This could be enhanced through a Youth Music Strategy co-designed with all
players within the ecosystem. (This audit has started the process).



Youth Music in NI could be characterised as a fragmented ecosystem, with many players in
competition with one another, with little collaboration and with existing resources not fully
maximised. The assets within the ecosystem, if blended more collaboratively, could result in
greater benefits for all. Resources, it was stated, are also limited. There is a lack of awareness
generally of the youth music industry and little collaboration between the wider industry and
the education elements currently. This leads to a lack of opportunities for some young people
The audit noted a lack of specialised teachers in Primary Schools. Only one of the two Teacher
Training University Colleges offers a BEd with Music for Primary Teaching


















A lack of training and support for non-specialist teachers and CPD for existing music teachers
was identified as a gap, particularly in KS1 and KS2
A need was identified for capacity building in the amateur and community and voluntary
sectors with a focus on provision within quality teaching frameworks, governance, better
networking and more collaboration, and appropriate resources that enable delivery where
need and demand exist
A disconnect was identified between the formal and informal education sector and culturally
based voluntary music providers with a need for collaboration to develop pathways
A number of blocks to development post-16 and lack of opportunities for career progression in
NI were identified in particular the need to have achieved Music Grades, GCSE Music, and
experience in an ensemble as prerequisites to entry onto a degree course. Some young people
do not have the opportunity to meet all three of these entry requirements
Some gaps were also identified around choral singing, choral conducting, some underrepresented minority instruments, and in areas of composition and improvisation. It was
identified that there are particular gaps within certain genres of music - jazz, contemporary,
experimental in particular. Teachers championing less "popular" instruments is key
Although NI has a higher-than-average success in developing young people who gain access to
conservatoires and music schools elsewhere, the absence of its own conservatoire places
barriers of cost and social norms which disadvantage some talented young people. Young
people who leave NI to study rarely return to pursue a career.
Although a small number of bursaries are available, the cost of a week’s residential summer
course with one of the specialist youth music ensembles is almost £500 which is still beyond
the means of many young people and their families.
The audit noted a weak music industry infrastructure in NI – there are few well-established
managers, few publishers and very few booking agents and, a lack of labels, and in some cases
a lack of focus on the business development elements of the music industry. As a result, many
emerging artists leave Northern Ireland to progress their careers.
Although the benchmarking process showed that NI achieves a great deal with its limited
resources, the much greater level of funding in Scotland has achieved significantly greater
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Challenges within Youth Music in Northern Ireland
equality of access, stronger foundations in early years and beyond and higher exam entries at
16 leading to better established career pathways.
The audit demonstrates that while there is much to be celebrated, there is a need to turn the
good will into action, but resourcing is a challenge.
The music industry is vast and the extensive opportunities available need to be exposed to
young people on much more significant manner. Furthermore, young people need to be
inspired. There is a lack of opportunities for engagement between young emerging musicians
and music industry professional practitioners, composers, performers, producers, and artists
from across every dimension of music



A need was identified for establishing some sort of centre of excellence for sonic and
performance art. An institute for radical sonic and performance innovation. A place that
nurtures and facilitates the most innovative and dynamic creators of new sonic and
interdisciplinary performance art.



Address issues associated with the digital divide for young people - all too evident during the
Covid 19 Pandemic
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6. Appendices
6.1 Members of Co-Design Advisory Group and Co-design Group Terms of Reference
Ciaran Scullion, Head of Music & Opera, Arts Council of Northern Ireland (Chair)
Noirin McKinney, Director, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Graeme Stevenson, Policy and Research, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Darren Canmore, Head of Music, Education Authority
Jan Hutchinson, Senior Tutor, Education Authority Music Service
Donal Doherty, Music Director, Codetta Chamber Choir
Eithne Benson, Board Member, Ulster Youth Choir
Paula Klein, General Manager, Ulster Youth Orchestra
Richard Wigley, Director of Learning, Ulster Orchestra
Charlotte Dryden, CEO, Oh Yeah Music Centre
Marty McGill, Head of Music, The Nerve Centre
Franziska Schroeder, Lecturer, Queen’s University, Belfast
Frank Lyons, Professor, Ulster University
Brian Irwin, Ulster University
Sarah Jones, Head of Skills Academy, Creative and Cultural Skills
Michelle McCormick, CEO, Drake Music
Liam Craig, Primitive Sound

Paddy Glasgow, Glasgowbury
Siobhan McCormick, Arts Service Manager, Lisburn (on behalf of CLOA / Arts Manager Group)
Diane Creighton
Orla Nugent, Senior Lecturer in Education with Music, St Mary’s University College
Frances Burgess, Stranmillis University College
Shane Farron, Ulster Youth Choir
Patrick Craig, HND Music Co-ordinator, Southern Regional College
Ryan Gallagher, Lecturer, North West Regional College
Wendy Crawford
Paul McQueen, Ulster University
Maeve Walls, Arts Branch, Department for Communities – kept updated
Consultants
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ACNI Audit of Youth Music - Co Design Group - Terms of Reference
Background to the Audit
There is evidence to suggest that engaging young people in music can have a positive effect on their
educational, social, economic and wellbeing outcomes. Increased participation at grassroots level
provides the best chance of increasing the number of people progressing to professional levels of
performance and extends opportunities for our young people to experience and enjoy music on a
regular basis. This has proven social benefits.
Progression routes and pathways for talented musicians are currently very fragmented. In order to
target supports effectively, the Arts Council and its stakeholders need to know, in comprehensive
detail, what is currently being delivered, focusing on the quality of what is on offer and on what gaps
and opportunities exist.
Working in collaboration with the Education Authority, schools, independent arts organisations,
voluntary bodies and higher and further education in Northern Ireland, the audit will:






Help ensure the equitable distribution of supports by ensuring broader geographical and social
coverage;
Support advocacy work promoting the entitlement to music in education and lifelong learning;
Ensure the highest standards of music provision are maintained;
Identify professional development and training needs for teachers and tutors;
Broker and facilitate sustainable partnerships for youth music activities beyond formal
education, especially in the area of community-based project work.

The Arts Council recognises that changes in the provision of music, particularly in schools, is likely to
impact on the extent and nature of exposure pupils have to music in its range of forms.
Introduction
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland has recently appointed Blu Zebra and Heather Maitland &
Associates Arts Consultant to undertake an audit of youth music provision in Northern Ireland. By
commissioning this research, the Arts Council is hoping to make firm, joint plans for the future of
youth music provision in Northern Ireland. We need a solid foundation of accurate and timely
evidence which reflects the diversity of activity being delivered, the range of stakeholders involved
and the gaps in provision that need to be filled.
Contract Requirements
The appointed contractor will:
1. Conduct a comprehensive, systematic, and independent examination of all youth160 music
provision in Northern Ireland taking activities across the voluntary, community, statutory and
commercial sectors into account.
2. Establish where the key access points are and what inequalities exist relative to geography,
income, and entry route (formal or informal) relative to each of the main music genres.
3. Establish what the current pipelines for talent are and what the key impediments to progress.
4. Identify where partnerships and collaborations can be developed or enhanced to ensure
connected and creative pathways at primary, secondary and tertiary education levels.
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5. Map the provision for disabled young people including those with special educational needs in
health and disability settings.
6. Identify ways to ensure a skilled and knowledgeable workforce and create supportive
environments for teachers and parents.
7. Identify models of best practice in music provision and benchmark provision with activity in
Scotland.
8. Design a coherent strategy across all sectors of provision (including primary, secondary, tertiary,
informal and independent provision) to maximise opportunities for young people to engage in
music.
9. Develop a vision, strategic priorities, and action plan with indicative timings and costings.
The report’s recommendations will be used to build a broad-based consensus on the best way
forward, with findings targeted at the Department of Education, Northern Ireland Assembly,
Education Authority and Department for Communities.
The Consultants are delivering the assignment using a co-design process. A Co-design group will be
established. The Co Design Group will operate in an advisory capacity and will fulfil its function with
the completion of the Audit and Strategy by December 2019. The Co Design Group will meet with
the consultants and the ACNI Officers four times to monitor the progress of the research against the
defined Scope of Works.
Specifically, the Co Design Group will:









Provide the consultants with information to enable the successful completion of primary and
secondary research including contacts for research purposes
Provide commentary on and support with the design of the on-line surveys
Provide commentary on and support with the design of the focus group questions
Engage in a codesign workshop to discuss the findings of the research
Comment on and approve a final audit of youth music provision in NI research document
Comment on and approve Design a coherent strategy across all sectors of provision (including
primary, secondary, tertiary, informal and independent provision) to maximise opportunities for
young people to engage in music.
Contribute to the development of a vision, strategic priorities, and action plan with indicative
timings and costings

Composition
The Co-Design group will consist of invited representatives. ACNI will invite representatives from the
following organisations onto the co-design group. Other stakeholders will be invited where gaps
emerge.






Arts Council NI (ACNI)
Department for Communities
Education Authority
Ulster Youth Orchestra
Oh Yeah Music Centre
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The Nerve Centre
Queen’s University
Ulster University
Drake Music NI
A musical artist
Creative and Cultural Skills
Others to be agreed

The co-design group will be supported by the ACNI Project Team consisting of Graeme Stevenson,
Policy and Research, ACNI and Ciaran Scullion, Head of Music & Opera, ACNI. It is anticipated that
the members will have:
 the ability to equitably represent youth music in NI
 a depth of knowledge regarding youth music in NI


the capacity to contribute actively and constructively to the audit process and will
endeavour to attend all codesign meetings

Meetings
At the inaugural meeting the Co Design Group a Chair will be elected. Meetings will be facilitated
and serviced by the consultants. The Co Design Working Group will meet with the consultants at the
following stages:



On appointment, to agree a forward work plan and proposed methodology implementation
On a bi-monthly basis thereafter (approximately) to review progress and outputs against the
tender scope of works



At the co-design workshop to discuss the findings from the research and to help devise the
vision, strategic priorities, and action plan with indicative timings and costings
 On completion of the report for final review and sign off
All Co Design Group members are expected to attend each meeting, in person or via
teleconference/Skype.
A majority of the number of members shall constitute a quorum.
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6.2 Research Objectives and Methodologies
Research Objective
To audit youth music out of school activity across
the voluntary, community, statutory and
commercial sectors

Methodology
 Analysis of existing data, where available e.g., Music Centres,
Youth Service etc.
 Online surveys tailored for each organisation type
 Triangulate with Traditional Music audit

To audit provision in schools and colleges





Analysis of existing data, where available
Online surveys tailored by type of school
Triangulate with Traditional Music audit

To audit early years provision




Analysis of existing data, where available
Online survey

To profile participants by age, income, and level
of engagement




Analysis of existing data, where available
Online surveys above

To identify key access points by main music
genre, geography, and type (formal or informal)







Online surveys above
Interviews with key informants as above
Focus groups with current Music Hub mid-level participants
Focus group with Nerve Centre/Glasgowbury participants
Focus group with elite ensemble members

To count the number of young people engaging
with these access points



Analysis of the above information by genre, geography, access
point and participant profile

To identify barriers to entry






Online surveys
Interviews with key informants
Focus groups with current Music Hub mid-level participants
Focus group with Nerve Centre/Glasgowbury participants

Identify the current pipelines for talent





Online survey
Focus groups

To identify existing partnerships and
collaborations that ensure connected pathways
at primary, secondary and tertiary education
levels





Online surveys
Interviews with key informants
Focus groups

To gather case studies showing connected and
creative pathways at each level



Analysis of the above information by genre, geography and
access point and analysis of interviews with key informants

Map the provision for disabled young people
including those with special educational needs in
health and disability settings.





Analysis of existing information
Interviews
Online survey

Identify the key impediments to progress in
developing talent
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Research Objective

Methodology
 Sector focus group

Identify gaps in skills and knowledge among the
workforce
To explore the extent to which the various
environments support teachers
Identify models of good practice in music
provision



Online surveys



Online surveys





Workshop
Analysis of all data
Secondary research

Design a coherent strategy to maximise
opportunities for engagement by young people




Online surveys
Focus groups
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6.3 E-survey Process
Bespoke surveys approaches were made to each of the following cohort groups. The same broad
questions were asked of each group with some specific questions added to each cohort that related
to their particular interest. This enabled the same data to be collected across all cohorts with some
specific questions linked to each cohort enabling a more bespoke response from where relevant.










Musicians,
Managers of elite ensembles,
Funded music groups,
Music Centre tutors and coordinators,
Creative industry support organisations,
Performing arts venues,
Independent music teachers,
Commercial centres providing music tuition,
Participants with disabilities,










Youth Centres, Youth Clubs,
Community groups with a broader social focus,
Primary, Secondary and Special School heads,
Early Years Settings,
HE and FE Heads of Department,
Student led groups and societies,
Organisations and individuals working in the Health and Disability sectors, and
Parents

Each of the names on the e-survey list were firstly contacted by phone. The youth music audit was
fully explained, and key information given. If there was no answer, a voicemail was left. Through this
initial process, key contact emails and numbers were gathered and an email with more information
sent. The contacts unable to be reached during the initial communications were noted on the table
and contacted again several days later. If there was still no answer, an email was sent to inform
them of the audit and asking for their participation.
The surveys were also sent out to members of the steering group who were asked to send the
survey to their key contacts and associates. By contacting and communicating with different people,
the table of potential survey participants grew, and surveys were sent to agreed contacts.
Social media was also used to contact potential survey participants if this was the best platform on
which to reach them. The specific surveys were distributed on relevant Facebook groups and
Twitter.
For the potential contacts with whom it was hard to communicate and / or where we were unsure if
they wished to participate, another phone call was made to talk through the purpose of the audit. At
this stage, emails were sent to these contacts with an attached PDF version of the survey to provide
more information on what they were participating. Toward the end of the survey deadline, the
contacts under each group who had not communicated back were contacted again or a different
approach taken, for example when the head of the youth centres could not be reached, we reached
out to the individual youth managers in each area to access survey participants which worked well.
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Potential contacts in each group were all contacted several times via phone, email or social media
and the relevant surveys distributed and completed if agreed by the key contact.
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6.4 Stakeholder interviews and focus groups undertaken
The Stakeholder Interviews
The Stakeholder interviews were conducted with key influencers in the youth music sector in
Northern Ireland and included all members of the co-design group. These interviews were primarily
undertaken by telephone. Each interview lasted between 30 minutes to one hour. All but one
stakeholder interviews were undertaken by the same researcher. The interviews identified some
very powerful messages as part of the youth music audit process. Each stakeholder was asked the
same questions - See Appendix 6.5 for topic list.




























Ciaran Scullion, Head of Music & Opera, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Noirin McKinney, Director, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Graeme Stevenson, Policy and Research, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Darren Canmore, Head of Music, Education Authority
Jan Hutchinson, Senior Tutor, Education Authority Music Service
Donal Doherty, Music Director, Codetta Chamber Choir
Eithne Benson, Board Member, Ulster Youth Choir
Paula Klein, General Manager, Ulster Youth Orchestra
Richard Wigley, Director of Learning, Ulster Orchestra
Charlotte Dryden, CEO, Oh Yeah Music Centre
Marty McGill, Head of Music, The Nerve Centre
Franziska Schroeder, Lecturer, Queen’s University, Belfast
Frank Lyons, Professor, Ulster University
Brian Irwin, Ulster University
Sarah Jones, Head of Skills Academy, Creative and Cultural Skills
Michelle McCormick, CEO, Drake Music
Liam Craig, Primitive Sound
Paddy Glasgow, Glasgowbury
Siobhan McCormick, Arts Service Manager, Lisburn (on behalf of Arts Manager Group)
Diane Creighton
Orla Nugent, Senior Lecturer in Education with Music, St Mary’s University College
Frances Burgess, Stranmillis University College
Shane Farron, Ulster Youth Choir
Patrick Craig, HND Music Co-ordinator, Southern Regional College
Ryan Gallagher, Lecturer, North West Regional College
Wendy Crawford
Paul McQueen, Ulster University

Although not directly required to engage with the traditional music sector given the previous audit,
we also touched base with the following three organisations from whom we also received some
additional supplementary evidence and information:




Brendan McAleer, Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann
Ian Burrows, Royal Scottish Pipe Band Association – NI branch RSPBANI
Ian Carlisle and Jane Wallace, Ulster Scots Agency
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6.5 The Focus Groups
The seven focus groups were undertaken directly with young musicians. Focus group participants
were chosen to illustrate the breadth and depth of the youth music sector and to hear directly from
young people themselves. These were organised through the managers of each group. Between five
and twelve young people engaged in each of the seven focus groups. Each focus group was
undertaken in the places where young people engaged in music at a time that suited them. All
engaged in the focus group willingly and with enthusiasm. Each focus group lasted approximately
one hour. All focus groups were undertaken by the same researcher.
Before the collective discussion at each focus group, each young people were given a paper person
on which they were asked to write down their own personal throughs to each question in advance of
a collective group discussion. This enabled each person to have a view. These paper-people were
gathered at the end of each session and are the basis for some of the quotations in this report. This
proved to be a very effective way of engaging the young people. Add some pics
All those who engaged were articulate and passionate about music and eloquently identified both
the challenges and opportunities they faced in pursuing a career or interest in music.
The seven focus groups were.








Camerata Ireland Academy (Specialist Youth Music organisation)
Ulster Youth Orchestra (Specialist Youth Music organisation)
Oh Yeah Music Centre (Music Hub/ creative industries)
Nerve Centre (Creative industries)
St Mary’s University College (Third level)
Southern Regional College (Third level)
Drake Music including senior staff within settings (tutors only)
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Focus Group and Stakeholder Interview Topic Guides
Youth Music NI Audit - Focus Group Topic Guide
We all know that engaging young people in music can have a positive effect on their educational,
social, economic and wellbeing outcomes.
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland has commissioned an audit of youth music provision in
Northern Ireland which will lead to a clear, collaborative strategy for its future in Northern Ireland.
Blu Zebra and Heather Maitland, Arts Consultant and Jan Ford, Orchestra Live are jointly undertaking
this assignment on behalf of the Arts Council.
This strategy must be based on solid evidence about who is delivering what and the gaps in provision
that need filling. So, we need to undertake some focus groups with young people engaged in youth
music activity – thus our focus group with you today.

Ice Breaker: What’s the first musical experience you can remember?

In 15 words…. How did you become interested in / get into music?

In 15 words……what does music mean to you and what difference does it make to your life?

What are your future ambitions?

What do you think is the best pathway for you to further your career in music?

What barriers do you face in progressing your career in music?

What do you think are the main barriers that your friends faced in engaging in music? What stopped
them?
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Youth Music NI Audit – Stakeholder Interview Topic Guide
We all know that engaging young people in music can have a positive effect on their educational,
social, economic and wellbeing outcomes.
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland has commissioned an audit of youth music provision in
Northern Ireland which will lead to a clear, collaborative strategy for its future in Northern Ireland.
Blu Zebra, Heather Maitland, Arts Consultant and Jan Ford, Orchestra Live are jointly undertaking
this assignment on behalf of the Arts Council.
This strategy must be based on solid evidence about who is delivering what and the gaps in provision
that need filling. So, we need to undertake some Interviews of those with a stake in the sector to
get a sense of the main challenges and opportunities moving forward.
What do you think are the main strengths and challenges of youth music provision in Northern
Ireland?
Strengths

Challenges

What do you think are the main opportunities and threats facing youth music provision in Northern
Ireland?
Opportunities

Threats

What are the main gaps in youth music provision in Northern Ireland?

What are the main barriers to participation in music among young people?

How well do you believe different players in the youth music sector currently collaborate? How
could this be improved?

How would you assess the pipelines open to young people for furthering their careers in music and
what barriers do they face?
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6.6 Further Education and Higher Education Music Courses
Further Education courses
College

Campus

Courses

Belfast
Metropolitan
College

Millfield

HNC Music (for Film, TV, Online Content and Games)
Part time (Pearson BTEC Level 4 Higher National
Certificate in Music)

6 courses

Millfield

Music (Production) Level 3 (Pearson BTEC Level 3
National Extended Diploma in Music) (FT)

E3

Music Industry Skills Level 2 (FT)

Millfield

Music Levels 3 (Pearson BTEC Level 3 National
Extended Diploma in Music) (FT)

Millfield

Music Level 5 (Pearson BTEC Level 5 Higher National
Diploma in Music) (FT)

Millfield

OCR Level 2 Cambridge Technical Diploma in Media
(Audio) Pearson BTEC Level 2 first Certificate in Music
(Music Technology)

Derry/Londonderry

Pearson Level 2 Technical Music Production

Derry/Londonderry

RSL Level 3 Extended Diploma for Music Practitioners
(Performance Pathway)

Derry/Londonderry

RSL Level 3 Extended Diploma for Music Practitioners
(Technology Pathway)

Derry/Londonderry

Pearson BTEC Level 4 Higher National
Certificate/Diploma in Music

Derry/Londonderry

Pearson BTEC Level 4 Higher National
Certificate/Diploma in Music Production

Coleraine

Music Technology (Performing Arts) Level 3

North West
Regional
College
5 courses

Northern
Regional
College
1 course
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College

Campus

Courses

South East
Regional
College

Bangor

Pearson BTEC HND in Music

Bangor

Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Music
Technology

Bangor/Lisburn

Level 2 First Diploma in Music

Bangor/Lisburn

Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Music

Bangor

Level 3 Extended Diploma in Production Arts

Bangor/ Lisburn/
Downpatrick

Level 3 Technical Extended Diploma in Media

N/A

Accesses courses through a partnership with NWRC

Armagh

UAL Level 3 Extended Diploma in Music Performance
and Production

Armagh

Pearson BTEC Level 5 Higher National Diploma in
Music

6 courses

South West
College
Linked to
NWRC – with 5
courses
Southern
Regional
College
2 Courses

Higher Education Courses
College
Queen’s
University
Belfast
5 courses
plus JAM

Campus
Belfast

Courses
Music PhD Level: Postgraduate Research Length: 3 years (Full-time)
Music BMus; Level: Undergraduate; Length: 3 years (Full-time)
Music and Audio Production BA; Level: Undergraduate; Length: 3 years (Fulltime)
Music and Sound Design BA; Level: Undergraduate; Length: 3 years (Fulltime)
Music Performance BA; Level: Undergraduate; Length: 3 years (Full-time)
Queens University also runs a Junior Academy of Music. The Junior Academy
of Music (JAM) at Queen’s provides music activities for aspiring young
musicians. There are four programmes within JAM each tailored to a specific
age group and suitable activities. JAM is devised and delivered by
internationally recognised musicians and specialised teachers. JAM 1, JAM 2
and JAM 3 run on Saturdays in the Music Building while JAM 4 and JAM 4+ is
on Fridays in the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC).
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College

Campus

Courses
JAM 1 is for children aged 4 to 7 and consists of a Music and Movement
class and a Children's Choir. Music and Movement is designed to introduce
young children to various ways of performing and listening to music. The
sessions involve lots of singing and rhythmic games, playing various tuned
and untuned percussion instruments - all of which will, within time, improve
a child’s intonation, sense of rhythm and pulse. It is a fun activity during
which they learn basic musical elements. The Children's Choir will promote
further their musicianship and team-working skills. The JAM 1 programme is
also of benefit for children who wish to start playing an instrument when
they are more experienced.
JAM 2 is for 5 to 8-year olds, and involves a Musicianship class, Children's
Choir, and optional beginner instrumental tuition. JAM 2 is suited to those
children who have completed the JAM 1 programme, or possibly other
specialised music activities.
It includes singing and rhythmic games, playing glockenspiel and other
tuned/unturned percussion instruments which help prepare children for
more advanced studies. The focus of the Musicianship class is to develop
music literacy: to learn how to sing, write, create, read, and play music.
Through fun activities, children extend their musical skills and refine their
listening and performing abilities. This equips them for learning how to play
an instrument. Children's choir offers more opportunities to develop,
improve and enjoy singing. Instrumental tuition is optional and will be
introduced through taster sessions in term 1 and developed during the
second and third terms of each year.
JAM 3 for Brass, Guitar, Flute, Piano, Singing and Musicianship. JAM 3 is
for children aged 8-17. It offers individual and group instrumental tuition on
a range of brass instruments including cornet, horn, baritone, euphonium,
trombone, and tuba, as well as other instruments such as guitar, flute, piano
and singing. All pupils also take part in either an ensemble, junior or senior
brass band, or choir. All JAM 3 pupils also attend Musicianship classes. They
are of paramount importance to pupils, as they provide the opportunity to
gain, train and develop essential musical skills which are fundamental to
their instrumental playing and their progress, such as advancing their aural
skills, sight-singing, knowledge of music theory and general understanding of
music.
JAM 4 is a weekly programme for secondary school children interested in
Creative Music Technology, using industry standard music-making software
at the world-leading Sonic Arts Research Centre. Since its founding in 2001,
the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC) has become a globally recognised
institute for music-based practice and research, broadly conceived. SARC
brings together researchers in composition, performance, musicology,
computing for musical applications, acoustics and perception, sound
recording, interaction design, broadcast, critical improvisation studies,
sound art, aesthetics, and media theory. It is housed within a purpose
designed building with a state-of-the-art Sonic Laboratory and multichannel
studios. SARC also includes associate members based in computer
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College

Campus

Ulster
University

Magee

8 Courses

St Mary’s
University
College
Belfast

Coleraine
Belfast

Courses
engineering, anthropology, psychology, and architecture who are involved in
research collaborations and co-supervision of PhD students, to form a
research environment with over 60 academics and postgraduate students.
BA Music (Hons) – 3 Years (FT)
BA (Hons) Music with Drama – BA (Hons) 3 years (FT)
BSc (Hons) Music, Sound and Technology 3 years (FT)
BA (Hons) Irish with Music 3 years (FT)
BA (Hons) Drama with Music 3 years (FT)
MMus Creative Musicianship (1-year FT Postgraduate course)
MMus Creative Musicianship (PT Postgraduate course)
PGCE Music (Post Primary)– One Year FT
BEd Primary with Music– 4 years
The department comprises two large Music Teaching Rooms, an Electronic
Music Studio, and a number of Music Practice Rooms. In addition, various
performance spaces are available throughout the college. The Music
Teaching Rooms are equipped with a range of audio and audio-visual
resources as well as ICT presentation facilities. The purpose-built Electronic
Music Studio accommodates computer workstations to enable PC-based
musical composing activities, encourage the employment of ICT-based
teaching packages and support the development of multimedia teaching and
learning resources. The Music Practice Rooms are equipped with a piano,
music listening facilities and a study area.

1 course

Staff within the college conduct clinical practice every year in two primary
schools to enhance collaboration between the HE and primary sectors and
one of these placements focuses on the development of good singing
techniques endorsed by the work of Jenevora Williams161 .
Stranmillis
University
College,
Belfast

Belfast

Stranmillis does not have a ‘music department’ per se. The students are not
‘music’ students but rather ‘primary education’ students. Any musical
involvement they might have is mainly outside College. There are some
voluntary activities that take place at Stranmillis, but personal musical
opportunities are very limited.

0 courses
Stranmillis College however has a brilliant resource- a 271-seat tiered
auditorium with a drama theatre stage, extensive backstage facilities, is fully
equipped for sound and lighting and has an online ticketing system.
The Music Suite at Stranmillis offers an extensive range of facilities for
teaching, practice, and recitals. The Recital Room, with floor to ceiling
windows looking over the campus grounds, seats up to 100 guests and
regularly hosts music concerts and recitals, as well as being a superb space
for rehearsals or music examinations. The Music Suite also offers a range of
practice and rehearsal rooms for individual and group uses including 2 large
group practice rooms and 10 sound proof rehearsal pods

6.7 The Northern Ireland Music Curriculum
See table overleaf
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0 to 26 for Instrumentalists and 0-29 for singers. The audit will exclude traditional arts.
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